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Trip 10: How We Lose Touch with
Reality

We now continue our journey since we’ve completed nine trips in
Real Faith & Reason Volume One. As a quick review, the following
are the main truths we discovered on those nine trips:
Truth is important and worth seeking. Without truth, we’re
living in a world of make-believe, which is insanity. Without
truth, we interpret observations based on made-up stuff
and fallacies.
All fallacies can be grouped into two categories: making up
stuff and making the made-up stuff seem real. Making up
stuff is axiomatic thinking like lying or making bare claims.
Ungodly thinkers give the illusion made-up stuff is real by
using smokescreen fallacies like circular-reasoning, infiniteregression, appeal-to-ridicule, appeal-to-anger, argumentfrom-ignorance, or additional axiomatic-thinking fallacies.
Sound reasoning requires truth. We need true premises.
Sound logic or reasoning must be based on truth rather
than made-up stuff. Basing reasoning on made-up stuff is a
form of insanity.
The human mind has no path by which to reason to a true
premise without divine revelation.
Without Christ, human reasoning ends in an infinite
regression of unproved so-called “proofs.”
Once we allow even a single assumption, make-believe can
go anywhere.
Christ is the light, and He lights every person who comes
into the world. He reveals some truth to every person.

Jesus Christ is real and knowable.
Everyone who sincerely seeks Christ finds Christ.
Everyone who sincerely seeks truth finds Christ.
Christ leads, teaches, and corrects everyone who follows
Him.
God speaks through the Bible and every means of divine
revelation mentioned in the Bible.
Divine revelation isn’t an axiom, assumption, or
presupposition. Christ is real. He speaks.
We’re learning to discern Christ’s voice from all other
voices.
If we had to accomplish discernment by human ability, we
would be lost. However, God gives discernment to those
who sincerely seek Him. He won’t deceive us.
Christ knows how to communicate.
God knows how to give the Holy Spirit to those who honor
Him.
Real faith isn’t a leap into the darkness that lands us in the
light. Real faith is not belief without evidence. Real faith
isn’t a mental exercise. Real faith is supernatural assurance
and knowledge of truth that comes when God speaks to us.
Real faith isn’t making believe. It’s not making ourselves
believe.
Real faith comes by hearing the utterance of God.
Jesus Christ is the Author and Finisher of our faith.
God reveals Himself to every person, so no person has any
excuse.
Real faith is substance. It’s reality rather than concept.
Real faith is evidence. It’s absolutely certain proof of the
promise we haven’t observed.
Without real faith, there can be no sound reasoning.
Whatever isn’t of faith is sin. The way is very narrow. God
must lead us to it. We can’t follow our own passions and
desires. He asks us to listen to Him and yield to Him.
Our journey is one of spiritual growth, which is by grace,
and grace is through faith, and faith comes by hearing the
utterance or word from God. However, we must yield
ourselves to it. God won’t force us.

When we yield, God says His words through us and does
His acts through us by His grace, which is through His faith.
We’re changed in the process. We grow spiritually. This
growth consists of two things: dying to the fleshly nature
and having Christ built up within.
When we speak by the leading and power of the Holy Spirit,
the Holy Spirit is speaking through us. The testimony of
Jesus Christ is the Spirit of prophecy.
No one can sincerely say Jesus is Lord except by the Holy
Spirit.
When the Holy Spirit speaks through us in this way, we’re
proclaiming Christ. Effective ministry declares Christ rather
than declaring a message about Christ.
God continually unfolds His revelation. He shows us who
we are in the body of Christ. He reveals how we fit into the
body of Christ. He tells us what is and isn’t part of the body
of Christ. And he directs what we are to do at each moment.
As we yield ourselves to the Holy Spirit, we’re permitting
Him to allow the light of His Person into our being. In this
process, the flesh dies a little bit each time we yield. We go
from glory to glory as the Holy Spirit transfigures us into
the image of Christ. The biblical structure of the church is a
vital part of this transformation process. God is restoring
the pattern of Scripture.
The human mind is deceitful and desperately wicked. We
all make mistakes sometimes. We’re deceived when we
want what we want, deceived by our own desires. If we
sincerely persist in seeking the mind of God, God will
correct us.
When ungodly thinkers claim God doesn’t reveal reality to
His people, they base their claim on made-up stuff.
All arguments against Jesus Christ or the Bible are based on
made-up stuff.
Christ is the light, and He lights every person who comes
into the world.
The light of Christ allows even unbelievers to know the
difference between good and evil. And yet, they have a
problem. They can’t tell the difference between divine
revelation and their own made-up stuff since they make no

distinction between the voice of God and what they dream
up or what other people dream up. They think it’s normal to
make up stuff, and they often are unaware of their
assumptions.
Unbelievers are stuck with a pragmatic existence. However,
whenever they try to reason about things beyond their
senses, they’re irrational.
At a certain point, God will withdraw the light of Christ
from those who persistently refuse to acknowledge Him,
thank Him, and glorify Him. Losing the light of Christ sends
a person into greater darkness whether that person is a
believer or not. That darkness can become so dark that
darkness seems like light to the person. As a person
descends into darkness, that person becomes numb to God
and deaf to God’s voice.
Sound logic requires that we know the One Who is the
truth, Jesus Christ.
Without the light of Christ, humans can’t reason beyond
pragmatism. They can observe and test and find something
that seems to work. They can’t reason rationally beyond
that.
Without the light of Christ, humans can’t reason about
truth, history, right, wrong, or anything else beyond what
they can observe and test.
A person without Christ’s light can’t tell the difference
between good and evil or truth and error.
Everyone has a worldview. It filters everything we observe.
Our worldviews are fake realities that seem more real to us
than real reality.
Confirmation bias is a circular reasoning process that
makes the worldview even more deceptive.
Whatever is in our worldviews seems obvious to us.
God’s utterance can tear down the strongholds in our minds
if we continue to listen to His voice and yield in willing
obedience.
On this trip, we’re going to explore the way worldviews disconnect us
from reality when they cloud our vision, making unreal conceptions
seem real and making reality seem unreal. We’ll explore how outside
corruption creates these worldviews, and inner corruption confirms

these worldviews. We’ll look into the ways worldviews make it hard to
know the difference between good and evil, truth and error, or reality
and make-believe.
Without the Holy Spirit, human thinking can’t tell the difference
between truth and error. Del Tackett of the “The Truth Project”
identified this problem as what he calls “common insanity.” Fallacies
make it harder to know the difference between reality and pretending.
In other words, fallacies help thinkers lose touch with reality.
Everyone loses touch sometimes. We think something is true, and
then we find out it’s false, or we think something is false, and then we
find out it’s true.
Insanity happens in two ways. We might think something real is a
concept or made-up stuff. If so, we commit the fallacy of anticoncreteness. We might think made-up stuff or a concept is real. If
so, we commit the fallacy of hypostatization. These may seem like
strange terms, but these are the terms commonly used.
So, we’ll remember that anti-concreteness treats substance as madeup stuff. What we objectively observe is substance. Our interpretation
of what we observe is made-up stuff. Divine revelation is substance,
but our interpretation of revelation is made-up stuff. Faith is
substance. God is substance. Jesus Christ is substance. The Creation
event and the Genesis Flood are substance. On the other hand,
theologies about God, Jesus Christ, Faith, the Creation event, or the
Genesis Flood are all concepts.
Concept isn’t reality. The following are concepts:
theologies
political philosophies
stories about a big bang
old-earth calculations
molecules to humanity evolutionism
naturalism
materialism
abiogenesis
uniformitarianism
Humans fabricate concepts. Demons fabricate concepts. God reveals
truth. God doesn’t fabricate concepts. They’re usually about reality,

but they aren’t real. Concepts float over reality. They add to reality or
eliminate parts of reality.
Just as children’s make-believe is usually about reality but not reality
itself, concepts are about reality, but they aren’t reality itself. If we
think concepts are real, we commit hypostatization.
The material world is substance, not concept. Revelation and faith
aren’t concepts because they’re imparted by God when He speaks.
And we know Jesus Christ is part of reality because we know Him and
He reveals Himself to us. As another example, God reveals the
Creation event and the Genesis Flood when He speaks to us through
Scripture, so the Creation event and the Genesis Flood are parts of
reality.
On the other hand, theories, philosophies, and theologies are mental
constructs. They grow out of assumptions, stories, conceptual
frameworks, ideas, or other forms of made-up stuff. Assuming and
storytelling are ways of making up stuff.
Let’s look at this simple difference between concept and reality.
Concepts are chains of thought based on a mix of the following
elements:
observation (optional)
revelation (optional)
making up stuff (required)
Since we always put some made-up stuff into our concepts, the madeup stuff is what makes a concept a concept. A chain of thought is as
strong as its weakest link, so concepts aren’t substance. Concepts
come in two basic flavors:
human interpretations of what exists
human imagination totally outside of what exists
Using the discoveries of Sir Francis Bacon, let’s shed light on a few of
the many ways thinkers lose touch with reality and how those ways
work together to create extremely deceptive illusions. Sir Francis
Bacon categorized all fallacies under four headings:

idola tribus
idola theatri
idola fori
idola specus
We know of only one way to avoid losing touch with reality. This way
is focusing on Jesus Christ Who is the Truth. He’s the Reality.

Idola-Tribus Fallacy
The desires of the innermost mind, the dullness and
deception of the senses, and the interpretations of
impressions become lenses that distort reality.
Worldviews are lenses that distort reality by acting as filters. These
filters add to reality and subtract from reality. This distortion and
filtering controls our interpretations whenever we observe or
experience reality:
Dullness and deception of the senses limit the impression.
The desires of the innermost mind create bias.
Bias acts as a powerful filter that adds to impressions and
diminishes impressions.
This filtration process directs the interpretation.
The interpretation confirms the bias and fortifies the
worldview.
With the idola-tribus category of fallacies, many problems work
together to deceive us all. Our senses aren’t perfect. We each have a
worldview, and our worldviews deceive us. Also, we each have desires.
Our inner desires deceive us. It could happen to any one of us. We
could lose touch with reality because of the idola-tribus fallacy.

Idola-Theatri Fallacy
Concepts enter the mind through various sources and
seem like reality.
Movies, TV dramas, and cartoons are three methods of planting
concepts in our minds through storytelling. Storytelling automatically

creates a trance state. This trance state bypasses our inner filters and
changes our worldviews since it reduces our natural human resistance
to change. Reality blends with make-believe in a trance. While we’re
in this trance state, persuaders plant lies into our worldviews. With
any story, even novels, we need to remember the author is working to
shape us and change our worldviews. The author wants to persuade
us. We call the point of this persuasion “the theme of the story.”
Often, multiple themes work together. TV drama is the most powerful
mind-molding method known because of the number of people it
reaches and the number of hours people spend absorbing it. TV
dramas also use music to draw us in. Music comes right behind
storytelling in its ability to influence.
Do you not know that when you offer yourselves as
obedient slaves, you are slaves to the one you obey,
whether you are slaves to sin leading to death, or to
obedience leading to righteousness? ~ Romans 6:16
Berean Study Bible
Whenever we watch a show, we offer ourselves to the show in
obedience. We sit willingly to watch the show. We get into the show
and experience the story.
Of course, we don’t need a trance to change a worldview. People build
their worldviews from several sources. In children, these sources
include the parents, teachers, other children, video games, and
animated cartoons. In adults, more sources become available. For
instance, adults receive the impact of novels, non-fiction books, news
media, or comedians. We can also allow classes, friends, museums,
and many other powerful persuaders to brainwash us.
This confusion gets worse when several communication systems
repeat the same propaganda message. These communication systems
include textbooks, schools, universities, news broadcasts, social
media, museums, parks, zoos, and entertainment. Plus, persuaders
often state the concepts they push in assumptive language. It’s as if a
single false prophet speaks with a single voice through all these
sources, secretly planting concepts in the worldviews of unsuspecting
people. It’s a false-prophet-pseudo-education-pseudo-news-pseudoanalysis-pseudo-entertainment cabal. For instance, even now,
teachers of evolutionism are trying to find ways to make their stories

seem more like reality by working on new more convincing
presentations. Yes, they’re using tax money taken from Christian
taxpayers to develop methods to deceive those Christian taxpayer’s
children. With all the many ways of programming us, if we yield
ourselves to them and willingly allow them to brainwash us, we
become slaves of those who indoctrinate us.

Idola-Fori Fallacies
Humans use names to confuse reality with make-believe. Two
types of idola fori exist.

Type 1 Idola Fori:
Giving names to things that don’t exist.
Examples of names given to things no one has ever
observed:
big bang
dark matter
dark energy
evolution [meaning amoeba morphing into humans
through a series of steps]
abiogenesis
claims of a 4.7-billion-year age of the earth
naturalism
materialism
The spacetime singularities lying at cores of black holes are
among the known (or presumed) objects in the Universe
about which the most profound mysteries remain and
which our present-day theories are powerless to describe ~
Roger Penrose, The Road to Reality
That quote from Roger Penrose demonstrates the fallacy of giving
names to things that don’t exist. No one has ever seen a singularity.

Singularities are fictional. This method of giving names to things that
don’t exist is very clever and tricky. Think about the way the human
mind processes language. When someone names something that
doesn’t exist we form a concept of the non-existent entity just to
process the thought. In other words, we create the non-existent entity
in our worldviews (inner fake-reality) as a way to understand the nonexistent entity. At that point, the non-existent entity exists in our
minds. We think something that doesn’t exist does exist. Idola fori is a
hypnotic technique, but we don’t realize the persuaders are
hypnotizing us.
Henry Norman wrote a definition of what scientists have been calling
“singularities.” Singularities are examples of idola fori. Here’s what
Henry said:
In the context of cosmology, a “singularity” is a place in an
equation where the result is unbounded or undefined.
Consider the two cases, (1) The “big bang” and (2) A “Black
Hole,” both of which are conjectured to host a point of zero
volume at the core (center of gravity), where all (most of?)
its mass is concentrated. In the density equation:
density = mass / volume
A “singularity” appears when the “volume” of these
“objects” goes to 0 (or by extrapolation “backward in time”
of our apparently expanding Universe, when time comes to
zero (at the “big bang”)), causing division by zero, a
mathematical operation which is not defined in algebra or
arithmetic. Media and popular science have successfully
turned these mathematical abstractions (singularities) into
physical objects, by using statements like
“a singularity resides at the core of all black
holes,”
or worse,
“a primordial singularity, a zero-volume point
of infinite density and temperature and with
enormous mass, appeared out of nowhere some

14 billion years ago, and rapidly expanded to
become our Universe the Big Bang!”
Thus confusing a mathematical error with a conjectured
object: In known physics, it is simply not possible to
squeeze any amount of matter into “zero volume” (if
nothing else, witness the Pauli Exclusion Principle atoms
(baryons) occupy a tiny but measurable volume and cannot
be squeezed arbitrarily close together). We also see
statements like “the big bang singularity is a point of zero
volume, but very high mass, which makes the density
infinite. This singularity contained all the matter and
energy in the Universe,” which is amusing. The commonly
assumed but incorrect definition “m/0 = ∞” is used only in
“Real Projective Line” or “Riemann Sphere” sets in
calculus. Nevertheless bowing to “the experts” in the
following I use the term “singularity” (always within
quotation marks (and under protest!))
Singularities are hard to understand. That’s because they make no
sense. They’re part of an insane vision. Henry Noman realized the
word “singularity” is something that makes no sense. It’s something
that’s nothing. It doesn’t exist. And yet, it seems almost real since it
has a name.
When a persuader makes a name for something, thinkers imagine the
named thing exists even if it doesn’t exist. They mistake the named
thing for part of reality even if it isn’t real.
So we have a non-existent thing. A persuader gives it a name. Let’s
use the example of “molecules-to-humanity evolution” as a named
thing. The more persuaders define and adorn molecules-to-humanity
evolution with imagined details, the more real it seems. The
persuaded people don’t realize it’s just a fabrication, a figment of the
imagination. Persuaders made it up. “It must be real if it has a name.”
And to further enhance the illusion, persuaders often falsely connect
these names to words like “science,” “evidence,” or “observation.”
However, real science, evidence, and observation don’t prove the
existence of nonexistent things. If people add unreality to their
worldviews, unreality begins to seem real.

Type 2 Idola Fori:
Giving names to things that exist but are poorly defined.
Examples of poorly defined names:
science
evidence
reason
faith
Christian
Persuaders may apply names to things that don’t fit the meaning of
the name. For instance, we could define “science” as dogmatic sacred
cow beliefs based on assumptions, concepts, ideas, abstractions, and
made-up stories. Then, we call it “settled science.” We could define
“evidence” as assumption-based interpretations of observations. We
could define “reason” as rationalizations based on logical fallacies. We
could define “faith” as a conceptual mental exercise. We could define
“Christian” as people who don’t know Christ and don’t intend to
submit to Him. Ungodly people sometimes call a Christ-follower “a
religious person.” They also call a person who does rituals but doesn’t
know Christ “a religious person.” They might define “religion” as
listening to Christ and yielding to Him. Then they define “religion” as
doing activities that have nothing to do with the Spirit of Christ.
Ken Ham mentioned this fallacy, and although he didn’t mention it by
name, he gave an example.
And here’s another problem that we’ve got. Not only has
the word “science” been hijacked by secularists, I believe
the word “evolution” has been hijacked by secularists. The
word, ‘evolution,’ has been hijacked using what I call a bait
and switch. Let me explain to you. The word ‘evolution’ is
being used in public school textbooks, and we often see it
in documentaries and so on. It’s used for observable
changes which we would agree with, and then used for
unobservable changes such as molecules-to-man. ~ Ken
Ham

A word like “science” can be deceptive if it’s defined too broadly
because it keeps us from seeing the differences between distinct
things. “Science” could mean made-up sacred-cow stories, or it could
mean arbitrary assumptions. It could mean traditions, guessing, or a
group-held paradigm. It could even mean experimentation, testing,
and observation. Evolutionists give “science” a broad definition that
includes all these. As a result, we don’t know what evolutionists mean
when they use the word “science.” The evolutionists’ version of
“science” could be reality, make-believe, or anything between the two.
They change the definition in the middle of a thought.
Evolutionists commit a similar fallacy when they define “evolution” as
“change over time.” That implies there’s no difference between
observed changes and imagined changes. This definition is too broad
because, with this definition, the word “evolution” can mean two
different things. Is “evolution” the changes we can observe from
generation to generation? Or is “evolution” a fanciful story about
gradual changes so an amoeba gradually turns into people over
millions of years? Think about what the second definition would
require? Complete coded information systems that create useful
functions would have to pop into existence one after another. Coded
information has never been observed forming on its own. Coded
information systems have unique and functioning coded information.
The code has to do something helpful. They also have ways to execute
the code and maintain the code. A story about even one such event is
fanciful. However, a story about this happening repeatedly over
millions of years is insane. Evolutionists use the same word,
“evolution” to mean two things. It means observation on the one
hand and make-believe on the other. Persuaders create the same
type of confusion using the word “science.” Is “science” testing and
observation? Or is “science” make-believe?
Idola fori is effective in creating distorted worldviews. Every form of
media persuades and manipulates us by using both methods of idola
fori. For instance, we see these methods in education, news,
entertainment, museums, placards in parks, and advertising.

Idola-Specus Fallacy
The Fallacy of Inner Bias

God says those who reject Christ love darkness and hate light.
And this is the condemnation, that the light has come into
the world, and men loved darkness rather than light,
because their deeds were evil. ~ John 3:19 New King
James Version
They’re biased toward darkness and biased against the light, and bias
makes them resist truth and love error. The idola-specus fallacy
resists truth because of inner bias, and it confuses reality and makebelieve, causing resistance to truth and love for error.
it sounds as though you believe your world view, which is a
literal interpretation of most parts of the Bible, is correct.
Well, what became of all those people who never heard of
it, never heard of you? What became of all those people in
Asia? What became of all those First Nations people in
North America? Were they condemned and doomed? ~
Bill Nye, The Nye-Ham Debate
Bill Nye was debating Ken Ham and contending against the account
of Creation as it’s written in the Bible. In context, Bill was reacting
against the Gospel when he made this statement. And it was here he
exposed his bias. He exposed the reason he doesn’t want God to exist.
He showed the reason he doesn’t want the Bible to be accurate. He
could have asked, “What’s to become of me?” Ungodly thinkers who
resist the Gospel don’t want to be in submission to God and don’t
want to do God’s will because they don’t want to be set free from sin.
Rejection of Christ is never an intellectual problem, but it’s always a
spiritual problem. Someone may say we can’t know what motivates
ungodly thinkers, but we can know. We know it by divine revelation
since God says it this way:
And this is the verdict: The Light has come into the world,
but men loved darkness more than light, because their
deeds were evil. For everyone practicing evil hates the
Light and does not come to the Light, so that his works
may not be exposed; But whoever practices the truth
comes into the Light, so that it may be clearly seen that
what he has done has been accomplished in God. ~ John
3:19-21 Berean Study Bible

Moses, David, Elijah, and Isaiah never heard what we would call “the
gospel.” And yet, they experienced forgiveness and power for
righteousness. They accepted it and walked in it. That forgiveness and
righteousness came through Christ. They responded to the Light. At
the same time, millions turned away from the Light. Millions did what
Bill Nye is doing. No one has any excuse.
Both Christians and unbelievers can love darkness rather than light.
If unbelievers persist in unbelief, they enter into this darkness more.
However, Christians become insensitive to the Holy Spirit and
become spiritually blinded if they continue to do what God isn’t
leading them to do. Christians also become insensitive if they refuse
to acknowledge God’s moment-by-moment leading, teaching, and
correcting. In other words, inner bias can keep a Christian from
continuing to move forward in spiritual maturity.
Biased people don’t feel biased. They feel right and justified and
rational. That’s because they’re biased by their worldviews. Their
worldviews seem like reality.
What happens in these cases? Those who follow their own inner
biases stop their progress. Their own minds, not other people’s
minds, cause their downfall. They become vain in their imaginations,
and their foolish hearts darken, Then, God gives them over to
impurity through the desires of their hearts, and they do impure
things.
Therefore God gave them over in the desires of their hearts
to impurity for the dishonoring of their bodies with one
another. ~ Romans 1:24 Berean Study Bible
God gives them over to the disorder and torment of their own minds.
For this reason God gave them over to dishonorable
passions. ~ Romans 1:26a Berean Study Bible
When people resist God, God allows them to be deceived and
enslaved by their own reprobate minds.
Furthermore, since they did not see fit to acknowledge
God, He gave them up to a depraved mind, to do what
ought not to be done. ~ Romans 1:28 Berean Study Bible

Believers and unbelievers alike walk into this darkness and bondage.
If we refuse to listen to God and acknowledge God, our consciences
become seared.
Speaking lies in hypocrisy; having their conscience seared
with a hot iron ~ 1 Timothy 4:2 King James Version
The link to the Source of all wisdom, knowledge, and understanding
gets weak, the mind becomes impure and filled with many deceitful
lies, and the conscience grows insensitive over time. So we see this
insensitivity has several causes. Humans are unwilling to
acknowledge God when He leads. They refuse to glorify Him as God.
They refuse to thank God. God tells us why some people don’t want to
acknowledge Him. They love unrighteousness and enjoy engaging in
sin. They don’t want God to expose that sin or to be in control of their
lives. Jesus came to set us free from sin. Some people love their sin.
When we think of unrighteousness or sin, we may think of a certain
sin or a certain form of unrighteousness. However, God defines sin as
straying from the Way, and that Way is Jesus Christ, so any thought
or act not guided by the Holy Spirit is a sin. When we want to do our
own wills, we want to sin. Doing our own will rather than God’s will is
sin.
On the other hand, some people desire to know and obey God.
They’re thankful to Him and listen to His leading. They accept His
corrections even though those corrections conflict with their
hardened false beliefs. They glorify God. They forgive those who hurt
them without trying to get even. Of course, they also battle a fleshly
nature that’s contrary to God. Salvation overcomes this fleshly nature
and sets us free from it. If we’re redeemed, we’re set free. While Christ
completed the work on the cross, we allow Him to apply His work to
our lives. He doesn’t force us against our wills. Rather, we allow Him
to change us by believing and following Him as He gives us the power
to believe Him, do His will, and follow Him. Our part is receiving His
gift of righteousness.
And most of all, as I said to you, the Bible says if you come
to God believing that He is, He’ll reveal Himself to you.
You’ll know. If you search out the truth, you really want
God to show you as you search out the silver and gold, He

will show you. He will reveal Himself to you. ~ Ken Ham,
The Nye-Ham Debate
This quote is the strongest point Ken made during the Nye-Ham
debate as Ken is referring to divine revelation and talking about a
relationship with Christ. However, inner bias (idola specus) is the
reason that ungodly thinkers refuse to “come to God believing that He
is.” They don’t want Him to “reveal Himself to” them. So they won’t
receive Him but reject Him instead. They refuse to “search out the
truth” because they don’t want the truth but rather love a lie. And, as
we’ve seen, this truth isn’t just a Christian opinion or Ken’s opinion,
but it’s how God explains it:
And this is the verdict: The Light has come into the world,
but men loved darkness more than light, because their
deeds were evil. Everyone who does evil hates the Light,
and does not come into the Light for fear that his deeds
will be exposed. But whoever practices the truth comes
into the Light, so that it may be clearly seen that what he
has done has been accomplished in God.” ~ John 3:19-21
Berean Study Bible
Anyone can test what Ken described, but no ungodly thinker gives us
a way we could prove any of their assumptions. Instead, we’re just
supposed to take their word for those assumptions. Mostly, they hide
their assumptions from us using smokescreens. They conceal the
made-up stuff or try to make what isn’t real seem real.

Conclusion
We’ve looked at several ways thinkers lose touch with reality.
However, irrational thinkers can find hundreds of creative ways to
lose touch with reality, and we’ve only mentioned a few. Each of these
ways confuses made-up stuff with reality. All these ways blur the
distinction between what’s real and what’s not real. They use fallacies
to blur this distinction. We can sort all fallacies into two types:
axiomatic thinking and smokescreen. Axiomatic thinking and
smokescreen fallacies are the problems. The solution is reasoning
from a true premise and never adding made-up stuff to our reasoning.
Truth is absolute by nature even if incomplete. And truth excludes all
made-up stuff and everything false. Fortunately, there’s a way to have

truth, and this way is knowing the Person Who is Truth. Outside of
Him, no one can have truth, which is why ungodly thinkers are forced
to rely on fallacies if they refuse to acknowledge Him. And we can
only have a true premise by divine revelation. That’s why, without
divine revelation, we lose touch with reality.
Let’s pray.
In our own strength, we can’t overcome our tendency to
fall into error. We need You, Lord. Help us to know You
better. Take away the barriers that we have set up, barriers
that keep us from knowing You in a more intimate way
than we have ever imagined. Amen.

Trip 11: Knowledge of Truth versus
Opinions

This leg of our quest finally ventures into the territory of knowing,
and we’ll travel all the way to truth. So we must leave the land of
opinions behind us and firmly take hold of reality.
Let’s get obvious again. There’s a difference between knowledge and
opinion. Unfortunately, this difference isn’t always clear. Reality is
real and excludes all unreality. Knowledge is knowledge because it’s
certainty about reality and truth. However, if we can’t know truth
with certainty, everything is vapor. So without certainty, what poses
as discussion merely attempts to manipulate others and gain control
over them.
We hear some thinkers speak of various forms of knowledge like the
following:

a posteriori knowledge
a priori knowledge
dispersed knowledge
domain knowledge
empirical knowledge
encoded knowledge
explicit knowledge
known unknowns
meta-knowledge
procedural knowledge
propositional knowledge
descriptive knowledge
declarative knowledge
situated knowledge
tacit knowledge
non-propositional knowledge
logical knowledge
semantic knowledge
systemic knowledge
Here’s the problem. Not one of these supposed forms of “knowledge”
can get us to knowledge of the truth. When we examine each of them,
we find hot air. They have no foundation for truth. Then they talk
about concepts like these:
coherence theory of truth
correspondence theory of truth
pragmatic theory of truth
semantic theory of truth
redundancy theory of truth
logical empiricism to reason to truth
They can’t know any truth by any of these.
Others claim to know no one can know any truth. However, they
refute themselves. Their claim conflicts with itself. If no one can know
any truth, then no one can know no one can know any truth. That
means if their claim is true then it’s false. They’ve confused
themselves and everyone else.

Plus, they’re claiming to know the status of every person who has ever
lived. They’re denying God knows all things, cannot lie, and reveals
truth to those who seek Him. But they’re making that denial based on
a bare claim. They’re just making it up and claiming it’s true. They
have no basis in fact. They’re claiming to know the spiritual
experience of every person who ever lived. They’re gaslighting
millions of followers of Christ to whom Jesus Christ reveals absolute,
though partial, truth. In other words, they’re claiming to be
omniscient, knowing all things. But they’re lying to us.
And these are the knowledge experts. They know nothing about truth,
and they teach in universities. They lecture about truth when they
don’t believe they can know truth. They glorify themselves as the most
honest and mature thinkers. And yet, they can’t produce any true
premises. They’re making it up as they go along. They have no clue,
but they have egos.
The apostle Paul wrote prophetically about perilous times when
people would love pleasure more than they love God. And Paul went
on to say they would be “ever learning, and never coming to the
knowledge of the truth.” (2 Timothy 3:1-7) From this Scripture, we see
that it’s possible to learn untrue concepts and ideas, and in those
cases, the words “education” and “learning” don’t apply to anything
real. Education without truth is brainwashing and indoctrination. It
educates students into ignorance and keeps them from knowing how
to tell the difference between good and evil, truth and error, or reality
and make-believe. So, many courses that propose to teach this
difference fall short of it, but they encourage irrational thinking
instead.
On this trip, we’re going to island-hop from one supposed way of
knowing to another. And we’ll start with a proposed way of knowing
called “the scientific method.” We’ll ask, “Can we really know the
truth through scientific method?” Then we’ll continue through several
other proposed ways of knowing. As we go, we’ll learn something
about how we can know truth. Likewise, we’ll also expose the
foolishness of some of these proposed ways of knowing.

Science as a Way of Knowing

Philosophers of science are still debating what science is. They debate
what we should include in science and what we should exclude from
science. They debate the difference between science and
pseudoscience. They debate what scientific method is. Many
personalities make dogmatic statements on these subjects.
Persuaders present their arguments to manipulate the minds of
students, readers, and seekers. Students, readers, and seekers often
allow persuaders to indoctrinate them. They become dogmatic.
Popper said verification and falsification are necessary parts of
scientific method. Scientists look for ways to verify. They look for
ways to “prove” something is true. Scientists also look for ways to
falsify. They look for ways to “prove” something is false. If “prove”
means finding absolute proof, then science never proves anything. If
“prove” means create a convincing explanation or argument, then
science has all it needs to do that. Being convinced of something
doesn’t make it true.
We’ve already established some basics of knowledge. All knowledge is
hidden in Christ Jesus and there’s no other source. We’ve also seen
that made-up stuff is the only alternative to revealed knowledge.
We’ve learned that worldviews, confirmation bias, and the axiomaticthinking fallacies cause a form of insanity. We also understand the
human mind can’t self-generate knowledge.
It’s not that science can’t lead to knowledge. Naturalistic science
works from observation and reacting to sense data. That’s the nature
of the brute-beast mind that God provides for humans in the same
way God provides for animals. In addition to this brute-beast pseudoknowledge, God speaks to us through observation. It’s one of God’s
ways. He speaks to us through His creation and reveals reality to us
through the things He has made. He speaks to all people this way as
stated in The Letter to the Romans. He even speaks to those who
refuse to acknowledge Him. True scientific method receives this
revelation from God as we observe. Therefore, science can lead to
knowledge whenever we listen to and yield to the Holy Spirit.

We already know the apostle, Jude, mentioned pragmatism. We don’t
have to be scientists to experience this pragmatism either. We use
sense-data to do common tasks, and we don’t have to acknowledge
God to do that. So what? Bacteria and bugs do the same. Dogs, cats,
and raccoons learn in this way. However, as Jude points out, they’re
incapable of rational thought just like we are in those times when we
fail to acknowledge God. If we want to reduce ourselves to beasts,
incapable of rational thought, we can proceed without God.
Those who refuse to acknowledge God miss most of the blessings of
science, but God still blesses them and gives them some of His
knowledge through science. They can find many things that work
because of God’s divine revelation even though they refuse to
acknowledge God or thank Him for the blessing of this knowledge.
However, as mentioned previously, they’re limited because they can’t
tell the difference between revelation and made-up stuff. Therefore,
they can’t have certainty about anything. And yet, they accept that.
Then they reason as though they were certain. They might infer from
the observations alone. Sometimes, they can. If they don’t go beyond
what they observe in the present, they can infer from that. However,
when they try to guess beyond what they observe, they run into a
problem. When ungodly thinkers try to reason about causes for what
they observe, they don’t have a way to discern between truth and
error or reality and make-believe. As a result, some of what’s called
“science” comes from made-up stuff, while some of it comes from
divine revelation. However, ungodly thinkers have no way to tell the
difference between made-up stuff and divine revelation.
At this point in our journey, we want to review the way the words
“proof” and “proved” are used differently by different people. Some
scientists feel that science never proves anything. Scientists say they
infer based on evidence rather than saying they prove based on proof.
The first speaks of what may be mere opinion, but the second speaks

in concrete terms of knowledge and certainty. Evidence isn’t
necessarily proof. Inference isn’t necessarily sound reasoning.
Support isn’t necessarily proof. An inferred conclusion isn’t
necessarily known truth.
Proofs exist only in mathematics and logic, not in science.
Mathematics and logic are both closed, self-contained
systems of propositions, whereas science is empirical and
deals with nature as it exists. The primary criterion and
standard of evaluation of scientific theory is evidence, not
proof. ~ Satoshi Kanazawa, Common misconceptions
about science I: “Scientific proof”
So these thinkers say it’s all about evidence and not about proof at all.
If we search for the definition of “scientific proof,” we’ll usually get
definitions of “scientific evidence” like the following:
Scientific evidence is evidence which serves to either
support or contradict a scientific theory or hypothesis.
Such evidence is expected to be empirical evidence and
interpretation in accordance with the scientific method.
Standards for scientific evidence vary according to the field
of inquiry, but the strength of scientific evidence is
generally based on the results of statistical analysis and the
strength of scientific controls. ~ Wikipedia, Scientific
evidence
Other people say scientists can prove scientific theories. But if we
prove a theory, is it still theoretical? Theories aren’t proved facts.
When someone claims scientific theories are proved, their definition
of “proved” must be different from the way we’ve been defining
“proof” on this journey. “Proof,” in the way we’re defining the word,
results in absolute certainty. Just consider what’s written about germ
theory (the theory that germs cause certain diseases) and notice the
conflict:
But it was the laboratory research of Louis Pasteur in the
1860s and then Robert Koch in the following decades that
provided the scientific proof for germ theory. ~ Science
Museum Org, Germ Theory

We can readily see the conflict between this quote about proving a
theory and the previous quote that said proofs don’t exist in science.
However, quotes about proving theories are all over the Internet.
Here are a few more examples:
The Italian Agostino Bassi was the first person to prove
that a disease was caused by a microorganism ~ Wikipedia,
Germ theory of disease
Germ theory states that specific microscopic organisms are
the cause of specific diseases. The theory was developed,
proved, and popularized in Europe and North America
between about 1850 and 1920. ~ Harvard, Contagion:
Historical Views of Diseases and Epidemics
Although the germ theory has long been considered proved
~ Encyclopedia Britannica, Germ Theory
The way these writers use the word “proof” confuses the issue.
Scientists often speak and write using the vague terms “inference” or
“infer.” Inferring is concluding. However, something’s not right about
that. The word “inference” says someone is reasoning to an inference,
whatever “inference” means. Someone is reasoning, but is this person
reasoning inductively and abductively? Neither inductive nor
abductive reasoning can prove anything. Scientists infer using
induction and abduction. Inferring is different from proving since the
word “infer” means something closer to the word “conclude.” It’s a
broader term than “deduce,” which implies sound deductive
reasoning.
Is there a difference between concluding and inferring? Concluding
must be conclusive, right? The word implies an end. It implies
finality. The word “infer” doesn’t have that finality. We can infer
what’s untrue. It’s still irrational to do so, but when scientists say they
infer, they aren’t saying the same thing as when we say we conclude.
Notice how Dictionary.com defines “infer.”
1. to derive by reasoning; conclude or judge from premises or
evidence: They inferred his displeasure from his cool tone
of voice.

2. (of facts, circumstances, statements, etc.) to indicate or
involve as a conclusion; lead to.
3. to guess; speculate; surmise.
4. to hint; imply; suggest.
Those four definitions provide a wide range for interpretation with
the first two definitions being vague and the third and fourth being
guessing and hinting. The first definition is the strongest, yet
Dictionary.com didn’t specify the kind of reasoning. It could be
irrational thinking. The reasoning could be guessing, speculating,
hinting, implying, or suggesting. Other dictionaries use the word
“deduce,” but they don’t indicate whether that deductive reasoning is
sound. Persuaders and speakers often use the words “conclude” and
“infer” interchangeably. “Conclude” can mean simply to decide. It can
mean using sound reasoning that starts with true premises and ends
with a proven conclusion. Scientists, teachers, and politicians use this
fuzzy language, which allows them to go off the track of truth without
realizing it.
Scientists imply what they’re calling “evidence” is observation, but
they include interpretations as part of the evidence. And they also
include presuppositions, assumptions, and the biases of groupthink in
those interpretations. They even talk about evidence supporting or
not supporting conclusions rather than proving or disproving
conclusions. Support isn’t the same as proof. It’s a much softer word
with a vague meaning. As a result, the word “infer” can give the
illusion of proving that a conclusion is true or false, but inferring does
no such thing.
To sum it up, evidence isn’t proof, inference isn’t sound deductive
reasoning, support isn’t proof, and an inferred conclusion isn’t truth.
We aren’t interested in an opinion confidently stated with false
bravado. We prefer the truth since the truth will set us free.
The point is there’s confusion about the word “proof.” On this
journey, we recall that we’re defining both “proof” and “evidence” as
“that which produces precise and accurate knowledge of truth with
absolute certainty.” So when we say we know something, we mean we
have proof that gives us precise and accurate knowledge of truth with
absolute certainty. However, when we discuss truth and evidence with

others, we need to remember they’re probably defining these words as
something much less conclusive.

Tentative Knowledge versus True Knowledge
Science thrives on the conviction that man does not have
final knowledge about anything, and that any doctrine, no
matter what its credentials, should be subject to inquiry
and correction. ~ L. W. Beck, Philosophic Inquiry
One of the most common misconceptions concerns the socalled “scientific proofs.” Contrary to popular belief, there
is no such thing as a scientific proof. . . . In contrast, all
scientific knowledge is tentative and provisional, and
nothing is final. There is no such thing as final proved
knowledge in science. ~ Satoshi Kanazawa, Common
misconceptions about science I: “Scientific proof”
In science, ideas can never be completely proved or
completely disproved. ~ Berkely.edu, Understanding
Science
You may be reluctant to think that the bungling process of
trial and error is tantamount to the scientific method, if
only because science is so often shrouded in sophistication
and jargon. Yet there is no fundamental difference. ~
University of Texas at Austin, How Non-scientists use the
Scientific Method
The notion that we can find absolute and final truths is
naive. If there are any underlying “truths” of nature, our
models are just close approximations to them—useful
descriptions which “work” by correctly predicting nature’s
behavior. ~ Donald E. Simanek, Lockhaven.edu, The
Scientific Method
It can even be shown that all theories, including the best,
have the same probability, namely zero. ~ Karl Popper,
Conjectures & Refutations
There seems to be in all this a thoroughgoing
epistemological relativism that makes the obtaining of

truth impossible; and if scientific procedure cannot obtain
truth, it can offer no absolute arguments against theism
nor can it say truthfully that ‘the scientific method is the
sole gateway to the whole region of knowledge.’ There is no
science to which final appeal can be made; there are only
scientists and their various theories. … No scientific or
observational proof can be given for the uniformity of
nature, and much less can experience demonstrate that
‘the scientific method is the sole gateway to the whole
region of knowledge.’ On the contrary, a plausible analysis
showed that science was incapable of arriving at any truth
whatever. ~ Gordon Clark, A Christian View of Men and
Things
Ungodly thinkers say they know about the tentative nature of current
scientific opinion based on assumptions and dogmatically argue
about it at the same time. They can even try to censor anyone who
dares to question or test the sacred cows of current scientific opinion.
They use irrational terms like “settled science.” Mechanisms of the
establishment protect the sacred cows from any challenge. They
coerce, persecute, and ridicule anyone who objectively examines the
sacred cows of current scientific opinion. That’s protectionism. The
system has serious problems. We’ll explore these problems as we
continue our journey.
Dr. James Tour is an accomplished scientist and a Christian. He gave
a talk at Syracuse University titled On the Origin of Life. He wanted
to show what science can prove—what humanity can know from
science. He could show, through science, that no one has yet proved
abiogenesis and molecules-to-humanity evolutionism. He wasn’t able
to show the impossibility of either of these through science. He can
show both are unbelievable. He goes through the research scientists
have done on abiogenesis. No one researched to show abiogenesis
happened. None of the research tried to discover the odds of
abiogenesis happening. We could say the same of the research on
molecules-to-humanity evolutionism. And yet, those who control the
message distort the research. They claim it’s likely abiogenesis and
molecules-to-humanity evolutionism happened. However, both are
unlikely. From there, they imply these stories happened.

Notice the limit of science. Science can show us scientists haven’t
proved these stories. It can calculate the probability, which is low to
the point of saying, “Given what we now know, it’s impossible.”
Science can tell us what we can observe and test. It can’t go beyond
what we can observe and test. It can’t give us a way to know
everything. We might someday discover a way that would make these
stories possible. However, it doesn’t appear anyone will ever show
evolutionism is possible. There’s always a chance for everything. And,
if there’s any chance at all, science can’t prove these stories are
impossible. Notice they aren’t even trying to prove they happened.
They just go from saying no one can prove the stories impossible;
therefore, they happened. How insane is that?
God can do what science can’t do. God can reveal reality through
Scripture and every means of revelation He mentions in Scripture.
Science will bring you closer to God if you bring God with you to help
you understand science. Bring God with you to your work since God
knows everything. He’ll open your eyes to discoveries you would
never have noticed on your own. This isn’t just true for scientists. It’s
true for moms, dads, and kids no matter what they’re doing. The deep
respect for the Lord is the beginning of wisdom. All knowledge and
wisdom are hidden in Christ Jesus.

Scientific Facts aren’t Reality
Scientists define the word “fact” differently from the rest of the world.
This special definition is an example of the idola-fori fallacy that we
discovered previously. To illustrate, scientists may call something a
“scientific fact,” but later, another discovery shows us the “scientific
fact” never was a fact. The facts change suddenly. This change exposes
something insane since reality doesn’t change. So true facts don’t
change, but opinions do change, and opinions called “scientific facts”
change. The term “scientific fact” can create a false impression. A
scientific fact is more like a strongly held opinion than what we
normally call a fact.

Assumptions in Science and Education
Scientists and students also fool themselves with the power of
assumptions. With even a single assumption they can prove anything

to themselves. Anything! And when an education system promotes
ungodly thinking, it bases every conclusion on assumption. In such a
system, how do students find the hidden assumptions? With so many
claims hitting the students from all directions, they can’t expose all
the hidden assumptions. They’re too busy trying to learn the material
so they can pass the classes. And how do students overcome their
worldviews and inner biases? The schools teach thinking based on
assumptions and discourage any other way of thinking. This lie
continues to cloud students’ thinking long after they leave school.
Since God reveals reality through observations and experiences, both
direct observations and direct experiences are valuable. But
observations and experiences perceive reality imperfectly because
human senses are so limited. Not only so, but scientists often use
hidden and presupposed assumptions to interpret observations and
experiences. Two scientists can develop conflicting interpretations
from the same observations and experiences. That’s what happens in
debates about creation versus evolution. In these cases, we know one
debater or both have unconsciously added made-up stuff as part of
the interpretation.
Assumption-based thinking limits science and every aspect of life.
And while an objective peer-review process would help to correct this
problem, an objective peer review process doesn’t exist. The peer
review system is rigged against objectivity as we’ve already seen. It’s
also true that, if scientists listened to God as He reveals through
observation and experience, revelation would solve the problem.
However, ungodly thinkers refuse to acknowledge God while godly
thinkers struggle to discern between God’s vision and visions from
their own minds.

Inconsistent Thinking about Science
It’s irrational to think two conflicting claims are true, but consider
these two conflicting claims made by the same persuader:
Science changes and that’s just how science is done, so
when new discoveries come in, we change.
And here’s the conflicting claim. At the same time the same persuader
believes the following:

Science yields knowledge, and it’s idiotic to question
science.
Of course, the persuader is defining “science” as whatever the most
politically powerful scientists currently are promoting as the scientific
community’s position.
The first claim implies a fluid process that doesn’t get dogmatic, and
the second claim implies rigid dogmatism. The first claim implies an
open mind, but the second implies a closed mind. The first implies
tentative knowledge, but the second implies knowledge set in stone. If
we challenge the sacred cows of pseudoscience, we run into this
conflict in the minds of those who defend the sacred cows.
In practice, the establishment only dogmatically defends certain
sacred cows, and the most serious irrationality of pseudoscience
centers on those sacred cows. When a discovery doesn’t conflict with
any sacred cow, scientists are free to change scientific facts. They can
change what was a scientific fact yesterday to a new scientific fact.
However, when new information conflicts with a sacred cow, storytellers scramble to make up just-so stories to rescue the sacred cow,
and the sacred cow remains unfalsifiable. As we might expect, every
such sacred cow supports godlessness or ungodly political goals.
The claims that pop-science persuaders call “scientific facts” change,
but truth and true facts never change. For example, science textbooks
are out of date before they get into the classrooms because errors are
in the textbooks. When the authors wrote the textbooks, the scientific
facts seemed perfect until scientists became aware of new information
after printing and before the books went out to the classrooms. As a
result, we can see the authors didn’t know what they thought they
knew. What they thought were scientific facts weren’t facts. In the
process, what we once called “scientific fact” transforms into “what
we used to think was true.” And this transformation usually comes
with an attitude of “and we’re so much smarter now.” So they thought
it was true, but it wasn’t true. It became “settled science,” part of “the
body of knowledge,” but now it’s set aside and forgotten. This failure,
rather than resulting in humility, results in pride.
Often, an author gets rich writing a book about a “breakthrough” in
science, but later, new information exposes the “breakthrough” as

obviously false, so the book is forgotten. Either people forget the
failure or the author uses the failure as a reason to believe the next
speculation. When the author comes up with new speculations based
on new “evidence,” the author uses the new speculations to create a
new book and another income stream. If another discovery exposes
the new speculations as false, the cycle repeats. (Russell Grigg, Abandoned
transitional forms)

And this cycle wouldn’t be a problem if those in the scientific
establishment weren’t so sure about what they now think is true.
However, they’re dogmatic and protective to the point where
censorship is rampant and people who disagree lose their jobs.
Scientific opinion is tentative. An open-minded person challenges
every scientific claim or viewpoint, especially the sacred cows.
However, the religious dogmatism of those biased toward naturalism
and materialism won’t allow it. They hinder scientific progress and
waste tax money.
Schools should teach scientific opinion as just that, tentative opinion,
and yet they teach opinions as if they were part of reality. Only a fool
believes without checking things out. (Proverbs 15:16) Sadly, many
students are gullible enough to believe what the schools tell them
without ever checking anything out for themselves. Oh, they’ll check
for some opinion online, in books, or in articles, but do they ever see
any proof? Remember that proof can’t contain any assumptions or it
isn’t proof. Of course, other forces work to brainwash students. For
instance, the students’ gullibility and credulity often start when
students do immoral acts. Once they give themselves over to sin, they
become biased against God and against all truth. They’re ready for
some way to justify their bad behavior. Peer pressure is a huge force
that Satan uses to bring these students into conformity to the lie. And
simple laziness is a factor since it’s much easier to avoid critical
thinking than to dedicate the time needed to seek God’s mind.

Scientism is Fallacy
Scientism is the unsupported assertion the scientific method is the
best way to know anything.
Andy Bannister, on page 133 of his book The Atheist Who Didn’t
Exist, noted:

Revelation is not contrary to reason. But scientism, the
idea that science can tell us everything is not merely
contrary but devastating to reason.
On page 139 of the same book, Andy says:
. . . if that God is truly personal, then perhaps He has done
what personal creatures do all the time – namely
communicate.
From there, Andy uses knowing himself as an example.
. . . if you want to get to know what I’m really like, you
could buy and read my books. . . . But there’s an even
better way: you could ask those who know me, or get to
know me personally yourself.
Think of the consequences of Andy’s suggestion: “. . . or get to know
me personally yourself.” What an alternative! What about getting to
know God personally? We can do just that through Jesus Christ.
Andy also mentions Daniel Dennett’s unproven claim of materialism:
There is only one sort of stuff, namely matter.
Dennett goes on to make another amazing claim without proof:
The mind is somehow nothing but physical phenomenon.
In short, the mind is the brain.
Dennett continued to the materialism of human thought. He claimed
human thought is like continental drift, photosynthesis, and other
similar things. Andy Bannister comments:
So, if Dennett is right, something follows: those things are
not rational; therefore, neither are we.
Dennett just claimed that no one could be rational, and he did it
based on axiomatic thinking. He probably didn’t mean to, but he did.
Dennett still thinks he’s rational and everyone ought to listen to him,
but he doesn’t even notice the conflict. As we meet ungodly dogmatic
thinkers, we find they use irrationality like Dennett’s to keep
deceiving themselves. They work hard to avoid Christ and His
righteousness. And here’s the main point. They don’t want Christ

because their deeds are evil and they love darkness rather than light.
(John 3:19-21)

As we already discovered, the axiomatic-thinking fallacy isn’t a
rational basis for thought and is the most basic of all fallacies. It’s
most basic because axioms are simply assumptions that we
dogmatically believe without proof. Axiomatic thinking says:
I made this up. Therefore, it’s true.
They claim axioms are true without proof. Reasoning always relies on
either divine revelation or axiomatic-thinking fallacies. Therefore, we
again see that axiomatic-thinking fallacies don’t provide true
premises. Axiomatic-thinking fallacies don’t provide a way to be
rational. Revelation does provide a true premise and thus a way to be
rational.

The Package-Deal Fallacy in Science
During the Nye-Ham debate, Bill and Ken disagreed about whether
there’s a difference between observational science and historical
science. Rather than focusing on definitions, it’s often more helpful to
focus on what’s happening. What’s happening is simple. On the one
hand, we observe. On the other hand, we speculate about what we
can’t test or observe. A better term would be “historical storytelling”
rather than “historical science.” Science applied to the present
physical realm depends on observation, testing, and experimentation.
There’s a difference between observation and making up stuff. There’s
a difference between observation and interpretation of observations.
There’s a difference between divine revelation and interpretation of
divine revelation. We can’t test made-up stuff.

We’re assuming both creation scientists and evolution scientists begin
with scientific observation. An evolutionist may say, “So you do agree
we base the stories of evolution on science, then.” Of course, evolution
scientists base their stories on the stories themselves. Since the
stories go beyond what scientists observe, they extend beyond the

borders of the foundation. The foundation is observation. Therefore,
evolution scientists don’t base their stories on observation.
When new observations conflict with the story of evolution, evolution
scientists create new stories to shoehorn the new observations into
the original story. Evolution scientists tell their stories in a way that
avoids conflicts with what they observe, but that’s not the same as
basing their stories on observations.
Evolution scientists and creation scientists both use the same
observations. However, the interpretation varies. Creation scientists
also use divine revelation. So that’s another factor. Evolution
scientists counter divine revelation with their worldviews and the
groupthink worldview of the scientific establishment. They sometimes
label this groupthink worldview with the confusing term “established
science” or “mainstream science.” Evolution scientists try to interpret
the observations to conform to their worldviews. Creation scientists
also try to interpret the observations and revelations, and they also
struggle with their own worldviews. The interpretation always goes
beyond observations and revelations. We can test the observations
physically. We can test the biblical text physically. We can test the
revelation spiritually. We can’t test the interpretations. The
interpretations take the form of storytelling.
Evolution scientists often question revelation. God speaks through
Scripture and every process of God’s revelation mentioned in
Scripture. Evolution scientists might accuse us of merely making up a
story about the Scripture being divine revelation. They may accuse us
of circular reasoning, and here’s what they say we say:
The Bible says it’s divine revelation, so the Bible is divine
revelation, so we can believe the Bible when it says it’s
divine revelation.
But the Holy Spirit assures us the Bible is God’s Word without error.
God speaks through many means. When God speaks, that’s not
circular reasoning. They can question God’s authority or question
whether we’re experiencing what we’re experiencing, but the circular
reasoning accusation is silly.
Humans are three-part beings. We are spirit, mind, and body. God
designed the human spirit to rule over the human mind and the

human mind to rule over the human body. The emotions and brain
are part of the human body. Satan and his host try to influence us
through our bodies, which the Bible terms “the flesh.” The Holy Spirit
deals with our spirits and communicates with us through our spirits.
When we’re born again, it appears that our spirits are in unity with
the Holy Spirit and we’re seated with Christ in the heavenly places.
Spiritual warfare is about the control of our minds, which are our
souls. Satan works through our flesh, but the Holy Spirit works
through our spirits. With our minds, we choose whether to follow our
flesh or walk in the Spirit. At every moment of every day, we decide.
While it’s easy to understand made-up stuff isn’t proof, an ungodly
thinker can cloud the issue efficiently by trying to change the subject,
argue over definitions, or use other fallacies. Consider the following
example of this form of thinking from social media:
You say you can’t do an experiment on yesterday, so you’re
saying astronomy, geology, forensics, and archaeology are
not science. For that matter, anything where you cannot
directly observe the system you are working on is not
science. This means all modern astrophysics, molecular
and cellular biology, quantum mechanics, genetics, etc. are
not “science.” Indeed, why believe F=ma instead of F=2ma
or F=ma^2? I hear some people are so crazy, they think we
can actually measure things like the gravitational force or
the distance from the earth to the sun.
This persuader uses a special definition for the term “science.” He
uses sarcasm and innuendo as a smokescreen to hide what’s
happening. The disbeliever is trying to prove the stories of
evolutionism by defining “science.” He uses a package-deal fallacy to
forbid any discernment between made-up stuff and observation. In
the process, he uses ridicule to argue against knowing the difference
between reality and made-up stuff. That’s the difference between
observation and hypothesis. He blurs this distinction. He claims we
can “experiment on yesterday.” Then, to prove we can “experiment on
yesterday,” he mentions examples of observations and testable
applications in the present. Testable applications in the present aren’t
experiments on yesterday. Observations of the present aren’t the
same as stories about the past. For each of the examples this

persuader gave, there’s a useful part, and, since it’s useful, it’s
testable. In most of the examples he brought up, there’s also a
deceptive, untestable part.
The formula, F=ma is testable and useful in the present. But how
could we test a story about the distant past (evolutionism) to prove it
happened. And why shouldn’t we consider the competing story
(Creation-Flood) that fits the observations better? Regardless of
which of these two stories scientists are considering, they test and
observe physical reality in the present using the same proven
formulas to create the different models of the past.
One model uses these formulas. It also presupposes no God. It adds in
made-up stuff. It imagines a supposed power of the human mind to
make up accurate “information.” It uses that made-up “information”
to extrapolate backward in time. The other model uses these same
formulas plus divine revelation and made-up stuff to extrapolate
backward in time based on God’s ability to reveal. We can see that
both models use made-up stuff. No one can go beyond observation
and divine revelation without using made-up stuff.

Scientists propose a hypothesis of a 4.7 billion-year-old earth. They
also propose a hypothesis that a certain chemical will destroy a
certain bacteria. Using the scientific method, we can’t test the age-ofthe-earth claim since we can’t go back in time to make the needed
observations repeatedly. However, we can put the chemical on the
bacteria and watch, and we can have many observers perform this test
repeatedly. The package-deal fallacy tries to put these two hypotheses
into the same package. It claims if we reject untestable ideas we also
reject testable ideas. It claims if we reject untested guesses, we also
reject what we confirm by repeated testing and observation. It seems
as if some scientists have lost the ability to tell the difference between
observations and making up stories about observations.

Unfortunately, scientists have wasted an enormous amount of money
trying to change science into a discipline that has the purpose of
blurring the distinction between reality and make-believe. They blur
the distinction because, when persuaders tell lies, they need a way to
avoid separating the made-up stuff from the observations.
Disbelievers need made-up stuff to give the illusion of support for
their godless stories. Therefore, we can see why they won’t
acknowledge the difference between made-up stuff and observation.
God reveals reality through observations, but He doesn’t reveal reality
through made-up stuff. Consider this conversation between two
people.
Sandy Sandbuilder: I don’t understand why science is
still rejected to this day. The big bang is a scientific theory
supported by testing, observation, and logic. It’s not a
belief or a myth. Why is it so hard to believe as opposed to
an all-powerful spiritual being creating the universe in a
week?
Rocky Rockbuilder: The big bang story is a made-up
story based on interpretations of observations, and
persuaders base those interpretations on assumptions.
Assumptions consist of made-up stuff, so these stories
consist of made-up stuff. God is real, and those of us who
know Him through Jesus Christ experience His moment by
moment leading, teaching, and correcting. He assures us
the Bible is His word without error. He commands us not
to add our made-up stuff to His words since He speaks
through Scripture and every means mentioned in Scripture
—and what He reveals is enough.
Sandy: It’s not a made-up story. It starts out as a
hypothesis. It then is studied, and evidence gathered.
There is enough evidence to support the Big Bang. Big
Bang is the general consensus by the smartest men and
women on the planet because enough data is there. We are
not talking about assumptions but definitive facts.
Rocky: We can repeatedly observe definitive facts. Let me
observe these facts if you insist they’re facts. I’m not going
to take your word for it based on hearsay from people you

say are smart. Hearsay doesn’t constitute a definitive fact.
You can supply a test to show it happened if you know it’s
true. The test to show it happened must include no
assumptions. Let me observe the billions of years
repeatedly without any stories or assumptions.
Sandy: Then look up at the stars. You are seeing history.
What we see has taken millions of years to reach us, so you
are literally observing history every time you look up into
the night sky.
Rocky: So are you now telling a new story that God
couldn’t have gotten distant starlight to the earth within
the biblical timeline by any means natural or
supernatural? Can you show me a way I can test your new
story?
Sandy: You are simply brushing aside all evidence by
saying god didn’t make it happen that way. All based on
one book you read.
Rocky: I didn’t see any evidence for your story. Show me
the way to test your story about distant starlight and God’s
limitations. If science shows God has this limitation, then
there’s a way we can repeatedly observe the history of how
He couldn’t get the distant starlight to the earth. Show me
how to test what you’re claiming. If you were to ask me to
give you a way you can know Jesus Christ exists, I would
do it for you. I’m asking you for a way to test your bare
claims.
Sandy Sandbuilder has fallen for the fallacy of irrelevant evidence,
using a real observation that doesn’t prove his conclusion. When
thinkers irrationally try to apply science where they can’t test the
conclusion, they often use irrelevant evidence to fool themselves and
others. Sandy also uses the fallacies of phantom science and phantom
evidence, mentioning the words “science” and “evidence” as if he had
presented real science and evidence. But he didn’t present any science
or evidence. We can observe stars, but we can’t observe Sandy’s story.
We can’t physically observe or test a story about God getting distant

starlight to earth within the biblical timeline or not doing so. We can’t
observe the big bang happening by looking at the stars.
Rather than making unsupported claims about starlight, Sandy could
have claimed radiometric dating proves his point. But radiometric
dating doesn’t prove his point. That’s because no one has ever
validated radiometric dating. Validation is the scientific process of
“proving” what we think is true. We test and observe a formula or
technique. We test it on something where we know what the result
should be. We have a way to validate radiometric dating. We would
test radiometric dating on rocks of known age. No one has ever done
that. No one has ever validated radiometric dating. Wait! Some have
secretly tested radiometric dating on rocks of known age. The tests
prove radiometric dating doesn’t work.
However, scientists can’t validate radiometric dating on rocks of
known age. Every time a rock of known age is sent in for radiometric
dating, the dating is way off. For instance, Mount St. Helens’ newly
formed rock was zero years old, but it yielded a range of dates from
350,000 years old to 2.8 million years old. If Sandy had made claims
about radiometric dating, Rocky could have just asked Sandy a
question. “Can you point to any study that tested many different rocks
of known age and proved that radiometric dating is consistently
accurate on rocks of known age?” There’s no such study.
Ungodly scientists often say a few missed predictions don’t invalidate
an entire dating method. However, their argument misses the point
entirely. The point isn’t about something invalidating the radiometric
dating methods. Here’s the point. No one validated the dating
methods in the first place. No one can. Show us how we can test these
methods and show these methods to yield the correct results
consistently on rocks of known age. Otherwise, show another method
that involves actual observation rather than made-up stuff. Some
ungodly scientists claim they have validated the dating methods, but
they’ll give examples of rocks of unknown age. They tested these rocks
of unknown age and estimated them to be about as old as they had
expected them to be. They based their expectations on how old they
want the earth to be. That’s not validation. That’s circular reasoning.
Well, the ungodly scientists say they know the age of these rocks but
not by observation. They know because the age fits their overall story

about how the earth came into existence. We know storytelling can’t
prove anything. So they tell a story that “proves” the age of the rocks,
and then they test radiometric dating against the story. They haven’t
validated against something they observed. Instead, they compared
the radiometric dating method’s results against their biased
expectations.
They’ll also point out that dating methods must be tested on several
samples, discarding the results that don’t match the expected age. But
that’s not science. It’s flimflam. If we tested the Law of Gravity, and
every fifth time an object floated in the air, we wouldn’t have the Law
of Gravity as we know it. Fortunately, we test the Law of Gravity by
observing, and observation confirms the Law of Gravity. Radiometric
dating methods fail when tested on rocks of known age.
Dr. Charles Jackson says it’s OK to make up a story or have a thought
experiment, but it’s not OK to forget that made-up stuff is made-up
stuff. And it’s not OK to think a story is a reality. (Dr. Charles Jackson, Star
Formation and the Origin of the Universe)

Predictions and Science
Scientists sometimes tell a story about predictions, and it’s partly true
but completely confused. It’s confused because it doesn’t explain the
difference between types of predictions. Below is a list of several types
of predictions:
Tables of data that make it possible to predict what will
work to build a car, a plane, a wiring circuit, a chemical
formula, a building, or anything else we’ve made before
Tables of data that make it possible to predict what might
work to make something we’ve never made before
Tables of data and historical documents from which we can
make predictions that we can test
Postdictions that someone calls “predictions”
Phantom predictions using some form of flimflam
Affirming-the-consequent fallacies and Texas-sharpshooter
fallacies, thinking predictions prove theories

We’ll investigate these thoroughly in the section called Predictability
as a Way of Knowing.

Scientific Theories
Some people think theories lead to knowledge since theories attempt
to explain what we can’t observe. They add imaginative ideas to
what’s known, but imagination isn’t the same as knowledge. We’ll
look into theories more carefully in the section called Theories as a
Way of Knowing.

The Great Cookie Mystery and CSI
Justin Thyme saw the cookies and wondered where they came from.
He hadn’t seen anyone put them on the coffee table.
Just then, Detective Nodacloo rushed into the main lobby of the hotel
and saw the large tray of cookies on the big glass-topped coffee table
next to the green fake ficus tree. “Aha! I’ll solve this mystery, he said
loudly, running around and then throwing himself on the floor to look
under the couch. “I’m an expert at crime scene investigations, and I
have every confidence that science will provide the answer.” Detective
Nodacloo was a tall man with darting eyes, wearing the typical CSI
uniform, constantly pulling out a small notepad and writing on it with
a gold-plated pen that he kept in his shirt pocket.
Justin Thyme was watching all this activity. He had a feeling that
Cookie Baker made the cookies, though he didn’t know exactly how
Cookie made them or got them to the table.
Detective Nodacloo suddenly shouted, “I’ve solved the great cookie
mystery. I know where they came from. It’s simple. They popped into
existence by themselves.”
Justin said quietly, “I always thought Cookie Baker made cookies.”
Detective Nodacloo jumped up and shouted, “How naïve of you!
That’s like saying Santa Clause brought the cookies.” The lobby shook
as Nodacloo stamped his foot. “No one baked these cookies! You must
be anti-science if you think otherwise.”

Justin felt terrible. He didn’t want to fight with such a great intellect
as Detective Nodacloo. And yet, he asked, “But what makes you think
the cookies created themselves?”
“It’s obvious,” Nodacloo said as he pulled out his magnifying glass
and camera, snapping pictures in fast succession. “I follow the
evidence, and no one baked these cookies.”
Justin just couldn’t believe it. He asked, “But how can something pop
into existence from nothing?”
Nodacloo stood to his full height and glared at Justin. “I didn’t say
these cookies popped into existence from nothing. If there’s gravity,
things can pop into existence. Let me show you some math. Never
mind. You would never understand it anyway.”
Nodacloo suddenly bent over the cookies and started lining them up
on the glass top of the table. “Hmmm,” he said, “I knew it. I can
arrange these cookies according to size and shape. That proves they
popped into existence. They must have formed themselves from the
smallest to the largest. It’s simple.”
“I don’t get it,” said Justin. “Things don’t just pop into existence from
nothing.”
“Aha! That’s where you’re wrong. Of course, these cookies popped
into existence from nothing. They’re here, aren’t they? How else could
we explain these cookies? The evidence speaks for itself. Not a single
crime scene investigator disagrees.” Nodacloo was still fumbling with
the cookies. “These smell good,” he said as he put one in his mouth.
“Crunch! Mmmmm. I must be hungry. Crunch! Crunch!”
“I still think Cookie Baker baked the cookies,” said Justin.
“There’s no evidence that Cookie Baker even exists. Crunch! Crunch!
And, if he did exist, he certainly wouldn’t have baked the cookies this
way. Crunch! These cookies are a poor design. If there were a Cookie
Baker, he would have put sauerkraut into the design of the recipe. I
like sauerkraut on bratwurst, so I think Cookie Baker would have put
it into the cookies if Cookie Baker existed. The missing sauerkraut is
proof Cookie Baker doesn’t exist.
Bang! Bang! Bang!

Justin jumped. “What was that?”
“Nothing! You heard nothing,” said Nodacloo
Bang! Bang!
“There it is again,” said Justin. “It’s coming from the closet.”
Justin jumped toward the closet door, but Detective Nodacloo
blocked him before he could get there.
Bang! Bang! Bang!
By superhuman effort, Justin wiggled past Nodacloo and opened the
closet door. “It’s Detective Cy Intist,” said Justin as he stared at a
gagged Cy Intist with his knees in his chest tied up on the floor of the
closet with coats hanging in his face. Justin pulled the gag out of Cy’s
mouth and started to untie him. “Who tied you up and gagged you
this way?”
“I don’t know,” replied Cy. “I was working on the cookie case, trying
to find out how those cookies got on the table. I interviewed Cookie
Baker and came back here when someone grabbed me from behind,
tied me up, and threw me in the closet. It happened so fast that I
didn’t have a chance to see who did it.”
“Interviewed Cookie Baker? Really? You are absolutely crazy. Cookie
Baker doesn’t exist. Science has proved that.” said Nodacloo.
As Justin worked to untie Cy, Nodacloo seemed to be working against
him, accidentally stepping on his fingers, falling into him, laughing at
him, and making fun of Cy Intist. Finally, Justin untied the last knot
and Cy was free.
“I’m so glad you let me out of the closet. It was terrible listening to
Nodacloo making all these claims when I have some more
information,” said Cy, dusting off his pants and coat. “I think I picked
up a few dust bunnies from the closet floor.”
“What do you mean by more information? You don’t have any
information. I have science and evidence. All you have is a belief,”
Nodacloo said as he tried to push Cy backward.

“Don’t be silly. We both have the same observations, and we can both
do the same experiments,” said Cy, expertly dodging Nodacloo’s
attack.
“But what can you predict? My predictions prove these cookies
popped into existence from nothing. For instance, if these cookies had
just popped into existence, I would predict they would be tasty. And I
have observed they are tasty,” said Nodacloo. He was now standing
arms crossed, as if in judgment, with a severe scowl and one eyebrow
raised.
“If Cookie Baker made the cookies, we would also predict they would
be tasty. Your prediction doesn’t prove anything.”
“Oh yes, it does. You don’t know how science works. You aren’t a real
crime scene investigator. You aren’t a real scientist.”
“What makes you think I’m not a real scientist and crime scene
investigator?”
Pointing his long index finger at Cy, Detective Nodacloo said, “You
don’t believe the cookies popped into existence. And all crime scene
investigators believe the cookies popped into existence. Therefore,
you aren’t a real crime scene investigator. Simple logic!”
“That’s ridiculous,” said Cy. “I’ve talked to Cookie Baker, and he says
he baked the cookies and put them on the table.”
Nodacloo sneered. “I’m going to keep saying the words ‘science’ and
‘evidence’ until you admit the cookies popped into existence and
Cookie Baker doesn’t exist.”
Cy asked, “Did you interview Cookie Baker, Detective Nodacloo?”
“No need to. I don’t believe Cookie Baker exists. I tried to call him
once and didn’t get an answer. Therefore, he’s just a figment of your
imagination.”
Justin kept looking from one to the other not knowing who to believe.
He wondered if this confusion is what science is all about. But deep
down in his heart, Justin knew. He knew that nothing pops into
existence from nothing and every cookie has a baker. He also was a

personal friend of Cookie Baker’s, so he knew that Cookie Baker was
real.

Politics and Science
Politicians and those with grand schemes for the world use
pseudoscience to advance their political goals. Despite the best efforts
of those in power, God arranges for the exposure of these plots
sometimes, though we can’t know anything that God hasn’t exposed.
Ecological alarmism is one area of pseudoscience in which politics
drives the claims. Here we’ve seen scheming exposed through emails,
but the guilty parties go without punishment, and the controllers of
the media make sure to do damage-control whenever God exposes the
dishonesty. Powerful gate-keepers punish whistle-blowers and
ridicule sincere scientists who point out the shakiness of the science.

Scientific Bias in Peer Review
Many problems exist with the way scientists currently do science. And
these problems aren’t surprising since scientists are humans, and
humans make mistakes. Just like everyone else, scientists sometimes
make honest mistakes and sometimes commit outright fraud. Sadly,
the peer review process isn’t effectively exposing either of these.
Outright fraud:
Report only the desired results.
Don’t report unwanted results.
Knowingly falsify data.
Misuse statistics.
Choose only methods that will yield the desired result.
Work the problem backward from the desired solution.
Make assumptions and tell stories until the observations
appear to support the target solution.
Adjust numbers to fit the desired result.
Stop checking or retesting once the desired result is
achieved.

The system is rigged to protect the status quo.
Those who are loyal to the status quo also control the
funding.
Those who are loyal to the status quo control the peer
review bodies, in effect, censoring divergent viewpoints.
The peer-review process effectively stops those who don’t
conform.
Godless politicians have loaded the courts with judges who
protect the established system.
Those loyal to the status quo pressure those who don’t buy
in.
Independent thinkers risk their careers.
The system encourages confirmation bias.
It appears that several forces promote scientific bias. Sometimes, the
money motive is more important than reality. For example, scientists
make decisions to make sure they keep their funding. Since much of
this funding comes from the government, science has become
political. Also, personal pride plays a huge role. Personal biases
against morality or God distort science. The political system enforces
certain desired results. The system bullies anyone who bucks the
system. The following quote is a partial explanation:
The present system of science actually encourages deceit.
Careers are at stake, as are jobs, grants, tenure and,
literally, one’s livelihood. This is partly a result of the
‘publish or perish’ endemic in academia. Broad and Wade
point out that ‘grants and contracts from the Federal
government … dry up quickly unless evidence of
immediate and continuing success is forthcoming’. The
motivation to publish, to make a name for oneself, to
secure prestigious prizes, or be asked to join an
educational board, all entice cheating. Broad and Wade’s
frightening conclusion is, ‘corruption and deceit are just as
common in science as in any other human undertaking’. As
Broad and Wade stress, scientists ‘are not different from

other people. In donning the white coat at the laboratory
door, they do not step aside from the passions, ambitions,
and failings that animate those in other walks of life.’
Fraud usually doesn’t involve totally making up data, but
most often involves alterations, ignoring certain results,
and fudging the data enough to change a close, but nonstatistically significant result into a statistically significant
difference at the alpha < .05 level. Whether intentional
deceit is involved is not easy to determine. Dishonesty
cannot be easily disentangled from normal human
mistakes, sloppiness, gullibility or technical incompetence.
Vested interests operate to prove one’s pet theories,
causing researchers to don blinders that impede them
from seeing anything other than what they want to see.
Once theories are established, they tend to be written in
stone, and are not easily overturned regardless of the
amount of new information that may contradict the now
hallowed ‘written-in-stone’ theory.
Among the other reasons for deceit is the fact that
comprehensive theories are the goal of science, not a
collection of facts. Because it is sometimes difficult to force
facts to conform to one’s theories, such as in situations
where there are many anomalies, a strong temptation
exists to ignore facts that don’t agree with those theories.
The desire to earn respect from one’s peers (and, ideally, to
become eminent) has, from the earliest days of science,
brought with it a temptation to consciously distort, ignore
evidence, play loose with the facts, and even lie. ~ Jerry
Bergman, Why the epidemic of fraud exists in science
today
Something strange has happened in the scientific community.
However, science has never been accurate. It stumbles along. And yet,
science gained a reputation for accuracy. God revealed workable
solutions to scientists. People noted the workable solutions and
assumed that science must be accurate. Some thought that science is
the best path to find knowledge. However, workable solutions can’t
establish truth. Science just finds things that work.

Why doesn’t the peer review process work in science? Why doesn’t it
work among theologians? It doesn’t work among evolutionists or
creationists. It should work. The Bible gives many examples of the
value of a multitude of counselors.
When God first set the order for the church it had a built-in
government based on many godly elders and deacons. The Bible
never mentions a singular elder or pastor set over any local church.
It’s always elders. The apostles who traveled between churches
weren’t independent. Each apostle answered to all the others. When
Peter stepped out of line, Paul had to correct him. Here’s the point.
God sets an order that includes a kind of peer review. Why doesn’t it
work?
Peer-review doesn’t work if you leave God out of it. When the people
of God seek God’s mind and desire to be corrected and taught by God,
peer-review works.
Scientists and Christians can easily become proud. They can worship
a dogma or theory rather than worshiping God. They can easily get
into groupthink instead of standing in the presence of God. A few
strong personalities can take over and sweep everyone else along.
Factions can develop. Opposing groups can fight each other without
resolving conflicts. Members of the group can avoid making waves in
the interest of unity, but they destroy the truth when they do that. The
people making decisions can focus on money, power, pride,
competition, and organizational success. Many other problems come
into the peer review process when Christ isn’t at the center. All these
problems and more can destroy peer review even when people try to
keep Christ at the center.

Scientific Methods
What passes for scientific methodology is a
misrepresentation of what scientists do or ought to do. ~ P.
B. Medawar, Induction and Intuition in Scientific Thought
Contrary to popular belief, there’s no agreement on a single scientific
method among philosophers of science, and most scientists could
care less about the philosophy of science. If we search the Internet, we
find several systems for scientific method, and many of the websites

break scientific methods into distinct steps. In general, scientists
don’t work that way.
The definition of ‘science’ has haunted philosophers of
science in the 20th century. The approach of Bacon, who is
considered the founder of the scientific method, was pretty
straightforward: observation → induction → hypothesis →
test hypothesis by experiment → proof/disproof →
knowledge. ~ Don Batten, ‘It’s not science’
Induction is a form of reasoning distinct from deduction. Deduction
can lead to knowledge of truth since, with true premises and valid
form, the conclusion must be true. Deduction doesn’t add any
information to the premises during reasoning. Deduction never
produces new information. However, induction adds information to
the premises through intuition. Since information must come from
somewhere, there must be a source for this information coming
through intuition. Here, we again have three sources for the
information available through intuition: God, the human worldview,
or demonic influence. Godless scientists can’t know which of these
three provide the information. So godless induction only hints at a
direction for investigation or suggests a hypothesis. When scientists
attempt to use the human mind to reason beyond what they observe,
the result is uncertain. They must add made-up stuff to get beyond
what they observe. That’s why scientists observing the same created
world infer radically different conclusions from the same
observations.
The method of Francis Bacon mentions proof, and proof indicates a
true premise, which is only available by divine revelation.
Consequently, everywhere we try to find true knowledge, we run into
the same need for God. Of course, God uses intuition and observation
to reveal reality to humanity. Because of God’s goodness, science has
provided practical solutions. However, science took the credit. But
God gives any knowledge of truth we gain through the methods of
science even if scientists who receive this knowledge deny God gave it.
God has revealed these three basic truths needed for science:
laws of logic

mathematical laws
the regularity of nature
These three basic truths make it possible to do science and the laws of
logic, mathematical laws, and the regularity of nature come from God.
God reveals them, and early Bible-believing scientists established the
scientific method using these revelations, but since ungodly thinkers
refuse to acknowledge God, they have to assume these three basic
truths, or they can’t do science. (Jonathan Sarfati, The biblical roots of modern
science)

While some people credit Sir Francis Bacon with inventing the
scientific method, God originally revealed the scientific method. And
God continues to reveal reality using His scientific method. But sadly,
ungodly people have distorted the scientific method. As a result, we
can become confused about what’s known and what’s not known.
Different scientists use different methods, and students believe all
sorts of things about the scientific method. We’ll go over several
scientific methods starting with an impossible scientific method. And
though scientists rarely follow a numbered series of steps, for the sake
of clarity, we showed the steps in a numbered order.

Scientific Method based on the Ontic Fallacy
1. Ask a question without any assumption or preconception.
2. Do background research without any assumption or
preconception.
3. Construct a hypothesis without any assumption or
preconception.
4. Test the hypothesis by experimenting without any error,
assumption, or preconception.
5. Record the results without any human bias or error.
6. Interpret the
preconception.

data

without

any

assumption

or

7. Conclude using sound deductive reasoning and zero
assumptions.

8. Communicate the results fully, without any bias.
Some thinkers imagine these steps are exactly the way scientists do
science, and some of these thinkers imagine scientists don’t assume
anything. They feel that scientists have no biases. There’s a problem.
Totally objective and error-free science doesn’t happen since no one
can get outside himself or herself, and all humans have biases based
on worldviews. Humans make assumptions and think the
assumptions are part of reality. Without divine revelation, no one can
know a premise is true. Without a true premise, no one can reason
rationally. So no one can reason rationally without divine revelation.

Ungodly Scientific Method
1. Ask a question biased by ungodliness.
2. Do background research biased by ungodliness.
3. Construct a hypothesis biased by ungodliness.
4. Test the hypothesis by experimenting, and allow ungodly
bias to guide the experiment.
5. Record the results biased by ungodliness.
6. Interpret the data biased by ungodliness.
7. Draw a conclusion biased by ungodliness.
8. Communicate the results biased by ungodliness.
Notice how the steps follow a mindset of ungodliness that guides each
step in the process. Though, scientists don’t use the word
“ungodliness.” They use a word like “secular,” “naturalistic,”
“materialistic,” or “mainstream” instead. They use these words
instead of the word “ungodliness” to hide the bias. The terms
“methodological naturalism” and “scientific naturalism” are the most
widespread terms used to hide the bias toward ungodliness.

Godly Scientific Method
1. The fear (awe and deep respect) for God is the beginning of
knowledge and wisdom.

2. Confess the fallen nature of human minds.
3. Ask God for direction and wait for God’s answer.
4. Do background research according to God’s leading.
5. Ask God to help understand the observations. Wait for
God’s revelation rather than just making up a hypothesis.
6. If God indicates an experiment, experiment. If God
indicates further research, return to step 3.
7. Record the results without bias.
8. Analyze the data without assumptions by asking God to
guide sound thinking.
9. Seek God while using true premises and sound reasoning to
conclude.
10. As much as possible, communicate results fully and without
bias or dogmatism.
11. Look to God for correction and further revelation.
These steps will vary widely depending on the Holy Spirit’s leading.
Scientists can use these steps or this method. However, those who
study the Bible can also use this method. Any decision-maker can use
this method. God revealed something about the scientific method to
godly scientists, but He still has much to teach humanity about the
scientific method. Besides, God uses science to reveal Himself and
His creation to humanity. To put it another way, God uses scientific
observation to reveal reality to anyone who’ll listen to Him. In mercy,
He even reveals reality to those who refuse to acknowledge Him or
thank Him.

Evolutionistic Scientific Method
1. Adopt the group-held paradigm (evolutionism) as your
paradigm or else your career dies.
2. Experiment
and
observe.
[Experimentation
and
observation are the only parts of the evolutionistic scientific
method with potential for knowing.]

3. Filter observations by the group-held paradigm.
4. Create assumptions that fit into the group-held paradigm.
5. Tell a story as a speculative explanation of the observations.
6. Make sure the story fits into the group-held paradigm.
7. Call the story a “scientific theory.”
8. Defend the group-held paradigm from any scrutiny.
9. Create just-so stories to explain away any evidence against
the original group-held paradigm.
10. Call the just-so stories “evidence for the group-held
paradigm.”
11. Continue to build and fortify the group-held paradigm.
12. Censor challenges to the group-held paradigm.
Here’s the group-held paradigm. The scientist must accept big bang,
billions of years, no Genesis Flood, and molecules-to-humanity. The
scientist must also accept naturalism, materialism, and
uniformitarianism.
Unfortunately, this paradigm regulates thought and limits science to
the paradigm. Some people say the paradigm is the backbone of
science, especially medicine and biology. Only scientists who accept
this paradigm can belong to the “real scientist club.” Historically,
anyone who questions the paradigm suffers. Bill Nye referred to this
closed-minded protectionism during his debate with Ken Ham. Bill
rationalized a defense of this biased practice. According to Bill, those
who question the group-held paradigm can’t be scientists. If only Bill
Nye thought in this biased way, that wouldn’t be so bad. Here’s the
problem. Bill is reflecting the attitude of the insiders of the scientific
establishment with its censorship and message control.

God Uses the Scientific Method
Here we make a sharp distinction between helpful science and science
that helps no one. One kind of science produces products and
solutions. One kind of science doesn’t produce products or solutions.

Godless stories and speculations don’t produce solutions to problems,
nor do they create useful products. Since God revealed the scientific
method, God reveals reality through the scientific method to anyone
who’ll use this method. He inspires groups like Patterns of Evidence,
ICR, CMI, and AIG so we can learn about His revelation. However,
He never discredits the Bible with the scientific method as ungodly
thinkers claim.
He doesn’t restrict this revelation to those who follow Christ. So the
method works, but the problems enter if scientists distort the method.
Ungodly science can only be pragmatic, so it’s not useful for making
claims about reality but only for practical solutions. A scientist can do
science without God, but the scientist is then living like a brute beast,
incapable of rational thought. The ungodly scientist can make things
that work, but can’t reason beyond that without God. Later, we find
out that some of those practical solutions are destructive or
dangerous. If we want examples of this problem, we only need to
watch the ads on TV for class action suits against drug companies.
Even when scientists observe and test in the present and apply the
resulting discoveries in what appears to be a useful way, unexpected
problems arise.
The brute-beast mind can’t look into causes unless we can observe
those causes happening and repeatedly test to make sure the cause is
initiating the effect. The brute-beast mind can’t look into truth. It
can’t reliably predict all the hidden dangers and risks. We know God
addresses this brute-beast mind in Jude 1:10 and 19, speaking about
those who depend on their senses alone without God’s Spirit. He
likens them to brute beasts, destitute of reason.
Real science produces useful solutions and products, but there’s far
too much science that produces nothing anyone could use. This
science works differently from the science that allows us to make cars,
airplanes, or cell phones. It only subverts minds and blurs the line
between truth and conceptual dreams. Scientists make up stories
about what they can’t observe, but they can’t use the stories to make a
useful product. They tell stories about the distant past, the spiritual
realm, or the human mind. However, ungodly scientists can’t possibly
test those stories to see whether they’re true. They can’t test whether
the
big-bang-billions-of-years-molecules-to-humankind
story

happened. That story competes with the revealed Creation-Flood
account that fits what we observe better than the godless story does.
Sometimes, scientists think they’re testing the big-bang-billions-ofyears-molecules-to-humankind story because they experiment and
observe. But the story floats over the science. The story floats over the
experiments and observations. Then they deceptively call the story
“science.” It’s a floating-abstraction fallacy. We can’t test either the
ungodly story or the revealed account in the way we test a shelf design
or an automotive design. However, we can test the revealed account
spiritually by seeking God’s mind and allowing the Holy Spirit to
teach us. On the other hand, we can’t repeatedly physically test and
observe either of these.

Meta-Scientific Method as a Way of Knowing
There’s no evidence the scientific method is the most important way
God reveals reality to humanity. Some people claim it is the most
important way, but they can’t prove their claim. God doesn’t restrict
Himself to the scientific method when He’s revealing reality and truth
about the material world. For example, God has always used other
ways to impart revelation. God imparts knowledge through intuition,
dreams, or a word of knowledge. He sometimes intervenes in the
scientific process.

Dreams
God uses dreams. Of course, that doesn’t necessarily mean all dreams
come from God, but here are some things God has revealed through
dreams:
Dmitri Mendeleev received the Periodic Table in a
dream.
August Kekulé received the structure of benzene in a
dream.
Srinivasa Ramanujan testified, “While asleep, I had an
unusual experience. There was a red screen formed by
flowing blood, as it were. I was observing it. Suddenly a
hand began to write on the screen. I became all
attention. That hand wrote a number of elliptic

integrals. They stuck to my mind. As soon as I woke up, I
committed them to writing.”
Otto Loewi received the details of an experiment to
demonstrate how the body transmits nerve signals using
chemical instructions.
Niels Bohr received the structure of the atom in a dream.
Elias Howe received the solution to the sewing machine
in a dream.
Albert Einstein received the principle of relativity in a
dream.

Accidentally?
From God’s view, nothing is accidental, for although God allows us to
decide, He also reveals He’s sovereign. And He allows us to
experience the results of our decisions, but, in the end, He directs the
results.
Penicillin
Microwave ovens
Post-it Notes
Velcro
Plastic
Chocolate chip cookies
Teflon
Vulcanized rubber
Safety glass
Coca-Cola
Radioactivity
Smart dust
Super Glue
The pacemaker
X-rays
The effect of zinc on arterial plaque

Scripture
Besides dreams and supposed accidents, here are some scientific
discoveries God gave through Scripture:
Hygienic rules for health and medical safety

Dietary restrictions for health reasons
Restrictions limiting water supplies to safe sources
Quarantine of contagious diseases
Washing in running water when dealing with disease
More stars than we can count
The earth floating freely in space
Dangerous prescriptions forbidden
Spherical earth
Living organisms reproducing after the created kinds
The perfect dimensions of a ship or other water vessel
The water cycle
Springs in the oceans
Life in the blood
One race, the human race
Although scientists and culture originally rejected these biblical
revelations, scientists later confirmed them by observation.
The point of all these examples is to show science exists outside a
formal scientific method, and God reveals through this method too
since human rules don’t restrict God. Instead, He gives knowledge
when He sees that it’s needed, and He supplies this knowledge in the
way He chooses to supply it.

George Washington Carver
Consider George Washington Carver’s scientific method:
Man, who needed a purpose, a mission, to keep him alive,
had one. He could be . . . God’s co-worker . . . My purpose
alone must be God’s purpose . . . As I worked on projects
which fulfilled a real human need; forces were working
through me which amazed me. I would often go to sleep
with an apparently insoluble problem. When I woke, the
answer was there. Why, then, should we who believe in
Christ be so surprised at what God can do with a willing
man in a laboratory? Some things must be baffling to the
critic who has never been born again. ~ George
Washington Carver

George Washington Carver used the scientific method of working as a
partner with God. As Christians, we work as partners with Christ. So
when the answer to a problem comes, we don’t take the credit; we
give God the glory.
God is going to reveal to us things He never revealed
before if we put our hands in His. No books ever go into
my laboratory. The thing I am to do and the way of doing it
are revealed to me. The method is revealed to me the
moment I am inspired to create something new. Without
God to draw aside the curtain, I would be helpless. ~
George Washington Carver
From this quote, we see that George Washington Carver expected
divine revelation in the laboratory, and he didn’t consider himself the
source of any knowledge. As a result, he could do amazing things
since he found true premises as God revealed the nature of the
created world to him. Of course, ungodly persuaders aren’t happy
with George Washington Carver’s method of doing science and
predictably try to denigrate him and belittle the many scientific
advances God accomplished through him.
God also reveals reality to those who refuse to acknowledge Him.
However, without acknowledging God, they can’t have certainty about
anything because, in a worldview without God, there’s no distinction
between revelation and made-up stuff. As a result, ungodly thinkers
can’t tell the difference. They can’t see any difference between what
God shows them and what they make up. Everything becomes madeup stuff to them. This lack of discernment motivates ungodly thinkers
to become dogmatic about the “made-up stuff” they like. It motivates
them to oppose anything they don’t like. They can’t know the
difference between truth and error, so they believe in the stories of
evolutionism with the same enthusiasm as they believe a real,
material world exists.
…if we do not take Christ seriously in our everyday life, all
is a failure because it is an everyday affair. ~ George
Washington Carver
We now understand more fully why the human mind can’t work
correctly without the presence of the Holy Spirit. So, we know why

George Washington Carver walked with Jesus Christ every day,
moment-by-moment. Because of this walk, God continually unveiled
reality to George Washington Carver. And God is willing to unveil
reality to every human being. We can have this relationship with
Christ right now through Jesus Christ.
Reading about nature is fine, but if a person walks in the
woods and listens carefully, he can learn more than what is
in books, for they speak with the voice of God. ~ George
Washington Carver
I love to think of nature as an unlimited broadcasting
station, through which God speaks to us every hour, if we
will only tune in. ~ George Washington Carver
My prayers seem to be more of an attitude than anything
else. I indulge in very little lip service, but ask the Great
Creator silently, daily, and often many times a day, to
permit me to speak to Him through the three great
kingdoms of the world which He has created—the animal,
mineral, and vegetable kingdoms—to understand their
relations to each other, and our relations to them and to
the Great God who made all of us. I ask Him daily and
often momently to give me wisdom, understanding, and
bodily strength to do His will; hence I am asking and
receiving all the time. ~ George Washington Carver
And lest we think this revelation came to George Washington Carver
only through observation and not through the Bible, we consider the
following quote:
The secret of my success? It is simple. It is found in the
Bible. ~ George Washington Carver
We need to remember that God reveals reality to both believers and
unbelievers. For example, King Nebuchadnezzar was no believer, but
he received revelation of the future in a dream. And Pharaoh wasn’t a
believer, yet he received the revelation of coming events to save Egypt
from famine. Both of them had to get the interpretation from a godly
person, though.

We’ve already looked at several scientific breakthroughs that came in
dreams. A naturalist might make up an explanation for this
inspiration. However, the naturalist is just making up a story and
calling the story “an explanation.” Made-up stuff can be convincing,
but it’s not a valid way to determine truth.
So we’ve seen that scientists don’t always progress through planned
experiments. For instance, we know it’s common for a scientist to try
to find out about one thing when God reveals something else. Of
course, the human mind often twists God’s pure revelation, and when
the human mind distorts pure revelation, we hear speculations like
the
big-bang-billions-of-years-no-Flood-molecules-to-humankind
story. So, to avoid this distorted thinking, God commands us to
acknowledge Him in all our ways rather than leaning on our brutebeast minds. When we acknowledge Him, He’ll direct our paths.
(Proverbs 3:5-6) Though some won’t follow it, God provides this process
for science, engineering, Bible-study, worship, finance, politics,
marketing, and every avenue of life.

Christopher Columbus
Christopher Columbus was a man with great navigation skill and
courage, but some historians wrongly credit his skill and courage to
his humanity. Contradicting this error, Christopher Columbus rightly
credited it to God. As evidence, consider the following quotes from
the writings of Christopher Columbus:
Who can doubt that this fire was not merely mine, but also
the Holy Spirit who encouraged me with a radiance of
marvelous illumination from His sacred Scriptures, . . .
urging me to press forward?
It was the Lord who put into my mind (I could feel His
hand upon me) the fact that it would be possible to sail
from there to the Indies. All who heard of my project
rejected it with laughter, ridiculing me. There is no
question the inspiration was from the Holy Spirit because
He comforted me with rays of marvelous illumination from
the Holy Scriptures . . . encouraging me to continue to
press forward and without ceasing for a moment they now
encourage me make haste.

Our Lord Jesus desired to perform a very obvious miracle
in the voyage to the Indies, to comfort me and the whole
people of God. I spent seven years in the royal court,
discussing the matter with many persons of great
reputation and wisdom in all the arts; and in the end they
concluded that it was all foolishness, so they gave it up.
With a hand that could be felt, the Lord opened my mind
to the fact that it would be possible . . . and He opened my
will to desire to accomplish that project . . . The Lord
purposed that there should be something miraculous in
this matter of the voyage to the Indies.
For the execution of the journey to the Indies I did not
make use of intelligence, mathematics or maps. It is simply
the fulfillment of what Isaiah had prophesied.
No one should fear to undertake any task in the name of
our Savior if it is just and if the intention is purely for His
holy service. The working out of all things has been
assigned to each person by our Lord, but it all happens
according to His sovereign will even though He gives
advice. He lacks nothing that it is in the power of men to
give Him. Oh what a gracious Lord, who desires that
people should perform for Him those things for which He
holds Himself responsible! Day and night moment by
moment, everyone should express to Him their most
devoted gratitude.
Christopher Columbus stands as an example of how a godly person
can fall. His life also shows the mercy, patience, and justice of God.
God called Christopher to bear the light of Christ to the world. God
gave him navigation skill and a passion for the gospel. Christopher’s
flesh also wanted to control Christopher. His flesh wanted honor,
wealth, and prestige. Christopher repeatedly chose to follow His
fleshly nature. He wanted to rule. God didn’t call him to rule, and he
did a terrible job. He was weak. He allowed abuse of the natives of the
new land God had revealed to Christopher. Christopher found ways to
describe his greed and lust for power and prestige in religious terms.
His flesh was clever enough to frame his sin in ways that almost
seemed to glorify God.

We see many preachers and ministries calling for revival. Not all.
Some. And yet, there’s an echo of the fleshly nature of Christopher
Columbus calling for money, power, and prestige. They see a vision of
the mega church. They see themselves as the one people look to for
wisdom.
Ungodly historians have rewritten much history in a desperate
attempt to discredit Cristopher Columbus. They filtered out his
calling and godliness. They filtered out the lessons we can learn from
Christopher’s life. They stripped history of its value to work out their
hatred of God. Their attacks aren’t really against Christopher
Columbus, but they are attempting to set up ungodly ideology by
tearing down anything that might stand in the way. Where details of
history don’t exist, historians have stated assumptions as facts to put
Christopher Columbus in a bad light. However, Christopher
Columbus was imperfect in the same way those who now seek to
judge him are flawed human beings, sold into sin. But Christopher
Columbus communicated with Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit
taught him and corrected him, moving him toward righteousness and
holiness. Unfortunately, Christopher was an example of a servant of
God who allowed his fleshly nature to ruin everything.

Additional Quotes
A follower of Christ will often be wrong, which is why the Holy Spirit
is here to correct us all. Still, from what great scientists have said, we
can see that God’s Spirit was working in their lives, revealing reality
to them. Consider the following:
The gift of mental power comes from God, Divine Being,
and if we concentrate our minds on that truth, we become
in tune with this great power. My Mother had taught me to
seek all truth in the Bible; therefore I devoted the next few
months to the study of this work. ~ Nikola Tesla
Every scientist becomes convinced that the laws of nature
manifest the existence of a spirit vastly superior to that of
men. ~ Albert Einstein
No one can read the Gospels without feeling the actual
presence of Jesus. His personality pulsates in every word.

No myth is filled with such life. ~ Albert Einstein
The divine reveals itself in the physical world. ~ Albert
Einstein
My God created laws . . . His universe is not ruled by
wishful thinking but by immutable laws. ~ Albert Einstein
I want to know how God created this world. I want to know
his thoughts. ~ Albert Einstein
What I am really interested in knowing is whether God
could have created the world in a different way. ~ Albert
Einstein
I am not an atheist, and I don’t think I can call myself a
pantheist. ~ Albert Einstein
There is harmony in the cosmos which I, with my limited
human mind, am able to recognise, yet there are people
who say there is no God. But what really makes me angry is
that they quote me to support such views. ~ Albert
Einstein
And yet, it seems Einstein thought about an impersonal god who
didn’t concern himself with people. We don’t know about all his
experiences with God, but it seems many of his quotes come from
mere speculation about God while other quotes indicate that he knew
God through Jesus Christ. Einstein seems to have drifted in his
opinions and his relationship with God. We all do.
I commence a sacred discourse, a most true hymn to God
the Founder, and I judge it to be piety, not to sacrifice
many hecatombs of bulls to Him and to burn incense of
innumerable perfumes and cassia, but first to learn myself,
and afterwards to teach others too, how great He is in
wisdom, how great in power, and of what sort in goodness.
~ Johann Kepler
I was merely thinking God’s thoughts after him. ~ Johann
Kepler

Intuition as a Way of Knowing

God does speak through human intuition. Those who sincerely seek
His mind will find He’ll lead them into righteousness and away from
sin. He’ll lead them into wisdom and away from foolishness.
However, intuition can also come from the fallen human mind. And it
can come from demonic influence. It depends on which one we’re
seeking.
Through Scripture, we know God often speaks to those who don’t
even seek Him. And sometimes, He’ll speak to them through their
intuition.

Math as a Way of Knowing
Another possible avenue is exploring mathematical
universes, which, simply put, explain that the structure of
mathematics may change depending in which universe you
reside. ~ Elizabeth Howell, Parallel Universes: Theories &
Evidence
In my new book “Our Mathematical Universe”, I argue that
it means that our universe isn’t just described by math, but
that it is math in the sense that we’re all parts of a giant
mathematical object, which in turn is part of a multiverse
so huge that it makes the other multiverses debated in
recent years seem puny in comparison. ~ Max Tegmark, Is
the Universe Made of Math?
We can know things using math if we don’t assume anything or tell
any stories. Once we add made-up stuff to our math, we have madeup stuff as the result of our math. The two quotes above are examples
of math that plugs in assumptions and other made-up stuff. Suppose
we have a formula. Suppose we can’t get all the factors the formula
need. We want to calculate using the formula. Suppose we make up
some numbers and plug them into the formula so we can calculate.
That’s a good way to fool ourselves.
Math can make nonsense seem intelligent. Using math, we can
“prove” that everything can come from nothing. We can “prove” this
by just making a few assumptions. Of course, with a single
assumption, we can prove anything to ourselves.

With math, as with logic, we need true premises. We need true
factors. We need to have a way to prove that our formulas and
mathematical methods can yield truth. Unfortunately, the language of
math uses deceptive definitions of both proof and truth.
Mathematicians speak of truth and proof, but they don’t mean their
truth or proof has anything to do with reality.
“The normal notion of pure math is that mathematicians
have some kind of direct pipeline to God’s thoughts, to
absolute truth,” Dr. Chaitin wrote in “The Limits of
Mathematics.” While scientific knowledge is tentative and
subject to constant revision, mathematics is usually seen as
eternal. But Dr. Chaitin called on his colleagues to
abandon mathematical Platonism and adopt a “quasiempirical” approach that treats mathematics as just
another messy experimental science. ~ George Johnson,
Useful Invention Or Absolute Truth: What Is Math?
Math and logic come from God. God communicates through
them. He uses them. In a sense, they are parts of the language of
God. However, we can misuse math. If you search the Internet
for a phrase like “what can math prove,” you’ll find all sorts of
misused and irrational math.
What follows is an example from Quora on a question: “Can
mathematics prove the existence of God or intelligent design?”
I’m including the quote to show how silly mathematical thinking
can become.
Base Case (or assumption):
1. God exists.
2. The universe is so big and complex, it must have a
creator (god). In other words, everything must have
a creator (as the universe contains everything).
3. The creator must be a more complex entity than its
creation. In other words, God must be more
complex than the universe we live in. For example,
we humans create robots and we know our body is
much more complex than that of robots.

Inductive Step:
If, because the universe is so complex, it needs a creator,
and its creator (God) is more complex than its creation
(the universe), then God must have its creator, let’s name
it “God1”. Similarly, God1 must also have its creator (say
God2) and so on.... up to God∞ (read as God-infinity). We
know that infinity (∞) is not a real number, so God∞ can’t
exist and hence one or more of our assumption(s) were
wrong.
The mathematician implies the only way we know God exists is
by knowing the universe is big and complex. However, that isn’t
how we know the creator God exists. God proves His existence
by revealing His reality to every person. That’s why every person
knows He exists.
And the mathematician also said this:
the universe contains everything
In His “logic,” the mathematician includes God in his term
“everything.” He’s claiming the Creator God is limited to the
universe He created. What makes him think so?
At the very least it’s a word game in which the word “universe” is
given a special meaning. If the universe includes God, as the
mathematician implies, then is the mathematician claiming God
is part of the created world? What makes him think so? Where’s
the proof?
The mathematician also implies another god created God. What
makes him think that? He needs to give us absolute proof. He
has none.
What makes him think everything complex needs a creator?
Where’s the proof for that? He can’t prove his premise.
He implies God is the same thing as infinity. What makes him
think so?
The statement implies nothing is infinite because infinity can’t
be assigned to a finite number. Why does he believe this? Can he

prove it?
The mathematician has dragged us down into the weeds and
muddied the water to create confusion. However, we can see
clearly. We can reason clearly. We just return to knowing Jesus
Christ. We know the triune God through Jesus. The truth brings
sanity.
We’ve looked at just one example of someone misusing math.
You can find more deceptive and more irrational examples than
this one. I thought this one was confusing enough for this book.
Whenever someone bases logic on assumptions they lack truth.
When they don’t base logic on truth they think irrationally.
Their foundation crumbles. And yet, they’re dogmatic. The more
irrational they are, the more dogmatic they are. That’s part of
why the world is so crazy.
God does use math. He understands it. God comprehends math
completely. The best mathematicians have vague ideas about
math. Some of those ideas are right, and some of those ideas are
wrong. And yet, God speaks to us through math at times to
reveal reality to us.

Theories as a Way of Knowing
Some people think theories bring us to understand reality as it is.
We’ve heard about theoretical science as opposed to empirical
science. The word “empirical,” as in “empirical science,” means “by
experience.” Empirical science isn’t theoretical science, and
theoretical science isn’t empirical science. Instead, empirical science
experiments and repeatedly observes, whereas theories make up stuff
to go beyond observation and experience. Theories are supposed to
contain nothing that conflicts with what scientists have observed.
Empirical science is repeatable and verifiable experience and
observation. In empirical science, we experiment to observe and
experience a process and result. Many people repeat the same
experiment. They all get the same result. They confirm the
conclusions. If you do X, Y happens.

As stated, theoretical science goes beyond experience when scientists
try to guess why they might be observing what they’re observing. Of
course, guesses can be correct or incorrect, and most guesses aren’t
just a single guess but many guesses. We combine many guesses.
Some guesses may be correct. Some guesses may be wrong. The
complex overall guess can be partly true. Something partly true can
be deceptive. Many of the most deceptive and destructive lies are
almost completely true. They just mix in a little untruth. We need to
remember that made-up stories, conceptual frameworks, theories,
propositions, ideas, or other forms of made-up stuff aren’t the same
as truth. We need to be aware of how easily we can accept these lies
and insert them into our worldviews. Consider the following:
Analysis of historical experience and the study of relevant
sources again and again show the opposite of that which
the positivists are yearning to cull from the chronicles of
science. Scientific theories did not arise from experiments
but IN EVERY SINGLE CASE designed by contemporary
philosophical systems and the basic principles of religion
and worldview. ~ W. Bohm
Theories explain by speculating about what we can’t observe or
experience. We can get information from our five natural senses, but
theories try to go beyond that. Theories are stories that we make up
when we’re trying to explain what we can’t know through observation.
And these stories expand observations and take observations out of
their contexts. So, if we claim the observations also prove the stories,
we commit the circular-reasoning fallacy.

We don’t want to do science in circular reasoning fallacies. Facts are
observations like rock layers or fossils. Scientists make up theories to
fit the facts. The theories are stories about the facts that go beyond
the facts. Scientists want to confirm the stories. They want to prove

the stories. They have no way to do that, so they resort to circular
reasoning. They already made up the stories so the stories fit the
facts. Then, they check to see if the stories fit the facts. Well, of
course, they do. They made them up to fit the facts. They then claim
an irrational level of confidence in the stories that go beyond the facts.
Scientists become con artists with this trick. They think with circular
reasoning fallacies.
We’re separating truth from fiction. Observations are one thing, but
creative stories are another thing distinct from the observations. The
stories are about the observations. The stories aren’t the observations.
Scientists don’t write stories that obviously conflict with what they
observe. However, the stories are still stories, so if the stories avoid
any obvious conflict with the observations, the lack of conflict doesn’t
prove the stories. We can’t check the parts of the stories that go
beyond experience and observation. And yet scientists and teachers
often present theories as fact. They sometimes use coercion or
bullying to create the illusion of truth by discouraging anyone from
questioning or challenging the theories. As we consider this fallacy, it
seems too obvious, and we might think such obvious circular
reasoning could fool no one. However, this exact method of circular
reasoning has fooled millions of unsuspecting students worldwide,
and it continues to do so.

Scientific Observation, Fact, Law, and Theory
An ungodly thinker said the following:
If we test a theory under various conditions and controls,
over time, it becomes fact. If every scientist has tested the
theory of gravity and finds objects fall to earth at the same
rate under every possible condition, gravity becomes a fact.
By creating ambiguity, this statement blurs the difference between
these four:
scientific observation
scientific fact
scientific law
scientific theory

The ungodly thinker who wrote the claim above confused himself by
not knowing the difference between these four: observation, fact, law,
and theory. For clarification, theories of gravity are stories about why
and how gravity works, but we can’t observe the stories.
On the other hand, we can test the scientific facts regarding gravity,
and we can also test the scientific law of gravity. We can observe
objects falling to earth at the same rate. But this observation isn’t a
theory of gravity. It’s observation rather than theory. We observe facts
regarding gravity and the Law of Gravity.
However, scientists made up all the various theories of gravity. Each
one of these theories is consistent with the observed facts. However,
they also go beyond what we observe. They try to explain what we
observe. Whatever goes beyond observation and experience springs
from either made-up stuff or divine revelation. While we shouldn’t
have to tell anyone this obvious fact, some thinkers misunderstand
this simple reality. They learned irrationality from one source or
another and don’t know the difference between a theory and an
observed fact.
We can look at various theories of gravity, but they can’t all be right.
They could all be wrong since we can’t test the various theories of
gravity. Instead, these theories are mere speculative explanations of
what scientists observed. We can’t observe scientists’ stories about
possible causes for the Law of Gravity, so although these explanations
might not conflict with what we observe, lack of conflict doesn’t prove
the explanation. Neither does conforming to observation prove the
explanation.
Even so, it’s not uncommon for thinkers to confuse scientific laws
with scientific theories. As a case in point, we may hear or read of an
exchange where someone says, “Evolution is just a theory.” In
response, someone who doesn’t know the difference between
scientific law and scientific theory will then say, “What about
gravity?” Worse yet, they may go further and confuse scientific theory
with scientific fact by saying, “Evolution is scientific fact.” Because the
education system failed to teach the differences, some confused
thinkers are dogmatic and self-assured.

For illustration, imagine a mom who asks her little boy, “How did the
peanut butter get on the floor?” The little boy says, “I don’t know.”
But the mom can’t find a way to test whether the little boy knew. The
little boy’s theory is he doesn’t know, while the mom has two theories.
She thinks either the little boy or his dad got the peanut butter on the
floor, and she thinks the guilty party does know. But no one
confesses. No eyewitness comes forward, and the mom’s theories
remain theories because she can’t test the theories.
In summary, the mom has two theories, the little boy has a theory,
and all three theories match the observations perfectly. The mom
can’t find exceptions to any of the theories. Therefore, no matter how
we test the observation of the peanut butter, the theories remain
theories and don’t become facts.
It might help to return to the scientific method of Francis Bacon:
1. observation
2. induction
3. hypothesis
4. test hypothesis by experiment
5. proof/disproof
6. knowledge
We can apply this method to gravity.
1. Observe objects all fall at the same rate.
2. Use inductive reasoning to say this observation might
apply universally.
3. Develop a hypothesis. All objects will fall at the same
rate if we can eliminate other factors like air resistance.
4. Develop experiments to prove that all objects (at least
the ones tested) fall at the same rate.
5. Prove all objects (at least the ones tested) fall at the
same rate.
6. Know all objects (at least the ones tested) fall at the
same rate. That has become a scientific fact.
We can notice this scientific method works for knowing what gravity
does. However, the competing theories of gravity all try to guess why
gravity works. What are we comparing? Where’s the difference? We
know our observation of what gravity does isn’t the same as trying to

guess why gravity does what it does. The first is observing. The second
is guessing. Therefore, unless we can test and prove or disprove those
theories, we don’t have a way we can apply Francis Bacon’s scientific
method to them.
There’s a huge difference between these two statements:
Fact: All objects fall to the ground at the same rate.
Theory: Gravity isn’t a force but rather a consequence of
the curvature of spacetime caused by the uneven
distribution of mass/energy.
The first is a scientific fact, but the second statement is the most
popular theory. We don’t have a way, at present, to repeatedly test the
theory to see whether the theory is true even in a tentative scientific
way. By the way, Einstein received this theory in a moment of
inspiration, so it may be a revelation from God.
The point we’re seeing is there’s a difference between facts and
theories. Let’s take a moment to apply this difference to what’s called
“The Big Bang Theory,” the theoretical age of the earth, the study of
abiogenesis, and what’s called “The Theory of Evolution.” What have
scientists observed? Mostly rocks, deposits, fossils, and living
organisms. We can repeatedly test rocks, deposits, fossils, and living
organisms with experiments and observe the results. We can’t test the
stories that go beyond what we can test or observe. We shouldn’t have
to state this obvious fact. Yet, some people don’t get it.
Regarding facts, two definitions for the word “fact” exist. OK, more
than these two exist, but we’ll focus on the two: fact and scientific
fact. It would seem a scientific fact would be even more of a fact than
just a plain old fact, but the opposite is the case.
For the plain old fact definition, the Merriam-Webster Dictionary
defines “fact” this way:
1 : something that truly exists or happens : something with
actual existence
2 : a true piece of information

A fact is true. But to know it’s true we must prove it. Proof is absolute,
or it’s just a suggestion. However, if it’s possible that, sometime in the
future, we could find out we were wrong, we don’t know it’s true.
While lies and misconceptions about reality change if they’re exposed,
truth doesn’t change based on new information. Reality doesn’t
change based on new information. In contrast, opinions about truth
and reality do change based on new information. Facts are absolute,
or they aren’t facts.
Contrast Webster’s definition of “fact with the National Center for
Science and Education’s definition of “scientific fact”:
In science, an observation that has been repeatedly
confirmed and for all practical purposes is accepted as
“true.” Truth in science, however, is never final and what is
accepted as a fact today may be modified or even discarded
tomorrow.
Scientific facts are not facts in the sense that real facts are facts. Real
facts are parts of reality. Scientific facts aren’t necessarily parts of
reality. They’re what scientists will admit they have observed so far.
Reality doesn’t change just because minds change. And no amount of
testing can change reality. Reality is what exists, and truth is what
exists. So, what is a real fact? It’s what exists. But scientists define
“fact” much more loosely. Unlike real facts, scientific facts change
over time if opinions change.
To make matters worse, in general conversation, the word “fact”
means a statement. When people make statements, they think they’re
stating facts. And the more fiercely they believe the statement, the
more factual they think it is. So someone will say, “Let’s examine the
facts,” and then list several unproven statements as if they were facts.
As we can see, fog surrounds the word “fact.”
Another problem develops in calling a theory a “scientific fact.” A
theory speculates to explain a set of scientific facts. Scientists
determined the scientific facts by repeatedly observing and testing, so
they have tested the facts. Scientists made up the theory to extend
beyond what scientists observed and experienced, so they can’t test
the theory. Therefore, even though we can repeatedly test and
confirm observations and experiences, we can’t repeatedly test and

confirm explanations other than to test to see if they conform to the
current observations and experiences. We can’t test theories since
theories, by their nature, go beyond what we can test. Scientists
propose predictability as a way to test theories, but we’ll discuss the
problems of the predictability way of knowing in the next section.
A theory isn’t an observation but rather a speculative explanation of
an observation that goes beyond the observation. We can repeatedly
observe to verify the observation. We can check to see whether any
part of the explanation conflicts with any part of the observation.
However, speculative explanations of observations consist of madeup stuff. We can’t observe or test speculative explanations because
they go beyond what we can observe or test.
Here’s where the irrational error comes in. First, a theorist makes up
a speculative explanation for a set of observations. Then the theorist
uses those observations to prove the explanation has changed to the
status of a theory. However, that’s merely a check to make sure the
explanation doesn’t conflict with the observations. It doesn’t prove
the theory is part of reality. The theorist confirms the explanation
isn’t in conflict anywhere with what scientists observe. Sometimes, a
theory conflicts with observation, which means the scientist created a
weak theory. A desperate theorist may make up a just-so story to
explain away parts of the conflict and rescue the speculative
explanation. This just-so story is known as a “rescuing hypothesis.” In
that case, the theorist can’t legitimately call the speculative
explanation “a scientific theory.” However, most scientists accept
some stories they must prop up with rescuing hypotheses. They
illegitimately call these stories “theories.”
Suppose a speculative explanation becomes a legitimate theory. A
problem develops when the theorist makes the mistake of thinking
observation has confirmed the theory. The theory goes beyond the
observations. Therefore, the observation can’t prove the theory.
However, schools teach students the observations prove theories, so
they’re teaching irrational thinking. Here are the irrational steps:
1. A scientist makes up a hypothesis to explain the observed
and experienced facts.

2. The scientist compares observations and experiences to the
explanation.
3. They don’t conflict, so the hypothesis is labeled “theory.”
[That’s fine. There’s nothing wrong yet. The blunder is in
the next step.]
4. The scientist uses the observations and experiences to prove
the explanation. [That’s circular reasoning.]
Some people think they’ve observed the explanation. Then they apply
the label “scientific fact” to this circular reasoning.
Even if a theory predicts accurately, accurate predictions can’t prove
theories. We’ll cover the prediction argument next, but, in short,
prediction-as-proof is a formal fallacy known as affirming the
consequent.
To look at it another way, scientists often use assumptions as
evidence. That means they’re calling made-up stuff “evidence.”
Therefore, the so-called “evidence” is no more valid than the made-up
stuff. And now we’ve gone to the root of the problem of confusing
make-believe with reality.

As an example of this circular reasoning, those who are skeptical
about Jesus are often suckers for fables about the distant past. While
they use the circular reasoning we just mentioned to support the
fables, they suffer from other problems. For example, those fables of a
big bang, billions of years, and molecules to humankind depend on
many just-so stories to explain away the evidence, and such poor logic
may indicate motivated reasoning. The human mind is deceitful and
desperately wicked, and it deceives through loopy logic.

It all starts with observation. Then, scientists make up a story to
explain the observation, but they assume no all-powerful God. They
shoehorn their explanation into the current preconceived groupthink.
Here’s the fake proof for the story. The story predicts the observation,
and the observation proves the story. We recognize the circular
reasoning smokescreen trying to keep us from knowing the story is
just made-up stuff. We call this fallacy “affirming the consequent.”
Some theories become sacred cows. With sacred-cow theories,
scientists handle unexpected observations by making up additional
stories to rescue the first story, the original theory. These are ad hoc
rescuing hypotheses. It gets worse. They then claim these ad hoc
rescuing hypotheses are additional predictions that “prove” the
original story. Instead of questioning the original story, they think
these additional just-so stories are additional proof. Over the years,
the so-called “proof” keeps getting deeper. And yet, it’s all illusion. It’s
all flimflam. It’s science by imagination.
While we see two complex thought processes, we can’t imagine the
full complexity of the delusion. We see scientists making up ad hoc
rescuing hypotheses (just-so stories) whenever they run into any
scientific fact that conflicts with the sacred-cow theory. At the same
time, we see scientists using their ability to make up stories to explain
away the observations as proof for the sacred-cow story. They think
their ability to make up a story or alibi is further proof of the sacredcow theory. Of course, there’s considerable peer pressure on the
scientist to back up the sacred-cow theory. Then, they use the fallacy
of affirming the consequent as confirmation bias, and they end up
even more committed to the sacred-cow theory. Scientists use many

diverse thought processes to support sacred-cow theories. Often, the
complexity and deceitfulness defy comprehension.
Many thinkers confuse the stories of a big bang, billions of years, and
molecules to humanity with reality. Oddly enough, these same
thinkers then use the stories of a big bang, billions of years, and
molecules to humanity as “proof” for claims of “no God.” However,
theories can never prove anything because they’re just stories. They’re
made-up stories with a fancy name. They’re speculative explanations
of observations. Since the storytellers extend their stories beyond the
observations, they can’t prove their stories nor can they use their
stories to prove anything. But storytellers sometimes give the false
impression their stories belong to reality. And yet these stories
remain made-up stuff even if the storytellers try to objectify them and
try to make them look like reality. By confusing theory with reality,
they work to deceive us.
We’ll look at a story called “a theory” and notice the theory can’t help
us know anything, but it can confuse the difference between reality
and made-up stuff. Consider a conversation in which an atheist
claimed he had seen proof the stories of evolutionism happened. The
atheist insisted scientists prove theories, but we still call them
“theories” after scientists have proved them. A follower of Christ
asked the atheist to provide a way to prove the stories of evolutionism
happened. Then, the conversation went like this:
Sandy Sandbuilder: If you want to know about
evolution, look up the many examples of speciation we
have and get a working understanding of transitional
species. Our natural history museum in Chicago is great
for this. I hope one is near you.
Rocky Rockbuilder: Without assuming anything or
telling any stories, can you show me how I can rationally
reason from “many examples of speciation” to proving the
stories of evolutionism happened?
Sandy: Yes. I can show you rationally how to go from a
single-celled organism to humanity with zero assumptions,
but it will take a while. Like all complex ideas, it’s not easy

to explain, and I thought it was ridiculous until I
understood it.
Sandy is committing an arcane-explanation fallacy. He claims we’re
supposed to believe without proof because only a few people can
understand the proof. Well, it’s not a claim yet. It’s a hint, an
innuendo. He’ll make it plain shortly.
Rocky: That sounds like you’re about ready to tell me a
story about how evolutionism happened. Stories aren’t
proof, but they’re just stories or explanations. I would need
to see it happen. Science works by observation and
experience or experiment. Now, can you give me
something I could do to observe or experience your claim
that the stories of evolutionism happened? I would be glad
to observe or experience it happening from beginning to
end.
Sandy: Then you simply aren’t open to it. You’re not going
to live for millions of years. You can observe speciation,
but you reject it as “made up.” That’s what I meant by
being open to new ideas.
Rocky: I don’t reject speciation, and speciation is hardly a
new idea. However, you’re right if you’re saying I’m not
open to made-up stuff. You’re telling me to shut up and
believe without proof, or else I’m not open to new ideas. So
far, you haven’t given any proof. It sounds like you have
stories about evolutionism. Stories aren’t proof. I’m open
to reality, but I don’t want to live in make-believe. Science
depends on repeated testing and observation. You can’t
test and observe stories.
Speciation doesn’t prove the big-bang-billions-of-years-molecules-tohumanity story happened. There’s no conflict between the biblical
account of kinds of living things and the observed fact species exist.
Sandy: Those stories are tested and observed. That’s how
science works.
Rocky: OK. If they’re tested and observed, all I’m asking
you is for a way I can test and observe those stories as you

claim I can. You’re asking me to just take your word for it
without any proof, and you won’t tell me how I can test
and observe the stories happening.
Sandy: Is there a natural history museum in your area? I
never said take my word for anything.
Rocky: I’ve been through natural history museums, and
all I get is stories about evolutionism complete with visual
aids like creative drawings, paintings, and sculptures. It’s
like looking at cartoons of Jesus in Sunday school or
sculptures in some churches. You said, “Those stories are
tested and observed. That’s how science works.” I can’t test
or observe the stories of evolutionism happening in the
natural history museum. I wouldn’t ask you to trust Jesus
based on cartoons, sculptures, and paintings of Jesus. I
would ask you to meet with Him, which you’ve repeatedly
refused to do. Why do you ask me to accept stories and
creative drawings? You’re not telling me you were gullible
enough to accept stories and creative drawings as proof are
you?
So if we’ve wondered why some persuaders say, “Evolution is a fact,”
we’ve now seen how thinkers come to this error. They get confused.
Insane as it is, they think stories, assumptions, concepts, mental
frameworks, ideas, or other forms of made-up stuff are part of reality.
This problem shows up as a thinker who confuses made-up stuff with
reality writes a book or an article. And then a gullible person reads it.
Next, a poor education system may teach the error. Students may
hear a teacher make the false claim, “Evolution is a fact.” As a result,
naïve students believe this lie. They dogmatically repeat it to others.
They assimilate it into their worldviews.
If we use scientific theories correctly, we don’t have to think
irrationally. But if we dogmatically believe and defend them, then we
can’t think rationally about them. Also, showing special favor to
theories that serve our inner emotional desires is sure to end in
insane decision-making. We often find this waste in governmentfunded projects that use other people’s money and resources to create
imagined support for the favored theory.

Even though we can use theories, calling a wild story “a theory”
assures failure in thinking. Meeting the definition of a scientific
theory requires rigor, but the molecules-to-humankind evolution
story doesn’t meet the test of a scientific theory. The story conflicts
with observations. Scientists make up just-so stories to explain away
those conflicts. Society gives the favored story special treatment
because of its religious implications. We can’t even use the moleculesto-humankind evolution story as a hypothesis. It’s certainly not a
scientific fact.
Why then do so many people call evolution a “theory?” That mistake
might stem from a misunderstanding of the word “theory.” They may
call it “a theory” as a method to persuade and coerce using
nominalization.
And why do some people call evolution “a fact?” This common lie may
have started with a broad definition of the word “evolution.”
Evolutionists use this broad definition to confuse us by combining
two distinct meanings into a single word, “evolution.”
Evolution: observed epigenetic [the on-off switches of
genes that turn on various traits or turn them off] changes
from generation to generation. [scientific fact]
Evolution: an unobserved story about a one-celled lifeform turning into people over millions of years. [made-up
story]
This way, the word “evolution” applies to two different things.
Ungodly people have deceptively defined “evolution” as “change over
time.” That combines these two opposing definitions. Combining
those two opposing definitions into a single broad definition of
“evolution,” the word means both a scientific fact and a made-up
story. And since the word “evolution” has such a broad meaning that
covers reality plus unreality, ungodly persuaders use the word to
deceive the naïve. Reality is different from the made-up stuff of
unreality, but persuaders still use the word “evolution” to mean both
reality and made-up stuff.
To dissect this fallacious thinking, we’ll first consider what we can
observe. We can see changes from one generation to another, so the
repeated observation that changes occur is a scientific fact. Losses of

information cause changes like beetles that have lost the ability to fly
or species that can no longer procreate outside their species.
Previously existing epigenetic information systems control traits of
living organisms. Existing epigenetic information systems turn on
certain traits. They turn others off. We observe changes as traits are
turned on and off. Don’t get scared by the word “epigenetics.” You
choose an application for your computer or your cell phone. That’s
what epigenetic code does. It chooses different programs that have
different results. These different results are the changes we see from
generation to generation so you might have a smaller nose than your
father or you might be taller. Evolutionists falsely credited these
changes to the stories of evolutionism. However, the stories of
evolutionism say something created new programs rather than
choosing from existing programs.
The eight people on the ark who hadn’t lost information in their cells
could produce all the races we now observe. The cats on the ark could
produce all the cats, lions, and tigers we now observe. The dogs on the
ark could produce all the dogs, wolves, and coyotes. So when
“evolution” means these observed changes, we observe those changes.
That part of the overly broad definition of evolution is scientific fact.
However, neither of these could cause the story of molecules turning
into people. The word “evolution” can mean a story. The story says
the genome changed from generation to generation. It kept changing
until one-celled living organisms morphed into new, more complex
kinds of living organisms. No one has observed this story. No one has
observed the story of molecules turning into people over billions of
years. It’s a story. Therefore, this part of evolutionism isn’t a scientific
fact. So when “evolution” means a story about amoebas turning into
people over millions of years, then the term “evolution” doesn’t mean
a scientific fact. In this case, “evolution” means a made-up story since
amoeba-to-humankind evolutionism isn’t even a good hypothesis.
When evolutionists define the word “evolution” too broadly, the
broad definition makes it hard to tell the difference between reality
and imagination. Made-up stories aren’t part of reality, but the broad
definition blurs this distinction. The insanity lies in the inability to tell
the difference between reality and make-believe.

The problem is even more complicated. Evolutionists make up many
stories about how generational changes could lead to the amoeba-tohumanity story. Some evolutionists claim gene duplication plus
mutation did the work. They may not know they would have to create
new coded information systems. They often don’t even bother to
address the issue of coded information systems. They just act as if
coded information systems popped into existence repeatedly for
millions of years. They avoid talking about coded information systems
or try to muddy the issue. No one has ever observed new coded
information systems forming. Instead of talking about the coded
information systems in specific ways, they talk about information in a
vague way. That way they can call anything information. They
sometimes try to claim no one understands what information is.
What is a coded information system? What is coded information?
Coded information isn’t a property of matter. If you write your name
on a piece of paper with a graphite pencil, the information isn’t the
graphite or the paper. The graphite and paper carry the information,
but your name is the information. You could have written your name
on a rock with paint, and the information would be the same.
However, coded information isn’t enough to create a new function in
a living plant or animal. Functions don’t just happen. For instance,
the way you can move your eyebrows didn’t just happen. Several
functions control your eyebrows. Each of those functions needs a
coded information system. Each system has parts. The parts work
together. Information is one part. That’s not enough. Something has
to check to make sure information isn’t damaged. Something has to
repair damaged information. You can find out about coded
information systems by searching for the term on Creation.com.
Coded information systems are complex, interdependent structures.
Competent scientists have defined them explicitly. Evolutionists make
up stories about information forming by natural processes. However,
they rarely mention coded information systems. Systems we observe
in living plants and animals could never form by natural processes.
Scientists do observe living cells with tremendous amounts of
variability pre-programmed in. Mutations sometimes lose coded
information systems or parts of those systems. However, they don’t
add new coded information systems.

We haven’t observed anything that could result in a simple organism
adding a single new coded information system. The story of
evolutionism claims natural occurrences in nature created all the
variations, designs, and complexities of life we see around us. In other
words, we can’t see any machine or method in cells that would cause
the supposed events of molecules-to-humanity evolution. On the
contrary, the stories all fall short of explaining what we can observe.
As a result, no model of evolutionism works. And yet, evolutionists
tell the stories convincingly, so students believe the stories. They
don’t call these stories “stories” but give them other names that sound
more real. Then students dogmatically defend the stories because
their teachers have deceived them and sold the made-up stuff to
them.
But theories aren’t part of reality, and theories don’t become part of
reality, nor do theories become facts in a real sense. Even with the
loose scientific definition of the term “scientific fact,” theories don’t
become scientific facts.
Facts and theories are two different things. ~ Alina
Bradford, What Is a Scientific Theory?
On the contrary, only observations repeatedly confirmed become
known as “scientific facts,” and since we can’t observe a speculative
explanation, theories can’t become scientific facts without redefining
the term “scientific fact.” Scientists and social engineers are working
on redefining this term in an attempt to confuse the issue; however,
redefining terms doesn’t change reality.
Can humans receive knowledge through theories? Not directly. Trying
to get knowledge from theories is equivalent to trying to get
knowledge from human imagination. Here’s the trouble. Made-up
stuff isn’t reliable and can’t result in knowing. On the other hand, God
can reveal a vision of reality that goes beyond what we observe. This
divine revelation isn’t a theory. It’s a revelation.
Making a story elaborate and detailed doesn’t prove the story
happened. Even if the majority of an elite group believes the story,
that proves nothing. Here are five common fallacies of pseudoscience.
Making up a story is a fallacy of axiomatic thinking. Making up a story
to match the observations and then claiming to have proved the story

because the story matches the observations is circular reasoning.
Adding details and making the story elaborate is a misleadingvividness fallacy. Appealing to the majority and appealing to the
minority are both fallacies. While pseudo-scientists use many
fallacies, these five are major tools they use repeatedly.
Theories aren’t a method for knowing since we can’t know anything
by speculating beyond what we can observe. In opposition to this
truth, some people do think they can prove theories through
predictions. So we’ll tour predictability next.

Predictability as a Way of Knowing
Ungodly thinkers weave a complex lie about knowledge mysteriously
springing from human predictions. We’ll explore the twists and turns
of this complex lie. Part of this lie is confusion between scientific
facts, scientific laws, scientific theories, scientific hypotheses,
pseudoscientific storytelling, and flimflam. Sometimes this lie takes
what God has revealed and assigns the glory to humanity.
When we can predict what will happen with certainty, that’s called a
scientific law. Scientific laws are based on scientific facts. Scientific
facts are repeatedly confirmed observations. God reveals truth
through observations.
We might develop a story that conforms to the scientific facts. It
conforms to the observations, but it goes beyond those observations.
We might call our story a hypothesis. We might realize certain things
would happen if the hypothesis is accurate.
If we run an experiment, a test, and find we get the result we
expected, we haven’t disproved our hypothesis, but we haven’t proved
our hypotheses either. We can’t prove our hypotheses since there’s no
rational way to do that.
Misunderstanding: A scientist should never be looking for
ways to confirm his belief but instead should always be
looking for ways to disprove his belief. When you cannot
find any then you know it’s confirmed true fact.
That was an irrational comment on an Internet discussion group, and
it’s wrong. The first part is right. The second part is wrong. A

scientific fact is something observed repeatedly without any
exceptions like gravity pulling objects to the ground at 33 feet per
second per second. For scientific facts, we could find an exception
tomorrow. A true fact goes beyond a scientific fact. A true fact is
reality itself.
When we cannot find a way to disprove our belief, that just means we
haven’t yet found a way to disprove our belief. We could find that way
tomorrow. Alternatively, someone else may have already found a way
to disprove it, but that way never got published. It certainly can’t be a
scientific fact since it’s not an observation. It’s a belief. It’s a
hypothesis. It’s a hunch.
If scientists make other predictions, they may test those predictions.
They continue to test predictions. No predictions fail. They classify
the hypothesis as a scientific theory. That doesn’t prove the theory is
accurate. The theory still goes beyond what scientists have observed.
It just proves the theory may be useful for further tests. Those tests
might even lead scientists and engineers to develop useful products.
However, if we can develop useful products because of those tests,
that doesn’t prove the theory is true. The theory is still theoretical. We
just found something that works.
When scientists want a certain hypothesis to be true, they fall into
motivated thinking. They test the hypothesis, but it fails the test. It
doesn’t meet the prediction. So they make up stories to hide the
failure. These stories are called just-so stories or rescuing hypotheses.
Also, motivated thinkers may use political pressure and litigation to
limit what schools can teach. They may keep schools from telling the
truth about the failed tests. They may get the schools to tell their justso stories. They may glorify the broken hypothesis and claim it’s a
scientific theory. In other words, motivated thinkers can fake
predictability.
Predictability is a claim of knowledge. Where did the knowledge come
from? Is it knowledge of truth or just pseudo-knowledge? Is it fake? Is
it untruth posing as truth? As to where knowledge comes from, we
can choose from these three: divine revelation, human imagination,
or demonic influence.

Satan has been around a long time and is willing to help those who
will follow him. He imparts a kind of wisdom to his followers that
doesn’t come from above but is earthly, unspiritual, and demonic.
(James 3:15) He’s also the father of all lies. (John 8:44) If we choose to
listen to the demonic, the so-called “knowledge” is fake.
The human mind can use imagination, but imagination makes up
stuff and makes made-up stuff seem real. That’s the definition of
insanity. The human mind is deceitful and desperately wicked beyond
our ability to discern or understand. (Jeremiah 17:9) If we choose to listen
to human rationalizations, the so-called “knowledge” is pseudoknowledge.
God can give us a vision out of His infinite knowledge and wisdom.

(Jeremiah 23:16, Numbers 12:6, Acts 18:9-10, Acts 9:10-12, Romans 8:14, Colossians 3:1-2)

He reveals what we need.
Himself
His nature
our calling
who we are in Him
what is and is not the body of Christ
how we fit into that body
what we are to do right now
God knows all things and cannot lie. (Hebrews 4:13, Numbers 233:19, Titus 1:2,
Hebrews 6:18) All wisdom, knowledge, understanding, and righteousness
are hidden in Christ. (Colossians 2:2-3, 1 Corinthians 1:30, Proverbs 2:6) If we
choose to listen to God, God reveals precise and accurate knowledge.
In every situation, we choose. In our mundane tasks around the
home, we have the choice. In conversations, we can choose which of
these three we’re going to follow: God, human minds, or demons.
(Joshua 24:15, Matthew 7:13-14, Isaiah 30:21, Philippians 4:8, Galatians 6:7-8, Joel 3:14)
Christ wants close fellowship with us. (John 17:21-23, John 14:23) He wants

us to be in His presence at all times.

(Psalm 24:3-4, Ephesians 2:18, Ephesians

3:12, Hebrews 10:19, 1 John 4:12, John 15:9)

Why would we refuse to
acknowledge Him and give Him the glory? (Proverbs 3:6, Romans 1:21)

God makes predictions. He makes predictions in the Bible, but He’ll
also tell us what will work and what won’t work. (Psalm 48:14, Psalm 143:10,
Romans 12:2) If we stand in His presence, He can guide every aspect of
our lives and show us things we never knew. (Jeremiah 33:3) We might
say we can predict the outcome of our actions intuitively. We need to
realize God speaks to us through intuition. We may like to take the
glory for ourselves when things work out, but the glory all belongs to
God. God also speaks through Scripture and every means of divine
revelation and guidance mentioned in Scripture.
We can stand in God’s presence at all times. The term “stand in God’s
presence” means to be awake and aware of His presence and listening
for His voice. God is always present with every person who lives, but
the Light of His Truth comes to us in different ways.
Ungodly thinkers can only react to their senses like brute beasts.
Animals from earthworms to pigs and from lizards to elephants react
to their senses. God provided these senses for survival, but reacting to
those senses doesn’t constitute rational thought. This brute-beast
existence is pragmatic. It can find out what seems to work. It can’t
find out what’s true. What seems to work isn’t what necessarily works.
A person out of the will of God keeps going because what they’re
doing seems to work. They think they’re getting away with it.
However, it’s not going to work in the end. And yet, God gives us this
brute-beast ability to react to our senses. God gives it so we can
survive long enough to seek God and find Him.
For every person, God wrote His laws on every heart, on the
innermost mind of every person who lives. (Romans 1:32) He hasn’t told
us exactly what He wrote on every heart, but He has told us about
some of what He wrote there. For example, everyone has a
conscience. The conscience knows certain acts are wrong. Babies
know certain things at birth. They know how to breathe and how to
smile. That knowledge comes from God. This is truth we receive
naturally from God. By “naturally,” we mean everyone receives this
divine spiritual impartation of truth without any effort.
Beyond the natural gift of knowledge, Christ is the Light Who lights
every person who comes into the world. He is the Logos or Utterance
Who shines onto every person from the outside in. (John 1:9) Those who
love Light are drawn toward Christ. Those who desire to do evil want

their deeds hidden in darkness. They want to do their own will rather
than the will of Christ. That is evil. (John 3:19-20)
God created us to be joined to Him. He didn’t create our minds for us
to use them without His presence, His wisdom. We can see Adam’s
position in the Garden of Eden didn’t fully conform to God’s ultimate
purpose. Adam, as a creation, was very good, but we can see God’s
plan for humanity is much higher than that. He created Adam a little
lower than the angels, but He intended to raise Him higher than that.
(Hebrews 2:6-8) God walked in the Garden and communed with Adam.
The Father wants the same relationship with humanity He has with
Jesus. (John 14:9-29, Romans 8:10, 2 Corinthians 4:6-7, Galatians 2:20) And Jesus
and the Holy Spirit want that level of fellowship with us. He created
our minds to continually flow with a rushing fountain of His love, joy,
peace, patience, gentleness, goodness, kindness, and authority. He
will spring up in continual wisdom, understanding, knowledge, truth,
and righteousness. Catch the vision. We never say our own words. We
never do our own acts. We only speak or act as we are led and
empowered by God. (1 Peter 4:11, 1 Corinthians 15:10, Romans 14:23)
If we turn away from the Light of Christ, we turn toward darkness. If
we persist in turning away from His Light, we sear our consciences by
continually violating our consciences. Those who continually refuse to
acknowledge Christ move into ever-increasing darkness. (1 Thessalonians
5:5, Ephesians 5:8, 2 Timothy 3:13, Romans 1:18-32) Darkness is the lack of Light.
Fear is the lack of love, but perfect love casts out fear. (1 John 4:18) God
is love. (1 John 4:8) Without God, we have fear. Without God, we have
every form of evil because, without God, we wouldn’t have a way to
know good from evil, truth from error, and reality from make-believe.
If we move away from the righteousness of Christ, shadows increase.
We can’t see clearly. What’s wrong begins to appear right. What’s
right begins to appear strange and wrong. What’s perverted seems
holy, and what’s holy looks judgmental and constrained. Bondage
seems like freedom, and freedom seems like bondage. The darkness
begins to draw us. It seems like something fun, bright, happy, and
fulfilling. The Light of Christ seems boring and stupid.
Even for Christians, at those times when we fail to acknowledge
Christ in all our ways, we drift toward darkness. We lose our spiritual

senses to some degree. We aren’t walking in the Light of Christ. Then,
we have trouble knowing the difference between our fleshly desires
and God’s leading. (1 Timothy 4:2) However, if we confess our faults, He
is faithful and just to restore us. He pardons our sin. Sin is whatever is
not of faith. He sends the sinful nature away. (1 John 1:9) Our lives are,
or ought to be, a constant walk of progress toward spiritual maturity.
Spiritual maturity is Christ built up within and the flesh diminished.
(2 Corinthians 3:18, Romans 1:17, Ephesians 4:11-19)

Christ lights every person. He gives His light to Christians and nonChristians. Christians aren’t just receiving the Light of Christ from the
outside and benefitting from the truth God wrote on our consciences.
We have also been born again, and Christ is dwelling within us.
(Ephesians 3:17, Colossians 1:27, 2 Thessalonians 1:10) Christ is leading, teaching,
and correcting us from within. We were born again by believing. God
spoke to us and we received the faith of God. The moment we were
born again, we experienced a change. We are now seated with Christ
in heavenly places. (Ephesians 2:6) We’re part of the family of God but in
an immature state. We still have a fleshly nature. And God has placed
a number of doors through which we can walk as we move toward
maturity. Water baptism, baptism of the Holy Spirit, and receiving
gifts of the Spirit are examples of doors through which we pass on our
way.
That brings us back to standing in His presence. His presence is
always here for us. We can pay attention to Him or we can ignore
Him. We can refuse to acknowledge Him, thank Him, and glorify
Him, or we can seek His face and learn to listen attentively for His
guidance in every situation. We can learn to yield to Him in
submission and obedience. (Romans 6:13-19) God created us for this.
Nothing else will provide true satisfaction and fulfillment. (Psalm 17:15)
During the Bill Nye-Ken Ham debate, Bill Nye spoke of predictions
for the ungodly historical story, but a fact check reveals Bill even
misrepresented his predictions. They don’t hold up to scrutiny. Of
course, some web pages proclaim the supposed fulfilled predictions of
the ungodly historical story. Some are false predictions. Some
predictions of the stories of evolution match the observations. Where
the predictions of the stories of evolution match the observations, the
predictions of Creation and the worldwide Genesis Flood match the

observations more closely. Since the predictions work for both
viewpoints, we can’t use them to support either viewpoint.
Predictions are always inconclusive since using predictions as proof is
the fallacy of affirming the consequent. When evolution misses a
prediction, there’s always a way around the problem.
Being an evolutionist means there is no bad news. If new
species appear abruptly in the fossil record, that just
means evolution operates in spurts. If species then persist
for eons with little modification, that just means evolution
takes long breaks. If clever mechanisms are discovered in
biology, that just means evolution is smarter than we
imagined. If strikingly similar designs are found in distant
species, that just means evolution repeats itself. If
significant differences are found in allied species, that just
means evolution sometimes introduces new designs
rapidly. If no likely mechanism can be found for the largescale change evolution requires, that just means evolution
is mysterious. If adaptation responds to environmental
signals, that just means evolution has more foresight than
was thought. If major predictions of evolution are found to
be false, that just means evolution is more complex than
we thought. ~ Cornelius Hunter
For example, the evolutionistic story predicts a continuous line of
plants and animals that blend into each other. Textbooks show
something called “the geologic column.” In the textbooks, the fossils
all line up with the simple at the bottom and the more complex at the
top. Sometimes, the textbooks show the same fossils as a tree, and
they call it “the tree of life.” Here’s the trouble. This tree of life and
geologic column only exist in textbooks. In real life, everything is
topsy-turvy as if a flood laid down the fossils. No one observes them.
According to Michael Rose, an evolutionary biologist at the University
of California, Irvine, this tree has failed, and evolutionists are quietly
burying and forgetting it. No matter how many just-so stories the
evolutionists use, they can’t rescue the tree of life. They need to get rid
of the tree of life because the tree makes no sense and there’s no
evidence for it. What we observe in the fossils doesn’t support the
ungodly stories.

While it’s true we can sort fossils by similarities, we can sort any
objects by similarities. We can sort nuts and bolts by similarity. We
can sort buttons by similarity. We can sort rocks by similarity. Sorting
by similarity doesn’t point to ancestry. And we don’t even see
continuous similarity when we sort fossils. We see distinct kinds of
living organisms, zero undisputed transitional forms between kinds,
and much variety within each kind. Fossils don’t help the stories of
evolutionism. No evidence supports these stories. Evolutionists
skillfully work to create illusions of evidence by using fallacies.
However, no real evidence exists. Given the lack of evidence, it’s
surprising politicians give our tax money to scientists who try to
explain away these observations.
Cornelius G. Hunter in his writing titled “Darwin's Predictions” wrote
the following:
It is perhaps not surprising that, setting the contrasting
reasoning aside and focusing exclusively on the science,
evolution’s fundamental predictions fail badly. The above
sections reviewed several fundamental predictions of
evolutionary theory, once held with great conviction, that have
all been found to be false, much to the surprise of practitioners.
In this writing, Dr. Hunter went into detail to show how each of the
predictions fails. He refutes all the objections. In another part of his
writing, he states this:
Evolution’s predictions, and associated explanations, do not
make sense of the observations.
Dr. Hunter says evolutionists depend on contrastive reasoning.
Yet contrastive reasoning, evolutionists argue, proves evolution
is a fact. This illustrates the tremendous importance of the role
of contrastive reasoning.
What is contrastive reasoning? It’s the Sherlock-Holmes fallacy.

Sherlock-Holmes Fallacy
(a.k.a. Process of Elimination)

A method of reasoning based on the process of
elimination
Persuaders who commit Sherlock-Holmes fallacies try to
find every possible explanation and disprove all but one.
This system of reasoning has two severe problems. (1) We
can’t know we’ve found every possible explanation. (2) We
can’t know we aren’t biased in choosing which ones to rule
out. Unless God reveals it, we would need to be omniscient
to know for certain we had considered every possible
explanation. Worse, we might eliminate explanations that
disagree with our worldviews or favor explanations that
agree with our worldviews.
Of course, our subject is reason, not evolution. We’re just using
evolution as an example to illustrate a point about knowing and how
we can have knowledge of the truth. At present, evolutionists can’t
make predictions work for the stories of evolutionism. So some
evolutionists want to dismiss the idea of predictions in science. We
need to ask two questions. Can predictability prove something true?
Can the lack of predictability prove something false?

Affirming the Consequent
Trying to use predictions as proof brings us to a fallacy known as
affirming the consequent. Of course, affirming the consequent is a
formal fallacy, a fallacy of form. It’s an error in the way we use the
premise to prove the conclusion. While this fallacy might seem
complicated at first, it’s simple, so we’ll understand it in the next few
paragraphs.
While predictability can’t prove any claim, it can create confirmation
bias using the logical fallacy of affirming the consequent. But
evolutionists imply predictability proves their claims.
First, let’s state the evolutionists’ argument as a syllogism. Their
predictions aren’t true predictions, so some of their premises aren’t
true. However, we’ll ignore this problem for now. We’re going to
ignore the untruths in the premises. We’re only looking at the formal
fallacy of affirming the consequent.

Premise 1: If a big bang happened, we would predict
finding cosmic microwave background noise, stars moving
away from us, and hydrogen, helium, and other trace
elements having a certain ratio.
Premise 2: We find cosmic microwave background noise,
stars moving away from us, and hydrogen, helium, and
other trace elements having the expected ratio.
Conclusion: Therefore, everything started with a big
bang.
As stated, some of the premises aren’t true. But we’re ignoring the
untrue premises for this example because we’re focusing on
understanding the formal fallacy of affirming the consequent. Even if
the argument used true premises, this argument doesn’t prove the
conclusion. The form isn’t valid. The form isn’t rational. It’s not sound
logic. It gives the illusion of being sound, but it’s irrational.
Fallacies that fool us sound good, but they’re irrational. While we may
not detect what’s wrong with the logic in a tricky example like the one
we just looked at, we quickly detect the error if we look at the same
logical form with something obvious. For an easy example, imagine a
friend of yours commits this same fallacy, and here’s what your friend
says about you:
Premise 1: If you were an evil person, then I would
predict I would sometimes be mad at you.
Premise 2: I’m sometimes mad at you.
Conclusion: Therefore, you’re an evil person.
Premise one may be true, and premise two may be true, but the form
makes the conclusion unreliable. Let’s have another example. This
one is a friend talking to you on the phone.
Premise 1: If you don’t exist, then I would predict I
wouldn’t be able to see you.
Premise 2: As predicted, I’m not able to see you.
Conclusion: Therefore, you don’t exist.

Here’s a quote on this subject from “Inside the Nye-Ham Debate,”
page 123:
Allow me to explain this fallacy further using the Greek
myth about Helios. Helios was the Greek ‘god’ that
allegedly drove the sun across the sky in a chariot. Let’s say
a Greek mythologist said, ‘there was predictive power’ in
Greek mythology, then proceeded to explain that in Greek
mythology, the sun rising, setting, and going across the sky
is good. Since we see the sun rising, setting, and going
across the sky, the explanation provided by Greek
mythology is proof of a Greek mythology’s predictive
power. After all, how else would you explain it? Do you
note the absurdity in this similar analogy?
Let’s look at another example of the fallacy of affirming the
consequent. This example destroys happiness in many marriages.
Either the wife, the husband, or both, may commit this fallacy, but
we’ll use an example of the husband’s thinking. In this scenario, the
wife wasn’t feeling well and was irritable when her husband came
home. Unconsciously, the husband affirmed the consequent by
saying, in his mind, if his wife didn’t love him, he would predict she
would act as she’s acting. Carrying his reasoning a step further, he
then used his observation of her irritable attitude to prove to himself
she didn’t love him. A few days later, she unknowingly put something
into the trash that he wanted to save. Again he used the same
prediction fallacy to conclude that she was an uncaring person. And
as he continually relived these experiences and others, he developed
internal bitterness. Over time, he began to have a worldview in which
his wife was evil and nasty, and this worldview began to show itself in
his attitude toward her. Of course, she reacted in the way we would
expect, and he, in turn, saw her reaction as confirming what he had
predicted all along. Now he had “absolute evidence” from many
sources that “conclusively showed” she wasn’t right for him and he
needed to get a divorce. Of course, this husband is living in a fantasy,
and his fantasy is causing pain to him, his wife, his children, and
those who have to watch.

Are Predictions useful?

Predictions are useful and important. For example, we predict turning
the steering wheel will have an expected effect on the direction the car
is going, so we steer the car. As another example, we predict working
hard will increase the odds of making progress toward our goals, so
we work hard. As another case in point, we predict injuring ourselves
will cause pain, so we avoid injuring ourselves. So, from these
examples, we can see we take many actions based on predictions. At
the same time, some people use predictions to “prove” their
speculations. They deceive themselves. They affirm the consequent.
Some scientists think predictions “prove” theories. That’s irrational.
Without divine revelation, the brute-beast human mind can’t think
rationally beyond what it can observe and test. When it tries, it relies
on smokescreen fallacies like affirming the consequent.

The Prediction Argument Isn’t Simple
The idea of using predictions isn’t as simple as it first appears.
Predictions come in several flavors.
In the list below, we use the term “historical science.” However, that
term is problematic as we’ve already discovered. A clearer term would
be “historical storytelling.” We might have artifacts like letters,
photographs, or artwork. We can examine those in the present. When
we have existing parts of the cosmos like stars, geology, or living
organisms, we can observe those in the present. Nevertheless, we
can’t observe historical stories in the present. God can reveal history,
but humans can also make up stories about history. When humans
make up stories about history, they generally begin with observations.
Then, they try to extrapolate from the observations. Sometimes,
humans try to extrapolate from what God has revealed. That’s also a
problem. The more they extrapolate, the more fanciful their stories
become. So, we’re using the term “historical science” to indicate some
combination of observation, storytelling, and divine revelation.
“Historical science,” is a broad term, but we need a term that includes
both godly thinking and ungodly thinking.

Seven Levels of Predictions:
Level-1 Predictions: Designing and building things, or
taking actions, according to well-tested methods using

standardized materials and procedures
Level-2 Predictions: Educated guesses to set the
direction in areas not completely known
Level-3 Predictions: Practical application using a theory
to predict
Level-4 Predictions: Historical science predictions later
confirmed by observation
Level-5 Predictions: Historical science postdictions
made after observations and then falsely called
“predictions”
Level-6 Predictions: Historical science phantom
predictions based on false representations of observed
results or other faulty thinking
Level-7 Predictions: Predictions that pretend to prove
theories. These predictions are actually affirming-theconsequent fallacies and Texas-sharpshooter fallacies

Level-1 Predictions:
Level-one predictions are predictions we can use to design and build
things. With these predictions, we can take actions according to welltested methods using standardized materials and procedures. These
predictions spring from scientific facts and scientific laws rather than
scientific theories or scientific hypotheses. All this knowledge came
from God even though we may now find it in books and databases.
Even now, we can stand in the presence of the One Who knows
everything and Who has all wisdom when we apply these predictions.
Examples:
looking up the proportions of chemicals needed to make
a known glue
using knowledge of the strength of aluminum to design a
light-weight support for an awning that will withstand
60 mph wind force
adding the right amount of lime to a field to bring the
soil pH to the correct level for growing a certain crop

based on what’s already known
At this level, we can predict the results of actions based on tested and
verified data. We can find this data stored in databases and reference
texts. This data allows accurate predictions of what will happen if we
take a certain action. For instance, we can build the same airplane
design hundreds of times and predict each plane will fly. Although
much of this science and engineering is brute-beast, tentative pseudoknowledge, God has given us any true knowledge we have.
We know facts beyond what we store in tables, charts, and databases.
We store knowledge in human minds. And we use that knowledge
spontaneously. For instance, a water skier predicts a certain
combination of body movements will allow her to make a certain
difficult maneuver every time she performs in public. In the same
way, a carpenter routinely predicts the way he swings his hammer will
cause it to hit the nail and drive it into the wood. These predictions
come from hours and hours of performing the same movements and
learning what does or doesn’t work by experience.
As with all knowledge, people can use this knowledge for good or evil.
Ungodly people can know the damage a certain drug will do but lie to
the public for the sake of money or control. Ungodly persuaders who
control the great-false-prophet media and education can use that
system to spread fear or hate with messages they know are false.

Level-2 Predictions:
We might call level-two predictions educated guesses. We use leveltwo predictions to set the direction when we have incomplete
knowledge. We can extrapolate from scientific laws and scientific
facts, but we’re taking a risk when we do so. Risks aren’t always bad.
When we’re venturing into the unknown, we can follow a vision out of
our own hearts or we can ask God to give us wisdom, knowledge, and
understanding. We can walk in His Light or in darkness. We’re
following our intuition. It’s abductive reasoning. God speaks to us
through our intuition. So does our fallen fleshly nature. So do
demons. If we seek God, we get God. He’ll make the difference plain
between Himself, our flesh, or demonic powers.
Examples:

predicting the outcome of an entirely new chemical
reaction
designing a new way to construct a plumbing supply
system
designing an entirely new automotive motor
Einstein predicted gravitational waves. The LIGO
observatories eventually observed these waves.
a completed pass in football
We can only predict what we already know. Much of what we know is
simply brute-beast, tentative, sense-data, pseudo-knowledge. And
God has revealed true knowledge we can depend on. Therefore, we
take a greater risk when we move into unexplored territory. And yet,
we use the same data for level-2 predictions as we used for building
things according to well-tested methods using standardized materials
and procedures. However, we must add thoughts, either true or false,
to what we already know to make these level-2 predictions. That
being the case, we have three possible sources for whatever thoughts
(hunches, ideas, or guesses) we add. The three choices are divine
revelation, made-up stuff, or demonic influence. As a result, the best
way to discover new truth is by asking God for guidance and following
His lead. But God in His mercy also blesses even those who refuse to
acknowledge Him by sometimes providing divine revelation and the
blessings that come with revelation.
Then there’s the knowledge stored in human minds and used
spontaneously. As an illustration, a football receiver predicts that by
running at a certain speed he’ll catch the football the quarterback
throws. In the same way, the quarterback predicts the receiver will
catch the football, and no opposing player will intercept the football.
The football receiver isn’t making logical statements as he runs. He’s
calculating, but not consciously multiplying numbers in his head or
trying to formulate formal logic. He’s operating in the same way a
deer operates when running from a hunter. A bumblebee makes an
incredible number of calculations to fly, but the bee couldn’t discuss
these calculations with us. We each have a carnal brute-beast mind
that reacts to the information our senses bring us. The carnal mind
can’t reason rationally using logic. We need a true premise to reason

rationally using logic, and a true premise only comes from divine
revelation.
How is a football receiver catching a pass different from an
evolutionist forming hypotheses? The football receiver does the same
thing repeatedly. It’s never exactly the same, but the receiver is, in
effect, observing and testing what does or doesn’t work. The receiver
repeats the observing and testing until he programs the effective
actions into the neurons that control his eyes, legs, feet, arms, and
hands. We call it muscle memory.

Level-3 Predictions:
Level-three predictions are practical applications using a theory to
predict. Predictions don’t come from the theory directly, but we
receive the predictions. They can come from divine revelation. God
can’t lie. He tells us the truth. Predictions can come from the deceitful
and wicked human mind, or demonic entities that lie and destroy. If
we seek Christ, we’ll find Him. He’ll give us discernment if we persist.
We can ask Him any question. As we mature spiritually, our
discernment also improves.
Examples:
Scientists design theories based on observations. So, the theories fit
the observations but go beyond observation. Where did these
scientists get information beyond what anyone has seen or
experienced? God may have given Albert Einstein divine revelation
when working on the Quantum Theory. He was a man who confessed
that he wanted to know God’s mind. We can’t know the Quantum
Theory is true. We can’t be certain, but we can use Quantum Theory
to predict.
Sandy Sandbuilder: The development of advanced
microchips uses the predictions of Quantum Theory. You
deny the computer and your cell phone if you say theories
don’t lead to knowledge.
Rocky Rockbuilder: God may give a man like Einstein
an insight into something like Quantum Mechanics, and
this insight can lead to a theory. The theory may contain
some truth and some fiction in it, but it works. It can

change if something it predicts doesn’t work. However,
you’re trying to make Quantum Mechanics something it
isn’t. Cell phone and computer manufacturers don’t just
build a production facility based on the theory. They try
many ideas in the lab before putting those ideas into
production. If it were as predictable as you claim, scientists
wouldn’t have tested or tinkered to get these to work. They
would have just built the most advanced cell phone
possible the first time. And there would have been no risk
or chance of losing money on a failed idea.
Those who build on sand confuse the issue. Bringing up Quantum
Theory confuses issues even better than bringing up theories about
the Second Law of Thermodynamics. So let’s clear the fog. Quantum
Theory didn’t cause knowledge to pop into existence. If the theory
contains truth, that truth came from Jesus Christ.
John Matson wrote an article titled What is Quantum Mechanics
Good for? and published in Scientific American. In that article, he
said the following:
Without quantum mechanics, there would be no transistor,
and hence no personal computer; no laser, and hence no
Blu-ray players.
Matson used the term “quantum mechanics” rather than saying “the
Quantum Theory.” The observations of quantum mechanics and the
theories about the observations are two very different things.
Whatever is happening in what we call “quantum mechanics” is what
makes these inventions work, but it doesn’t answer this question. Did
the inventors make technology by following the predictions of
quantum mechanics, or did the technology come about by some other
means? That’s a hard question to answer, but it misses the point
anyway. Here’s the point. We might predict something. That’s not the
same as knowing the truth. We haven’t proved the cause. We have a
working model. We have a way of thinking about it. We can use that
working model to help us find solutions. We know our model works.
We don’t know our model is real. It’s practical. It’s pragmatic. And
any truth that may exist in Quantum Theory came from Jesus Christ
whether ungodly thinkers want to give Him the glory or not. If we can

use a framework of thinking to predict how things will work, we have
a pragmatic crutch at best.
Going back to Sandy’s claim, another problem exists. Sandy was
arguing in favor of the Theory of Evolution. Sandy’s problem is a
complex lie. Sandy’s problem has several parts. Sandy implied
someone used the predictions of the theory of quantum mechanics to
create the technology. Sandy didn’t say it. Sandy implied someone
used the theory to create cell phones and computers. We’ve already
answered that suggestion.
Besides, Sandy combined two issues into a single issue. Creating a
theory about what’s happening in the present is one thing. Creating a
theory about what supposedly happened in the past is quite another
thing. We can’t use the same methods to test the predictions of these
different kinds of theories. Sandy uses a different definition of the
word “test” in each case. Here’s another fatal problem. The stories
don’t predict. Stories about billions of years don’t predict. Stories
about molecules coming to life don’t predict. Sandy is lying when he
implies they predict. We never use these stories to create working
technology. We can’t use stories about molecules turning into people
over billions of years to create technology.
Quantum Theory could be useful. However, the theory wasn’t the tool
that developed the transistor. Rather, scientists observed an
unexpected behavior in crystals. They were trying to develop a faster
switch. They invented the transistor, which was a faster switch.
Quantum Theory is a possible explanation of the strange behavior,
but it didn’t lead to the invention. Here’s the kicker. If scientists had
used Quantum Theory to develop transistors and solid-state
technology, that wouldn’t prove Quantum Theory. Nor would it help
the stories of evolutionism.
Even if we can use a theory to predict what might happen under
certain conditions, that doesn’t prove the theory is true. It proves we
can use the theory to make predictions in areas where scientists have
observed and tested those predictions. Who knows? We may find
other predictions that turn out to work where the theory acts as a
stimulus. Theories always go beyond scientists’ experiments and
testing. They try to guess why and how the observations came to be.

We don’t call a theory “a fact.” Here’s why. We can’t test the why and
how. We can directly test facts. We observe facts. We see facts. We
can’t see why and how. We can use the theory because it predicts. We
can take action based on the prediction. And we can test the results of
that action. For example, we can test computer chips in the present.
They work or they don’t work. However, we can’t test stories about
big bangs, billions of years, or molecules coming to life and morphing
into all the living organisms we now observe. Some say predictions
test the stories. Predictions don’t test the stories. If we try to test
stories with predictions, we commit the fallacy of affirming the
consequent.

Level-4 Predictions:
Level-four predictions are historical science predictions that were
later confirmed by observation. These confirmed predictions don’t
prove theories, but theories fail if the predictions fail. All true
predictions come from God by divine revelation. We even need divine
revelation to understand the predictions of prophecy in the Bible.
Examples:
predictions Humphreys’ White Hole/Time Dilation
Cosmology made, which scientists observed later (D. Russell

Humphreys, Ph.D., How can Stars Billions of Light Years Away Appear to
Adam & Eve?)

predictions the Catastrophic Plate Tectonics Model made of
rapid geomagnetic reversals and planetary magnetic fields,
which scientists then verified experimentally (Dr. Andrew A.
Snelling, Fossil Magnetism Reveals Rapid Reversals of the Earth's Magnetic
Field)

predictions the Creation-Flood model made that no one
would find the many necessary transitional fossils between
kinds of living organisms, which scientists have now
explored and verified over decades of research
other predictions the Bible makes that have now been
verified

The Level-4 predictions tell us what we should observe if a certain
event happened in the past. For instance, we could say, “X is what we
would expect if Y happened in the past. Let’s test to see if X is true.”
However, these are signs rather than proof for theories. Trying to use
them as proof is the fallacy of affirming the consequent. In this light,
consider the following transcript from a discussion with Dr.
Humphreys:
Dr. Wieland: Well, a good scientific theory is one which
makes predictions, and it was exciting to hear about
several models of yours, based on creation, which
generated successful predictions.
Dr. Humphreys: One model was based on 2 Peter 3:5,
which talks about how God made the earth, and I applied
that. I took that as a clue, and had an idea about how God
might have started out the earth’s magnetic field. And then
I found that worked fairly well and it gave the right
strength for the earth’s magnetic field.
So I then asked myself, ‘Perhaps God used the same
method to make the other bodies in the solar system, the
sun and the moon and the planets?’ So I calculated the
fields of all the planets that we had already explored up to
that time, which was 1984, and the theory gave right values
for those planets also.
I published these results in a Creation Research Society
Quarterly article in December, 1984, and in that article I
said that a good test of my theory would be to check out
what the strength of the fields of the planets Uranus and
Neptune were relative to my theory. For Uranus, the
evolutionary predictions were generally about 100,000
times less than my published predictions, so I thought it
was a good test.
Dr. Wieland: So, what was the result when Voyager finally
made the measurements?
Dr. Humphreys: The result was smack in the middle of my
prediction, and 100,000 times greater than the

evolutionary predictions. So the creation model was the
clear winner in that case.
Dr. Wieland: And for Neptune as well.
Dr. Humphreys: Yes, that’s right.
Dr. Wieland: Did you get any comments from evolutionists
about these fulfilled predictions?
Dr. Humphreys: Yes. Stephen Brush, a fairly well-known
anti-creationist in the United States, wrote to me after the
first prediction came true and I had mentioned this in an
ICR Impact article. He said he was basically trying to find
some way around the fact that I had made a prediction,
and I wrote him a polite letter back and tried to explain
things to him. He wrote another letter back and that was
the end of the correspondence.
But about six months later, an article by him appeared in
Science magazine. The gist of it was that ‘Well, predictions
are not really a way to do good science’, so he was basically
backing down from the classical scientific view that
predictions are a good way to validate a theory. ~ Carl
Wieland, Creation in the physics lab
From the examples given, we can see that level-4 predictions aren’t
postdictions. Someone predicted them before anyone observed them.
Someone didn’t postdict it in response to someone observing it. In
every case, the prediction foretold a future observation. Even so, if a
theory accurately predicts, that doesn’t prove the theory.

Level-5 Predictions:

Level-five predictions are historical science postdictions someone
made after observations.
Examples:
Postdiction is hindsight bias, and postdictions say, “Since we’ve
observed X, we’ve decided X is what we would expect if Y happened in
the past.” We can sense there’s something squishy about this
prediction argument. If we could rationally link expected behavior to
reality, it shouldn’t matter whether scientists made the “predictions”

before or after the fact. However, the human mind is tricky, and we
can easily rationalize we would have predicted an observed behavior
had we predicted it before we observed it. “Oh. This observation is
what I would have expected.” We might also shoehorn an observation
into an actual prediction once we know about the observation. Often,
an unexpected observation causes a problem for a sacred-cow theory.
How do scientists protect the sacred-cow theory? They make up a
just-so story to explain how the unexpected observation fits into the
sacred-cow story. Then they claim the just-so story “predicts” the
unexpected observation. The unexpected observation was a problem
for the theory. And then, scientists cleverly transform the
troublesome observation into proof for the theory. They say the
observation fulfills the prediction of the story they made up to explain
the observation. Scientists make up just-so stories for unexpected
observations like antibiotic resistance or the millions of missing
transitional fossils. They’re making up stories to explain the absence
of “junk” DNA and soft tissue in dinosaur fossils.
Postdiction
involves
explanation
after
the
fact. In skepticism, it is considered an effect of hindsight
bias that explains claimed predictions of significant events
such as plane crashes and natural disasters. ~ Wikipedia
Irrationally, scoffers claim the prophecies of Scripture were
postdictions. So what’s the basis of this skeptical claim? Scoffers
postulate, and the word “postulate” is a fancy way of saying “making
up stuff and calling the made-up stuff true.” That means the basis of
the skeptical claim is made-up stuff (postulation). And this
postulation (made-up stuff) is another example of the way ungodly
thinkers project their problems and limitations onto God and onto
those who follow Christ.
Biblical predictions aren’t postdictions. For example, we read the
Bible and find the human race is all from one bloodline, but science is
just discovering this fact. Scripture also told us the earth is a sphere
and described the water cycle long before scientists discovered either
of these. God recorded these in Scripture long before we confirmed
them by observation. Of course, God makes many other true
predictions in the Bible.

Consider the following answer to the prediction problem as discussed
by evolutionists.
Evolutionary theory can predict that if a new species is to
arise, it will be through modification of another(s)
previously existing now: or by anagenetic change inside a
lineage, or by cladogenetic splitting originating 2 or more
species, or by merging of 2 or more species (hybridization,
polyploidy, symbiogenesis, etc.). ~ researchgate.net, What
are the testable predictions of Darwin’s theory of
evolution?
But this statement isn’t a prediction at all. Instead, this quote tries to
explain away the observations with just-so stories. Then it claims justso stories are predictions. Then it claims just-so stories prove the
conclusion of evolutionism.
Evolutionists sometimes claim the story of molecules-to-humankind
evolutionism predicts antibiotic resistance. But evolutionists didn’t
predict antibiotic resistance. Rather, they didn’t expect it, yet they
falsely claim they predicted antibiotic resistance. By rewriting history
in this way, they ignore what really happened.
Antibiotic resistance surprised scientists who, up until 1969, didn’t
predict this resistance. They only “predicted” antibiotic resistance
after the observation. They had no reason to expect the observation
based on the story of evolution. Consider what we observe versus
what evolutionism demands. We observe a loss of information that
results in antibiotic resistance. However, evolutionists would expect
to observe random events adding new information systems.
Evolutionists would expect to see bacteria creating new coded
information systems. (creation.com/cis-3) But they don’t observe the
spontaneous creation of such complex systems. The molecules-tohumankind story wouldn’t predict what we observe. It wouldn’t
predict the cells turn on or off preexisting functions, and this on-off
action causes positive changes we observe. Therefore, the observation
of antibiotic resistance fits better into the Creation model than the
evolution model.
Many evolutionists claim mutations and antibiotic
resistance in bacteria (operational science) as being some

sort of prediction of evolution (origins science). In fact,
genetics (operational science) was an embarrassment to
evolution, which could have been a factor in Mendel’s
pioneering genetics research going unrecognized for so
many years (Mendel’s discovery of discrete genes did not
fit Darwin’s idea of continuous unlimited variation). When
mutations were discovered, these were seen as a way of
reconciling Darwinism with the observations of
operational science—hence the ‘neo-Darwinian’ synthesis
of Mayr, Haldane, Fisher, etc. . . . Contrary to evolutionists’
expectations, none of the cases of antibiotic resistance,
insecticide resistance, etc. that have been studied at a
biochemical level (i.e. operational science) have involved
de novo origin of new complex genetic information. In fact,
evolutionists never predicted antibiotic resistance, because
historically it took the medical field by surprise ~ Don
Batten, ‘It’s not science’
The word “prediction” has two parts, “pre” meaning before, and
“diction” meaning putting it into language. So prediction must foretell
what we will see. A true prediction doesn’t predict what happened
previously since that wouldn’t be prediction but postdiction. We could
call it second-guessing and confirmation bias. Here’s the point. Real
prediction doesn’t claim an observation is what we would have
predicted if we would have predicted it. Instead, prediction plainly
states what we will observe before we observe it. Prediction has to
happen before the observation or it’s not prediction.
When persuaders want to push a certain story, they’ll use postdiction
in subtle ways. For instance, they’ll search around for a quote they
can apply to a certain discovery. Those quotes are usually vague and
don’t predict what they specifically discovered. That’s what happened
with Tiktaalik when scientists applied vague expectations to the
discovery of a fossilized fish. They shoehorned previous expectations
to match the discovery. And they shoehorned the discovery to make it
seem like it matched the previous expectations.
In practice, postdictions are just-so stories persuaders use for
confirmation bias. Postdiction creates illusions. Since discoveries are
often surprises scientists didn’t predict, the existing theories didn’t

predict the discoveries. As a way to keep the original story alive,
evolutionists created new stories and claimed these stories as
predictions for the unexpected observations. But schools still falsely
teach these just-so stories as predictions and give the illusion
scientists predicted the discoveries.
There’s a problem with the big-bang-billions-of-years-no-Floodmolecules-to-humankind story. The favored story makes no true
predictions. And every postdiction for the favored story works better
to support the Creation-Flood model. As a result, no postdiction of
the
big-bang-billions-of-years-no-Flood-molecules-to-humankind
story is necessary for any product or benefit of science.

Level-6 Predictions:
Level-six predictions are historical science phantom predictions
based on false representations of observed results.
Examples:
using background noise to confirm the big bang story
Bill Nye’s story of the topminnow at the 1:16:38 point
during the Nye-Ham debate
using Tiktaalik to confirm the stories of evolutionism
(See
the
debate
v=z6kgvhG3AkI)

video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

Vague predictions can create the illusion of a fulfilled prediction when
what actually happened was flimflam. Horoscopes use vague language
to create an illusion. People who follow that occult practice can
shoehorn their experiences into the predictions of the horoscopes.
Let’s look at Tiktaalik as an example. The story of evolution predicts
millions of intermediate forms. We should see many intermediate
forms between every observed kind of living thing. We should see
thousands if not millions of intermediate forms between each kind.
Here’s the problem. No undisputed intermediate forms exist.
We can arrange any objects by similarity. We can do this with nuts
and bolts. You can do this with whatever you find in your refrigerator.
We can line up all living organisms according to similarity. That
means we can sort any discovery of a new organism between two

previously existing organisms. We find new organisms every once in a
while.
Edward Daeschler, Neil Shubin, and Farish Jenkins Jr. ran across a
Tiktaalik fossil. Tiktaalik just happened to be in the right rock layer
between fish and four-legged creatures. At least it appeared that way
for a while. Tiktaalik had some fins that evolutionists fantasized as
legs. They needed a fish with four legs like the bumper sticker, so they
shoehorned Tiktaalik into that role. They imagined the fins might be
evolving into legs since they had bones that might support the fish in
shallow water. Evolutionists quickly proclaimed Tiktaalik to be a
transitional form.
However, not long after that discovery, someone discovered evidence
of a four-legged lizard in Poland they “dated” as 18 million years older
than Tiktaalik. The footprints of this Polish lizard are a problem for
the Tiktaalik story. The story says Tiktaalik is the fish that turned into
the first four-legged creature, but four-legged creatures already
existed. Tiktaalik has other problems that disqualify it as well. Some
evolutionists took it as a sign they needed to rework their Tiktaalik
story, but others still parade it around as a fulfilled prediction.
Here’s what’s interesting. We would expect to see all kinds of
transitional forms if the stories of evolutionism were true. We should
see millions of them. Evolutionists are trying to find even a single
transitional form. We see distinct kinds of living organisms with
variations. We see this in the fossil record. We see this in living
organisms around us. We see variations in humans, but they’re all
human. We see variations in roses, but they’re all roses. We don’t see
what the stories of evolutionism predict. That’s why evolutionists tell
just-so stories to explain why no transitional forms exist.
The following so-called prediction isn’t a prediction but a story.
Two examples of contingent evolutions: the lungs were
derived from the swim-bladders of certain fish. The inner
ear bones that mediate hearing were derived from the jaw
of an early fish.
That sounds good, but no one has seen either of these stories happen.
Scientists only observed the fossils and living organisms. They didn’t
observe the stories about evolution happening. On the contrary, these

made-up stories create the illusion of evidence for molecules-tohumankind evolutionism.
Unobserved Axiomatic Claims:
Lungs were derived from the swim-bladders of certain fish.
The inner ear bones that mediate hearing were derived
from the jaw of an early fish.
Evolutionists make up these stories where no scientific facts refute
the stories, so the made-up stories lie in the unknown. Although,
sometimes they make up stories where scientific facts refute the
stories. And yet, scientific journals publish the stories anyway. When
exposure forces evolutionists to admit certain stories conflict with
known scientific facts, they make up new just-so stories and delete the
old stories. Then they say the current just-so stories of evolutionists
are science, and the old just-so stories are “outdated science.” The
outdated stories are outdated because discoveries make it impossible
to use them to support evolutionism. They call the new made-up
stories “current science” because there hasn’t been time for research
to prove the new stories false. So as new discoveries disprove the
“current science,” scientists are making up new stories. Plenty of
government funding is available to those who make up stories. These
are stories. They call them “science,” but they’re stories.
The phantom prediction begins when someone observes something
that doesn’t fit the current theory. Then scientists develop a
speculative explanation to shoehorn the observation into the original
story. They create a just-so story or canceling hypothesis to save the
ungodly evolutionistic story. This just-so story isn’t a prediction. It’s a
phantom prediction. But scientists and teachers deceptively call the
just-so story “a prediction” and claim it as proof for molecules-tohumankind evolutionism.

Level-7 Predictions:
Level-seven predictions pretend to prove theories, but they’re actually
affirming-the-consequent fallacies and Texas-sharpshooter fallacies.
Examples:

Evolutionists’ predictions are level-7 predictions. If an observation
proved a theory, the theory would no longer be a theory. We could see
it. We could watch it. It would be an observable scientific fact.
Imagine a scenario. You’re in your bedroom, and you hear a crash in
front of your house where you had parked your car on the road. In
your mind, you form a theory that someone has crashed into your car.
But the theory is gone as soon as you look outside to see a cement
truck just demolished your car. Observation replaces the theory, so
observation can eliminate a theory by either confirming it or showing
it false. The theory stopped being a theory. The theory was no longer
theoretical. All theories are theoretical, so the theory vanishes. You
have an observed fact. Your car has merged with a cement truck. You
can see it.
However, we can’t confirm or falsify some claims by observation
because we can’t observe them. For example, we can’t observe events
of the distant past repeatedly or confirm the observations by multiple
witnesses.
Ed, the owner of a small gas station in the 1960s, owned a phone
booth on his property. He controlled the light in the phone booth
from a switch in the gas station. When someone came into the phone
booth at night, Ed would wait for a while and then switch off the light.
The person in the phone booth would react by doing something like
pounding on the door, rattling the door, tapping the light, or hitting
the phone. It didn’t matter. Ed watched and flipped the light back on
and waited a while before turning the light off again. The person
repeated what “worked” the first time to turn the light back on. Ed
never disappointed these people. Whatever they did the first time
“worked” the second, third, and every time after that since Ed
watched and turned the switch back on.
Each of these people predicted a way to turn the light back on. “If I
pound on the door (or whatever), the light will go back on.” They each
tested their hypotheses. They verified them. They thought their
hypotheses were valid theories. Then, they converted their theories
into facts in their minds.
This story doesn’t mean God is tricking us by creating a false cause
and effect. It does mean we often think one cause is responsible when

that cause isn’t responsible. God doesn’t trick us. We trick ourselves.
Persuaders trick us. Satan tricks us.
Affirming the consequent tricks us. What is affirming the consequent?
We covered it earlier, but it’s tricky, so we’ll cover it again. It’s saying,
“If such and so is true, I would expect or predict this other thing.” We
could write that like this:
If A is true, I would predict to see B.
I see B.
Therefore, A is true.
That sounds like it makes sense, but it doesn’t. Consider the following
classic example.
If it’s raining outside, I would predict the sidewalk would
be wet.
The sidewalk is wet.
Therefore, it’s raining outside.
Here’s the problem. It’s not raining outside. Someone sprayed the
sidewalk with a hose. There could be another cause. Affirming the
consequent tricks us.
Since scientists can’t observe their stories about the distant past, they
have a problem. They want to confirm them. They like those stories.
What do they do. They affirm the consequent. They say, “If the stories
of evolutionism were true, I would expect to see rock layers with
fossils in the rock layers sorted from smaller and simpler to larger and
more complex. I almost observe that. Therefore, the stories of
evolutionism are true.” Just like the hose and the sidewalk, another
explanation exists. God says He brought a worldwide flood about
4,000 years ago. That flood predicts the same rock layers and fossils.
And what we see looks more like a worldwide flood than billions of
years.

Adding Other Fallacies to Predictions
When ungodly thinkers add other fallacies to predictions, they have
endless possibilities. Someone could write a book on prediction plus

fallacy and never cover all the clever ways to think irrationally. We’ll
look into one example.
We can use Quantum Mechanics to predict what
semiconductors will do. Therefore, we can use the Theory of
Evolution to know how living organisms evolved. ~ Internet
Intellectual
We can see this nonsense popping up in discussion groups with many
irrational variations. Perhaps someone is teaching this. The statement
above looks like what many evolutionists post. However, the full logic
blows our minds away if they’ll show us how they reason. When we
lay it out, we can’t easily follow it. Check it out:
Quantum Mechanics guesses what happens behind the
scenes in the present.
Semiconductors follow the predictions of Quantum
Mechanics.
Therefore, we can consider Quantum Mechanics a
scientific theory.
Therefore, we can extrapolate from Quantum
Mechanics to other conclusions.
We can test those conclusions by making
products that work.
Big Bang guesses what happened in the past.
Some observations are what we would expect if a big bang
took place billions of years ago.
Therefore, we can consider Big Bang a scientific
theory.
Therefore, we can extrapolate from the Big Bang
to other conclusions.
Therefore, a Big Bang happened 13.82
billion years ago.
When we look at a supernova exploding through a
spectrometer, we detect all the known elements.
Therefore, an exploding supernova formed all the
elements.
Therefore, all elements on earth formed in a
supernova
(perhaps
multiple
successive
supernovae) billions of years ago.

Therefore, we’re made of stardust.
I hope you found this irrationality as hard to follow as I did. If you ask
these people to share their logic, some of them will. They aren’t likely
to follow the pattern of the person just mentioned, but they will be
irrational.
First Problem: We can see, even with all this complexity, we’re
missing some logical steps. We can imagine those logical steps, but we
can’t know them for certain. Complex logic and missing logical steps
make logical errors easier to hide. Most thinkers don’t bother
thinking things through once they get to the conclusion they desire.
Second Problem: Once we allow assumptions into our thinking,
our reasoning can go anywhere without limitation. That means you
may have heard this argument stated another way. Evolutionists and
old-earthers rarely make these claims without smokescreens and
innuendo. They use smokescreens and innuendo to hedge their
logical errors. If you pin them down, they can change their
explanations. They try to wear you out.
Third Problem: The big bang story has repeatedly failed to predict.
Scientists continue to adjust it using just-so stories and fudge-factors
like dark matter and dark energy. They re-imagine dark matter and
dark energy so these mystical phantoms can perform whatever they
need them to perform to save the big bang story.
Fourth Problem: Even with the fudge-factors, the big bang story
doesn’t predict anything useful. It doesn’t predict anything we can use
to make a working product. Quantum Mechanics predicts something
scientists and consumers can test. Big bang tells a story about the
distant past we can’t test. Therefore, this argument uses mismatched
theories and implies what’s true for one is true for the other. But
they’re different from each other, so the comparison fails.
Fifth Problem: We can’t test the claim that supernova exploded
forming all the elements now on earth. We can look through a
spectrometer and see colors (which we interpret to be elements) in
the exploding supernova. However, we can’t test whether the
elements on earth formed this way. Claiming we’re made of stardust
is just an emotional fairytale for adults.

Sixth Problem: The logic uses invalid form, so we can’t trust it to
yield a true conclusion even with true premises. At the same time, we
must remember no one proved the premises. The premises are bare
claims. The premises consist of made-up stuff.
Seventh Problem: If they observe all the elements in supernova, it
doesn’t prove their conclusion. They observe something in distant
space. They conclude all elements on earth formed in supernovas
billions of years ago. That’s irrational. They haven’t proved we’re
made of stardust. It doesn’t disprove what God says about how He
formed the earth.
When we challenge this logic, persuaders who make this claim may
finally tell us their real reasoning. They might change the subject.
They might say, “We have to trust science on this issue.” Of course,
“science” means the opinion of those scientists who control the
message right now. Defining “science” this way is a bandwagon
fallacy. The Pope who was the leader of the Holy Roman Empire
made this exact mistake when Galileo discovered the earth rotates
around the sun. The Pope enforced the opinion of the loudest
scientists (the earth-centered universe) and stopped scientific
progress. By the way, the earth-centered universe theory, with the
Sun going around the earth daily, included a just-so story about
mysterious “ethers” that postdicted the observations. The supposed
“ethers” did the same work the supposed “dark matter” and “dark
energy” now do.

Prediction-as-Proof Stops Scientific Progress
Bias causes problems with predictions. A biased person wants to
confirm his or her bias. When biased people have no real proof, they
find ways to create the illusion of proof where no proof exists. Here’s
one way. Evolutionists use prediction as “proof.” That’s how they
create the illusion of proof. Of course, and as we’ve already
discovered, predictions aren’t proof even if we see the predictions
fulfilled.
We’ve only touched on a small part of the problem with predictions.
Prediction limits human thinking. Prediction is a great limiter.
Predictions bind our minds. We all predict. We have expectations.
That limits us since we don’t see what we don’t predict. Our minds

fight what we don’t predict. We deny it. We don’t notice it. We think
it’s a glitch. We think we didn’t see what we just saw. We’re afraid to
tell anyone else for fear of what they will think. We have trouble
seeing what we don’t expect. The culture persecutes what it isn’t used
to. The culture considers you weird if you don’t fall in line. If we want
innovation, we have to think outside the box. Predictions keep us in
the box.
If only one person sees something, few others can see it. At that point,
most people resist the new observation or try to suppress it. But this
censorship changes suddenly when enough thinkers admit they see it.
When enough people see it, the herd follows the groupthink
momentum. At momentum, most thinkers jump on the bandwagon
and can easily see the observation. Unfortunately, the herd also
follows groupthink momentum when false claims hit critical mass.
Then, those false claims become “common knowledge.” They become
settled science. Therefore, groupthink isn’t a reliable way of knowing
anything.
We don’t predict unpredictable observations. We don’t expect
unexpected observations. And yet, evolutionists would exclude these
new, unexpected observations from science. Therefore, the
evolutionist definition of science would severely limit the possibility
of future progress since the evolutionists’ definition would keep the
box small and constrained.

Maintaining the Current Lies
Scientists run into trouble if they discover anything that refutes the
long-dead story about molecules turning into people over billions of
years. The establishment persecutes them. They don’t get promotions.
They lose their jobs. If possible, those in power will keep them from
ever working again. Teachers who teach anything against the stories
of evolutionism can lose their jobs.
Once a lie becomes national groupthink, powerful forces protect it.
The most powerful forces protect the most insane lies. Ungodly
people have even coded certain sexual sins into laws. Those who
commit these sins now get special rights and protections. An ungodly
culture seeks to cancel anyone who says these sins are sins.

Establishing New Lies
As I write this, a famous billionaire is backing an education project
that says math is racist. It says arriving at an objective answer is white
supremacy. Unless God intervenes, the schools will add this new lie to
their brainwashing agendas.
A powerful false-prophet system has been promoting something
called “critical theory.” It’s a new form of racism. The newseducation-government cabal is bringing racism to critical mass. It’s
becoming the new normal. It’s becoming “common knowledge.”
“Critical theory” is part of that effort.
At the same time, a state legislature is working to mandate “woke”
ideas in schools. Teachers must teach unlimited genders. They must
teach racism. If they refuse, they lose their teaching license. The
schools have already brainwashed several generations into everincreasing godless thinking. They’ve campaigned against Jesus Christ
and the Bible. This is just the next step in creating antichrist
strongholds in individual minds and strongholds across society.
Those strongholds are likely to limit thinking and understanding for
generations.

The Body of Knowledge as a Way of Knowing
Scientists talk about a “body of knowledge.” However, this so-called
“body of knowledge” is a hodgepodge. Part of this “body of
knowledge” is scientific, a mix of sensory-data, tentative pseudoknowledge, and divine revelation. Scientists confirm this part of the
“body of knowledge” by repeated testing and observation, while the
other part of this “body of knowledge” is unscientific, based on madeup stuff. These two parts of the “body of knowledge” are different
from each other. And yet, evolutionists make no distinction between
the scientific part and the part based on made-up stuff.
As mentioned previously, scientism is irrational. And yet, the
evolutionists’ definition of science makes scientism more irrational:
Science is a method plus a body of knowledge.
That definition might not cause a problem if it weren’t for the
meaning evolutionists give to the term “body of knowledge.”

In the evolutionists’ definition, “science” is a method plus a “body of
knowledge.” This “body of knowledge” includes the favored stories.
Those stories include the following:
big bang
billions of years
no Flood
molecules to humankind
inability to know God
Circular reasoning guarantees “science” will support the favored
stories if we define “science” as including the favored stories.
Ungodly thinkers assure us they’re certain of their conceptual stories.
We call their fallacy “hypostatization.” In this fallacy, a thinker treats
made-up concepts as reality. At this point, the ungodly thinker will
object:
We have evidence for these stories.
Here’s the problem. Ungodly thinking changes the meaning of the
word “evidence,” so they no longer define “evidence” as positive proof
of a claim. Not only so, but ungodly thinkers often don’t even define
“evidence” as an observation. Instead, they define “evidence” as a
certain interpretation of an observation. And they interpret by
assuming, presupposing, and being controlled by bias. Scientists sift
and filter observation through hypostatizations of the “body of
knowledge.” Then they say this filtered and sifted interpretation is
“evidence” of the claims found in the “body of knowledge.” As a result,
using interpretation as evidence for the “body of knowledge” is
circular reasoning. We see the confirmation bias. We explored this
confirmation bias and circular reasoning in a previous trip: The
Problem of Worldviews.
This “body of knowledge” is settled science in the imaginations of
many ungodly thinkers, and we don’t dare challenge settled science.
However, there’s a real body of knowledge distorted and hidden by
the fake “body of knowledge.” This real body of knowledge consists of
all the observations ever made and recorded. And yet, many of these

observations aren’t readily available. Instead, a fog of dogmatically
held opinions based on assumptions hides the knowledge and
pollutes the thousands of articles in scientific journals. That’s why we
have trouble telling the difference between the observations and the
opinions. Crev.info is a site that does great ongoing work in sorting
out this difference.
Nevertheless, scientists created part of this “body of knowledge” from
observations. As we’ve discovered, God reveals reality to both saint
and sinner through observation. We’ve already explored how God
reveals material and spiritual truth through observation. (Romans 1)
Historically, God provided the scientific method through revelation
and now provides knowledge through divine revelation. He reveals
through the scientific method and all the methods He mentions in the
Bible. And scientists have confirmed part of the “body of knowledge”
by repeatedly testing, observing, and documenting. As a result, we
can use this knowledge for real-world solutions to real-world
problems.

Examples of Useful Knowledge:
Properties of various gases
Maximum stress and deflection of beams
Heat transfer through insulating materials
Material characteristics like strength, malleability, and
melting point
Steam piping formulas
Gas line capacities
Data tables for physical chemistry
Laws of mass and energy
We find this data in databases and reference texts, and it allows us to
make accurate predictions of what will happen if we take a certain
action. With this data, we can look up the strength of I-beams and
lumber so we can build an eight-story building. We know the
properties of steel and plastic that allow us to build a new automotive

steering system. We can know about gravity, mass, and physics so we
can launch a communications satellite into orbit. We can know how
electricity acts and about all the various electronic components, so we
can build a smartphone. This data isn’t like the stories about the
distant past. This knowledge comes when we experiment and test
results. And we can test the products that come from this knowledge.
The building stands or it doesn’t. The steering works or it doesn’t. The
satellite goes into the proper orbit, or it doesn’t. The smartphone
works, or it doesn’t. We can test these.
On the other hand, another part of this “body of knowledge” is worse
than useless. Notice the contrast between what we can and cannot
test. We can’t test the results of made-up stories about a supposed
history since the story doesn’t produce anything to test. Even though
scientists record the results of many experiments, they filter these
results through the assumptions and stories of a small group of
people who consider themselves elite. This group imposes their
assumptions and stories on everyone else. This group rigged this part
of the “body of knowledge.” They made it complex. They rigged it with
confirmation bias and censorship. This rigged system deceives many
people. Once those people fall for the deception, they become part of
the problem. They didn’t think of a rigged system when they heard
the word “science.” And yet, most people deceptively call this rigged
system “science.”

Notice the circular reasoning. Scientists add the stories to the “body
of knowledge.” Then, the “body of knowledge” proves the stories.
Notice the second fallacy of equivocation. First, the “body of
knowledge” means two things. It means stories (made-up stuff) and it
means observations. Second, “science” means two things. It means
the “body of knowledge” and the scientific method. That way, we
never know whether we’re talking about made-up-stuff or
observations.

The articles in the scientific journals often create a fog similar to
Jorge Luis Borges’ short story “The Library of Babel.” While many of
the articles are pure made-up stuff and no truth, many other articles
contain truth mixed with made-up stuff. So the trouble isn’t the lack
of truth. Rather, we can’t tell the difference between truth and
fabrication since the truth gets lost in vast quantities of gibberish. The
gibberish consists of all the opinions, assumptions, stories, ideas,
theories, drawings, explanations, or other forms of made-up stuff.
This gibberish is gibberish because it goes beyond the observations.
Scientists commonly write in assumptive language. They imbed
hidden assumptions into scientific papers. They presuppose sacredcow stories. The scientific papers often read more like propaganda
than science. So opinions, assumptions, stories, and theories of
scientists hide the true body of knowledge. The true body of
knowledge consists of all the recorded observations. That’s why we
will contrast the fake body of knowledge against the real body of
knowledge. The fake body of knowledge consists of strongly stated
opinions, information filtering, selective recording of evidence, and
irrational conclusions. The real body of knowledge doesn’t go beyond
what’s known. It sticks to the facts and observations without going
beyond them.
So what about real knowledge mixed into the “body of knowledge?”
Where did the data of the scientific part of the “body of knowledge”
come from? It didn’t create itself. It came by divine revelation.
Mercifully, God opens the eyes of our understanding if we’re willing
to stand in His presence, and He even reveals some parts of reality to
those who refuse to acknowledge Him. God revealed the scientific
method and revealed much of this data through the scientific method
verified by observation, but He also reveals information by other
methods. Much revealed knowledge is preserved in the “body of
knowledge.” Whenever we benefit from it, we ought to acknowledge
God and thank Him. If we stand in His presence listening to His
voice, He’ll direct us to use that knowledge in His wisdom.

Ontological Observation as a Way of Knowing
Ontology is a mythical concept. Ontology imagines we can be
objective. It imagines a pure mind without bias. However, purely
objective perception doesn’t happen. In theory, ontology bypasses the

weakness of the senses, influences of culture, worldview, and all other
deceptions. Ontology is humanly impossible.
Ontic Fallacy : Thinking we can get knowledge through
raw perceptions. Ignoring the filter of the human sensory
and worldview limitations. Ignoring how this filter affects
perception.
We might falsely assume humans can think and observe ontologically.
We forget our limits. We forget depending on our fallen human minds
and senses is living at the level of a brute beast. Sometimes, we put
convincing labels on our over-confidence. We call our overconfidence “objective observation” or “being unbiased.” While
objective thinking sounds good in theory, it doesn’t happen in
practice. Raw perception is a myth. We can’t turn off our filters. Only
the power of the Almighty God can overcome this problem.
Then Jesus said to those Jews who believed Him, “If you
abide in My word, you are My disciples indeed. And you
shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.” . .
. Jesus answered them, “Most assuredly, I say to you,
whoever commits sin is a slave of sin. And a slave does not
abide in the house forever, but a son abides forever.
Therefore if the Son makes you free, you shall be free
indeed. ~ John 8:31-32 & 34-36 New King James Version
Christ will set us free, but freedom isn’t instantly complete. We must
listen to His voice and yield to His Spirit. We must abide in His
presence listening to what He is telling us as He leads, teaches, and
corrects us. The flesh must die. The Holy Spirit must form Christ in
us. The truth will make us free from the sinful nature that holds us as
slaves right now. First Peter 3:15 says we must purify the Lord Jesus
Christ in our hearts, and Matthew 5:8 says the pure in heart will see
God.
Until then, our senses can’t provide absolutely accurate impressions,
nor can they sense everything. Besides, our worldviews filter and
distort our perceptions.
A professor was teaching a course on logic and making his point. “It’s
OK to believe in God as long as you realize it’s irrational to do so since
belief in God isn’t based on sound logic and ontological observation.”

At this point, a middle-aged man asked, “What about things we call
‘science’ that lack proof?” Surprised, the professor asked, “What
things?” “Evolution, for instance,” replied the middle-aged man.
Mildly irritated, the professor said, “There’s absolute proof for
evolution.” So the middle-aged man asked, “Do you mean proof in the
form of sound deductive logic and ontological observation without
assuming anything?” “Absolutely,” said the professor.
Then the middle-aged man asked if the professor could show him this
proof. The professor wanted to show his proof. He claimed he was
reasoning from sound deductive logic and ontological observation. He
claimed he wasn’t making any assumptions. So he rushed three
papers by Stephen Jay Gould to the middle-aged man. The middleaged man read the papers. All the articles followed the same logic:
1. We have fossils.
2. We can make up creative stories about these fossils.
3. Based on this scientific evidence, we know evolution
happened.
The middle-aged man told the professor that when he was raising his
children, the children often made-up creative stories. And yet. he
never called the creative stories “scientific evidence.” At that, the
professor became angry and accused the middle-aged man of scoffing.
That’s when the middle-aged man reminded the professor of the
professor’s claim. The professor had claimed he would prove
evolution using sound deductive logic and observation without any
assumptions. The professor finally changed his answer to, “We can’t
prove anything of interest using sound deductive logic and ontological
observation without assumptions.” That was the professor’s final
claim.
The professor can’t prove his final claim without making
assumptions. His final claim is a bare claim based on the limits of
godless thinking. It’s a claim from the land of make-believe. It’s a
fallback position of ungodly thinkers. It doesn’t apply to those who
know Christ. We know Christ exists because Christ reveals Himself to
us. We know the biblical account is true because Christ reveals this
fact to us. Anyone can verify this by getting to know Jesus Christ. All

who seek Him find Him. He leads, teaches, and corrects all who
follow Him.
Let’s take a moment to examine the professor’s final claim. First,
ontological observation doesn’t exist. We can’t get outside ourselves
to be objective.
Our teachers said, “We can’t prove anything. Proofs only exist in
mathematics.” We swallowed that saying just like all the other clever
sayings we heard. Let’s deal with mathematics. Math can’t prove
anything in the sense we’re using the word. Math uses a different
definition for “proof” and “truth.”
Now, let’s deal with real proof. Can we prove no one can prove
anything to anyone else? The claim that no one can prove anything to
someone else has a problem. It’s self-refuting. If no one can prove
anything, then no one can prove the claim that no one can prove
anything.
God reveals the deep meaning of spiritual principles like faith, but the
fallen human mind distorts those meanings. We've heard this lie. “We
exercise faith based on evidence.” God speaks through Scripture and
says “Faith is the evidence of things not seen.” Faith is the evidence. It
doesn’t depend on physical evidence. God also says, “Faith comes by
hearing, and hearing comes by the rhema or utterance of God.” God
speaks and faith comes. That’s why faith is substance. It’s reality as
opposed to concept. And faith is evidence. It’s absolutely certain
proof. It's not pretending. It’s real since Jesus Christ authors it in us.
We can’t work it up ourselves.
We hear these clever phrases. They sound wise. We don’t think them
through. We fail to ask God about them, and we swallow them whole.
Then, we repeat them. We think we’re wise, but we’re repeating
someone else’s foolishness. The entire world has largely fallen under
the spell of naturalism and materialism.
Do we really believe God can’t reveal truth to us? Do we really believe
God can’t prove anything? No. We know God proves Himself to us.
He speaks to us. Faith is the proof.
In my flesh, I can’t prove anything to an atheist or anyone else. God
proves things to me by revealing them. He speaks through the

existence of life and all the failed experiments trying to create life.
Without God speaking, we would just have circumstantial evidence
that suggests Almighty God created life. However, God speaks
through the observations and says “I CREATED EVERYTHING JUST
LIKE I TOLD YOU THROUGH SCRIPTURE.” When He speaks, it’s
not circumstantial evidence. He speaks in many ways to prove His
existence and His nature. He speaks to prove the Scripture is His
utterance without error. When He speaks, His faith comes to us.
Jesus Christ authors that faith. That’s why it’s substance. It’s reality
as opposed to concept. That’s why it’s evidence. It’s absolutely certain
proof of what our physical senses haven’t yet perceived. I can direct
atheists to Christ to know Him. Then, Christ can prove Himself to the
atheists by revealing Himself to them. They can refuse to seek Christ.
They can reject Christ. What if we speak by the Holy Spirit? What if
we allow God to speak through us? What if we speak as the oracles of
God as Scripture commands? Then God is proving. We’re just His
instruments. Then, the atheist or skeptic is dealing directly with God
and is either yielding to God or rejecting God.
We’re not interested in anything unreal. We don’t want anything that
depends on assumptions to believe it. No matter how carefully
storytellers craft their stories, we’re not interested in creative stories.
On the contrary, we’re interested in reality but not make-believe. That
means we can’t prove anything of interest using assumptions, and we
must prove everything of interest using sound deductive logic. For
sound deductive logic, we need a true premise or proof. And a true
premise or proof could only come one of two sources. We could
receive divine revelation. We could get outside ourselves and see
reality as it is. Since we can’t get outside ourselves, that leaves divine
revelation. So we need the Holy Spirit to understand our observations
and experiences.
Many scientists want to keep God out of science. They reject God.
They rely on non-existent human ontological observation. They rely
on pure, unbiased thinking, which is impossible. They continually
deceive themselves using the ontic fallacy. They don’t even try to
avoid assumptions, hypotheses, or theories. And they don’t even try to
avoid dogmatically defending “settled science” and groupthink
confirmation bias. Nor do ungodly scientists even try to stick strictly
to observations. Instead, they try to justify conclusions that go beyond

the observations. That means they’re adding uncheckable made-up
stuff to the observations. And they’re calling the made-up stuff
“science.” They say their thinking is obvious and makes perfect sense.
Since only God sees all and knows all, only God can reveal truth.
Evolutionists often claim to observe the stories of evolutionism.
However, they can’t observe the stories of evolutionism. They can’t
observe molecules turning into people. They can’t observe billions of
years. They can’t observe big bangs forming the universe. They can’t
observe life springing from non-life. They can’t observe an
evolutionary tree. They tell us about the evolutionary tree of life. And
yet, they only show us an imagined concept in a drawing, animation,
chart, or presentation. We wouldn’t think anyone would believe the
stories, but evolutionists have hypnotized many. Some people believe
they’ve seen this tree. They’ve only seen people telling stories and
presenting evidence of possibility while hiding assumptions and
evidence of impossibility.
The ontic fallacy causes blindness and dogmatism. Blindness grows
into boldness. Then people think they see proof when they don’t see
proof. Many people think they see the unobservable past. And when
they realize they’re just making up the whole illusion, they justify
making up stories and calling the stories “observations.”
Evolutionists and scientists commit the ontic fallacy. Theologians and
philosophers do it. This is a human weakness, and we all deceive
ourselves sometimes. We confuse make-believe with reality when we
decide what to believe. We do it when watching the news, reading, or
talking with friends. This problem is everywhere. There’s only one
solution to it. Here’s the solution. We need to stop adding to what
God tells us and listen intently to Him. We need to stop leaning on
our brute-beast minds and worldviews.
Evolutionistic claims don’t match observations. Observations show
kinds of living organisms at the level of families. Observations only
show variations within kinds. For instance, we find variations within
the cat kind, but we find no examples of cats turning into non-cats.
And yet some people think they see ontological evidence for these
stories about supposed past events when they only see a vision that
comes out of their own deceitful minds.

Now, what we found is that public school textbooks
present the evolutionary tree as ‘science’, but reject the
Creation orchard as religion. However, observational
science confirms the Creation orchard, so public school
textbooks are rejecting observational science and imposing
a naturalistic religion on students. The word evolution has
been hijacked, using a bait and switch, to indoctrinate
students to accept evolutionary belief as observational
science. ~ Ken Ham
Ken Ham pointed out the conflict between observation and the
ungodly evolutionary tree. He exposed the way textbooks use the baitand-switch fallacy to brainwash students. The ontic fallacy makes
evolutionists believe they’re thinking and observing objectively. They
don’t realize the shared evolutionistic worldview is a filter, and they
aren’t aware they’re shoehorning observations into the evolutionary
tree.
Of course, we’re just using evolution as an example. The ontic fallacy
causes problems for us as humans. It limits us. It deceives us.
We see a group of diplomats accusing the President of the United
States of wrong-doing, but they’re all just repeating the gossip of one
man. When some elected representatives get to question this one
diplomat, they ask him whether he’s actually heard these accusations
from anyone or seen any evidence of these accusations. The diplomat
says he has not. The elected representative tells the diplomat he has
nothing. The diplomat replied, “Other than my presumption!” The
elected representative says, “Which is nothing.” The diplomat looks
shocked to find out his presumption isn’t the same thing as reality.
That’s the ontic fallacy at work.
The same thing happens whether observing political activities, parts
of nature, or the Bible. One man had the idea. He thought the Holy
Spirit is not God. He thought he saw that in the Bible. When
challenged about his interpretation of the Bible, he said he doesn’t
interpret the Bible. He just reads it as it is. That’s the ontic fallacy.
Fortunately, we have a way we can bypass our human limitations, but
only God can do it. God bypasses human limitations through divine
revelation, so the Almighty God overcomes the ontic fallacy. He alone

can overcome our human inability to find the truth. He overcomes
our weakness when we submit to the Holy Spirit. Then He pulls back
the fleshly veil so we can see. We may wish this would happen all at
once, but He leads us step by step.
God also uses the body of Christ to keep us from deceiving ourselves.
Humility is in order. We must be willing to accept correction from our
brothers and sisters. No one has a superior pipeline into the mind of
God. Many have thought God given them a revelation when God
didn’t tell them anything. We have the historical examples of Roger
Williams, Anne Hutchinson, and many others who caused damage
and defamed anyone who disagreed with their “revelations.” God
built wonderful safety into the order and pattern we find in Scripture.
God is restoring that order and pattern, but we’re used to the
unscriptural systems we’ve seen all our lives. In theological disputes,
we should never be so sure of ourselves that we’re unwilling to allow
the Holy Spirit to correct us. Often, the Holy Spirit will speak to us
through a brother or sister.

Naturalism as a Way of Knowing
For many decades, ungodly persuaders have been using education,
entertainment, news media, and other propaganda to indoctrinate
students in naturalism. Not only so, but they also falsely claim we
need naturalism for science and knowledge when naturalism destroys
science and knowledge.
Naturalists have exerted tremendous effort to rig society against
anything that conflicts with naturalism. As a result, ungodly people
accept naturalism as fact. These persuaders even influence those of us
who follow Christ.
Naturalistic science works on the level of an animal mind, reacting to
sense-data but incapable of sound reasoning.
We’re not immune from the pressure of the world systems to enforce
naturalistic thinking. The world-systems pressure us to doubt the real
God even though we sense His presence, He shows us what’s right or
wrong, and He’s our constant friend. The culture pressures us to
think of Jesus as an idea or theory rather than knowing His reality. It
tells us to think of our beings as natural rather than spiritual.

Intricate indoctrination devices pressure us to lean on human
understanding rather than noticing God in all our ways. However, we
can’t know anything through naturalism. Only through Christ can we
know anything. That’s why naturalism is a great hurdle to sanity.
Both naturalism and materialism destroy rational thought. Both are
assumptions. Both eliminate the possibility of knowing the truth
about anything. We can’t detect, experience, or know either
assumption. They aren’t real. They both deny God, though we can
detect, experience, and know God. And yet, both assumptions
influence the thinking of every person.

The Assumption of Naturalism
It’s sane to do a thought experiment. We could say, “Just suppose for
a moment naturalism was part of reality.” We would be doing a
thought experiment. It would be sane. Paul used similar logic about
the resurrection when he said, “And if Christ has not been raised,
then also our preaching is void, and your faith is void.” On the other
hand, it’s not sane to think naturalism is part of reality. And it’s
insane to think naturalism is obvious. Naturalism is just an arbitrary
assumption—a false assumption by the way.
If we absorb this assumption into our minds, it becomes part of our
worldviews. We cement this assumption into our viewpoints. The
assumption seems more real than reality. For Christians,
presupposing naturalism creates a devastating inner conflict. It’s the
conflict between the reality of Christ in us and the fake reality of the
naturalistic worldview.
For those who don’t know Christ, the worldview creates a unified
captivating illusion. Only a miracle can release the captive from
insanity. Those enslaved by naturalism need the Holy Spirit.

A Little History
Why do scientists dogmatically eliminate the Bible and God from
science? How did society come to believe in naturalism, materialism,
and uniformitarianism? Let’s briefly explore what happened. We have
to go way back.

The church started on the right foot. It followed the order God
established for about 200 years. Then, it bowed to fear and slowly
started making changes. Satan brought in challenges and politics, and
he was able to plant new ideas that conflicted with Scripture. Over the
centuries, the church turned from the pattern of God as revealed in
Scripture. Then, the church became part of the secular government
and gained political and coercive power. That power was
concentrated in a few ruling individuals who were no longer walking
according to God’s pattern. Power allows the fleshly nature to
perform its corrupt purposes. The warped church became oppressive.
God never forces Himself on anyone, but the church now had the
coercive power of government. It began to force “conversions.” It
began to brutalize anyone who expressed any disagreement with the
unbiblical church leadership. And many people grew tired of it.
This distorted church also rationalized religious-sounding ideas into
science and often weighed in on the wrong side of science. A lawyer,
Charles Lyell, who was interested in geology, came up with a plan. He
wrote that he wanted to “free the science from Moses.” Lawyers are
good at “proving” things and persuading others. And Lyell did just
that. He introduced an assumption called “uniformitarianism.” He
assumed the Genesis Flood never happened. He filtered geology
through this lens of “no Flood.” Then, he made some blunders in his
observations and came up with an extended age for the earth. A few
years later, a theology student named Charles Darwin built on these
ideas and sold the idea of evolutionism to the scientific community.
Neither Lyell nor Darwin based their ideas on observations. They did
observe. However, their ideas added made-up stuff to what they
observed. They based their ideas on storytelling. Skillful storytelling
can easily influence the human mind.
Lyell and Darwin worked with others to remove God and the Bible
from science and history. Once they did that, dogmatism and
resistance to God cemented the new unscientific distortion of “no
God” as “essential for science.” From there, naturalism, materialism,
and uniformitarianism crept into society. Naïve people in the media
had already exalted science as unquestionable and promoted these
three unfounded lies as “science,” deceiving many. Deceived teachers
began teaching these lies in schools. Spiritually dead politicians,

bureaucrats, and judges established them as laws and regulations.
These lies even slithered into the thinking of Christians.

Naturalism in the Church
Since many Christians suffer from naturalism, they have a conflict
between two distinct things in their worldviews. We reduce
everything to concepts when we cement ideas into our worldviews.
God becomes a concept. Naturalism is a concept automatically since it
doesn’t exist. The concept of Almighty God conflicts with naturalism.
This concept of Almighty God may include the concept that He’s
sovereign over all His creation. Christians may conceptually believe
God is personal. They may embrace the concept that they can know
Him even if they don’t enter into the experience. They may believe, at
least conceptually, in divine revelation. They may believe in the
concept of a spiritual realm, heaven, hell, angels, and demons. They
may understand prayer as a concept. They may conceptually believe
God is enforcing the laws of nature. However, they still presuppose
naturalism. And all the spiritual concepts we’ve mentioned conflict
with naturalism, so naturalistic Christians have internal conflicts in
their worldviews.
As a result, some Christians may have trouble believing God for
miracles. They may lean on human understanding instead of looking
to Christ for revelation. They may even doubt God can reveal anything
to them.
Christians may go beyond the concept of Christ. They may go all the
way to experiencing and knowing Christ. The Holy Spirit may lead,
teach, and correct them at every moment. And they may live by divine
revelation and the faith that proceeds from this revelation. In short,
they may live by the grace they can access because of the faith that
comes when God leads, teaches, and corrects them. Christians who
know Christ also stop doing their own works and saying their own
words. They hear God’s voice, and God’s faith comes. God’s faith gives
them access to God’s grace, and God’s grace does God’s works
through them.
Neither naturalism nor materialism can rationally go beyond concept.
Naturalism and materialism have zero substance. Naturalism is pure
concept. Materialism is pure concept. They have no reality behind

them. What about religious concepts? Many religious concepts lack
substance. We may base some religious concepts on reality. As
concepts, they can’t help us even if they have reality behind them. We
must know Christ. We must possess His faith and His righteousness.
We must flow in His life. If we don’t know Christ, we become
irrational.
A Christian may believe in both naturalism and revelation.
Naturalism and divine revelation conflict with each other. And yet,
they can coexist as contradictory concepts in the same Christian’s
worldview. We can detect these conflicts as we listen to Christians
reason. However, concepts can’t take us to reality. The concept of
revelation doesn’t help. We need actual revelation. May we all stand
in the presence of the King of kings to receive His revelation. Then we
can know the real Jesus. We can reason with sanity in every aspect of
our lives by knowing the real Christ.
If the revelation is divine revelation, it is Jesus Christ. It is the
utterance of God. Jesus Christ is the utterance of God. We don’t seek
revelation. We seek Jesus Christ. In the same way, rather than
struggling against sin, we seek the One Who IS righteousness and
holiness. Rather than trying to be wise we seek the one Who IS
wisdom. Rather than seeking healing, we seek the One Who IS Life
and Health. We don’t want a Band-Aid. We want be transfigured into
the image and likeness of Jesus Christ. We can’t reform the flesh. The
flesh must die, and the Holy Spirit must form Christ within us. Each
revelation is an utterance from God. Christ is the utterance of God,
but we must yield ourselves to Him to the point of submission and
obedience because God won’t force Himself on anyone.

Methodological Naturalism
Methodological naturalism is the label for the required
assumption of philosophical naturalism when working
with the scientific method. Methodological naturalists
limit their scientific research to the study of natural causes
because any attempts to define causal relationships with
the supernatural are never fruitful and result in the
creation of scientific “dead ends” and God of the gaps-type
hypotheses. ~ rationalwiki.org

Fake Neutrality
On the surface, the rationalwiki.org quote sounds rational, but it’s
irrational. If it were possible to find a neutral position for the human
mind and objectivity, this quote might make sense. However, since
there’s no such neutral position, this thinking unnecessarily forces
scientists into a box where no one can know anything. They can be
dogmatic, but they are without knowledge. Instead of a neutral
position, this methodological naturalism box limits its prisoners to
strict ungodly thinking and pretends ungodly thinking is neutral and
objective. Ungodly thinking forces bias toward the “no-God” position.
It injects bias into science. God can’t be a cause. That’s the overriding
presupposition. That’s the filter of bias that limits science and
eliminates objective thinking.

You Must Pretend
Methodological naturalism is an arbitrary rule. It says, “You may
experience the Source of all wisdom and knowledge, Jesus Christ, in
your daily life. He may lead you and teach you. He may give you
insight. Yet, at work, you must pretend He doesn’t exist. You must
ignore Him.” That’s not neutral thinking. That’s bias and insanity.
The idea that ungodly thinking is neutral and objective is a dangerous
lie. Those who believe this lie and treat it as if it were objective and
unbiased truth become prisoners of the lie.

Presupposition Trick
Notice the way the author embedded the lie into the rationalwiki.org
statement:
. . . because any attempts to define causal relationships
with the supernatural are never fruitful and result in the
creation of scientific dead ends and God of the gaps-type
hypotheses.
This part of the rationalwiki.org quote implies a universal negative. It
implies no causes can be supernatural. The author also implies a
universal positive. The statement implies all causes are natural.

The author presupposes the universal negative using the word
“because.” The author offers no proof for this statement. We’re just
supposed to believe this universal negative without any proof. The
statement is a bare assertion. We who follow Christ know it’s also a lie
because our moment-by-moment experience with Christ proves it’s
false. However, the author makes the statement appear as if it were
part of the real world by using the word “because.” The word
“because” presumes everything after it. In other words, it presupposes
the author’s entire statement. Presupposition gives the false
impression the made-up story of naturalism is a fact. The statement
also presupposes neither the real God nor His real divine revelation
exist. The author uses presupposition because the author can’t prove
these lies using rational thinking. Whoever wrote this paragraph can’t
prove these lies using a true premise and valid form.

Scientific Dead Ends and Gaps Hypotheses
What about scientific dead ends and gaps hypotheses?
Acknowledging God doesn’t cause these. Naturalism creates scientific
dead ends. Naturalism leads to naturalism-of-the-gaps hypotheses.
The rationalwiki.org statement is projecting the problems of
methodological naturalists onto followers of Christ, but followers of
Christ don’t share those problems. Although we must concede that
some Christians do use ungodly thinking, and they resort to God-ofthe-gaps fallacies. However, they wouldn’t have to if they would
acknowledge Christ, listen to His voice, and avoid going beyond what
Christ reveals. Naturalists, on the other hand, can’t escape
naturalism-of-the-gaps hypotheses.
Summing it up, naturalism creates scientific dead ends. Naturalism
leads to naturalism-of-the-gaps hypotheses. It always does. Divine
revelation never creates God-of-the-gaps fallacies.
A humorous upshot of fallacies like the one committed in the
rationalwiki.org quote above is ungodly thinkers learn these ideas and
repeat them even though the ideas don’t make sense. So a follower of
Christ will tell an ungodly thinker about the opportunity to know
Christ in a real sense. Then, the ungodly thinker just mechanically
repeats this memorized script from an ungodly website, saying, “You

committed a God-of-the-gaps fallacy.” But it’s not a God-of-the-gaps
fallacy.

Avoiding God
As we’ve seen, methodological naturalism asserts godlessness. Those
who dogmatically believe the made-up stuff called “methodological
naturalism” try to reason based on this unsupported assertion. The
philosophy refuses to acknowledge God and glorify God when He
reveals truth. Instead of glorifying God, the philosophy glorifies the
human mind and the made-up stuff that comes out of the human
mind. Since there’s no neutral position between revelation and madeup stuff, claiming neutrality is a choice against following God, and
trying to follow two minds at once is also a choice against following
God. (James 1:6-8)

Pressure and Control
Ungodly thinkers pressure others toward ungodliness, and many in
the scientific community enforce methodological naturalism. Ungodly
universities exercise viewpoint discrimination on this issue and many
others. Students find they had better conform or give up the idea of
getting a degree. Many conform. Of course, most of them are
comfortable conforming to ungodliness since years of ungodly,
irrational education from pre-school through high school have
already beaten them down. They allowed the worldly systems to
squeeze and form them in their mold. They’ve subjected themselves
to the hypnosis of the same message repeatedly through TV dramas,
cartoons, games, and every form of media. The brainwashing is
complete.
Methodological naturalism is a compromise. You don’t have to deny
God altogether. You just have to pretend He doesn‘t exist when you’re
working. It’s OK. You can still be a Christian. Because of the
hypocritical nature of the human mind, the compromised mind
makes this compromise seem righteous. Then, this deceitful and
wicked mind creates a strong illusion, which builds strongholds to
protect the ego and avoid repentance.

False Consensus

Here’s an illusion. It’s a false consensus. Some people think the
majority wants message control. They think most people favor
punishing viewpoints that aren’t politically correct. We can see
the cancel culture at work. We hear the rhetoric from every form
of media and “education.” The fallen human mind creates that
illusion, but most people don’t think that way. The illusion
conflicts with reality.
A 2016 survey sheds some light on actual public opinion:
84% believe “attempts to censor or punish scientists
for holding dissenting views on issues like evolution or
climate change are not appropriate in a free society.”
94% believe “it’s important for policymakers and the
public to hear from scientists with differing views.”
87% think “people can disagree about what science
says on a particular topic without being ‘anti-science.’”
86% think “disagreeing with the current majority view
in science can be an important step in the
development of new insights and discoveries in
science.”
93% of American adults agree “teachers and students
should have the academic freedom to objectively
discuss both the scientific strengths and weaknesses of
the Theory of Evolution.”
88% agree “scientists who raise scientific criticisms of
evolution should have the freedom to make their
arguments without being subjected to censorship or
discrimination.”
95% of Republicans believe teachers and students
should have the freedom to discuss the scientific
strengths and weaknesses of evolution—but so do 93%
of Democrats and 94% of Independents; so do 96% of
theists, 92% of agnostics, and 86% of atheists.
87% of Republicans oppose attempts to punish or
censor scientists who hold dissenting views on issues

like evolution and climate change—but so do 84% of
Independents and 82% of Democrats, as well as 86%
of theists, 83% of agnostics, 76% of atheists, 82% of
women, and 86% of men.
95% of Republicans think it’s important for
policymakers and the public to hear from scientists
with differing views. So do 94% of Democrats, 93% of
Independents, 95% of theists, 92% of agnostics, 90%
of atheists, 95% of women, and 93% of men.
In the public arena, we hear a growing chorus arguing for
the government to punish or criminalize dissenting
scientific views . . . But for the public, free speech in
science is not a partisan issue. It’s supported by the
overwhelming majority of people across party lines,
gender, religion, and age. ~ Dr. John G. West (the political
scientist who directed the survey), Poll: Americans
Overwhelmingly Support the Right of Students, Teachers,
and Scientists to Discuss Dissenting Scientific Views on
Evolution
The illusion of masses of people supporting bias toward naturalism
creates a bandwagon fallacy. It’s bullying or peer pressure. Everyone
feels pressure toward naturalism. Few think the government should
enforce it. And, even if everyone believed every precept of naturalism,
such a popular belief wouldn’t prove naturalism.
Bandwagon fallacies have no impact on truth. As we examine
naturalism, we realize truth isn’t a goal of naturalism. Indeed, no one
could know any truth if naturalism were real. Post-modern
philosophy grows out of naturalism. It denies truth or error exist.
Post-modernism claims only winners and losers exist, and teachers
advise students to be winners. Without truth, there’s only
manipulation. That’s why it’s not uncommon for ungodly thinkers to
resort to manipulation.

Circular Reasoning
Ungodly thinkers need the assumptions of naturalism, materialism,
uniformitarianism, and evolutionism. They base their thoughts on

these assumptions. While they draw these assumptions out of their
worldviews, they also cycle them back into their worldviews as
confirmation bias. As a result, these worldviews act as truthsuppressors in the minds of the ungodly. They feel justified in
suppressing the truth in their deceitful trickery.
For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all
ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, who suppress
the truth in unrighteousness [literally deceitful trickery]. ~
Romans 1:18 New King James Version

What Makes You Think So
Whenever we hear a claim, it’s good to clarify the claim first. Once we
know what the claim is, we can ask, “What makes you think so?”
We’re talking about a bare claim called “naturalism,” but an ungodly
thinker makes many bare claims. After all, bare claims are all they
have when they reason. They might claim materialism,
uniformitarianism, old-earthism, or evolutionism. Ask, “How do you
know that?” Some of them claim they don’t know God exists. What
makes them so sure they don’t know God exists? How do they know
they haven’t suppressed the truth in their unrighteousness? God says
that’s exactly what they have done, so ask the question. Don’t be shy
or timid. Ask.
You’ll have to exercise patience and persistence to get an ungodly
thinker to answer that question. No ungodly thinker ever has
anything real to back up a universal claim. Only God can make a
universal claim, either positive or negative. Universal claims imply
omniscience. God is omniscient. He’s all-knowing. He can claim
there’s not a just person on the face of the earth who does good
without sinning. He can claim all knowledge is hidden in Christ. He
can claim Christ is the only one Who can set us free from sin and
spiritual death. However, when ungodly thinkers make universal
claims, they can’t rationally explain how they know what they claim is
true. When you ask them how they know, you’re challenging a
stronghold in their minds. That means you have to be patient while
they duck and weave to avoid answering the question.

The Foundational Error

A single foundational error is at the root of ungodly thinking. And
since there’s only one true Foundation, Jesus Christ, building on any
other foundation is a foundational error. While the worldview of
naturalism forces this error, people also find other ways to make the
same error. They find ways to refuse to acknowledge the reality of
God. For example, materialism, agnosticism, and atheism are
common ways of making this foundational error in thinking.
Secularism is another word for the same sort of godless thinking.
Another word is rationalism. There’s nothing rational about
rationalism. And we, as Christians, make this error whenever we fail
to acknowledge Christ in all our ways.
Reasoning without God is the foundational error in thinking because,
without God, we have no way to generate precise and correct
knowledge of truth about anything. We know unanointed human
reasoning has no power to think rationally since, without God, we
interpret observations using axiomatic-thinking fallacies. That means
we interpret observations by making up stuff and making believe the
made-up stuff was true. That’s the ungodly-thinking fallacy, and we
can’t get around the ungodly-thinking fallacy without revelation.
Ungodly thinking always depends on pretending and faking it, but
those of us who love truth and aren’t afraid of reality need the one
Way to know truth. Thankfully, this Way is available in the One Who
is Truth. He is the Way, and He’s the only Way. Everyone who loves
truth finds Jesus.
Even though ungodly thinkers base reason on bare claims and use
bare claims freely, they still demand absolute proof from anyone who
disagrees with them. They have no proof for their belief system, but
they say they won’t believe anything without proof. However,
disbelievers demand proof insincerely since they don’t want proof.
They have proof. God speaks to them. He speaks to them through His
creation. He shows them nothing creates itself. Everything goes the
other way. No energy creates itself. No matter creates itself. No life
creates itself. No information creates itself. And God intervenes
repeatedly in the course of nature and human events. They ignore
God’s hand and refuse to see it. God speaks to ungodly thinkers
through those who speak by the Spirit of God. God speaks to them
through intuition. They know. However, they ignore God. They know

better, but they refuse to acknowledge Christ. They suppress the truth
in their deceitful trickery. They play mind games with the Holy Spirit.
If they wanted proof, they would examine proof when God provides it.
Therefore, they’re guilty of axiomatic-thinking fallacies, specialpleading fallacies, and refusing to look at the evidence.
The proof for Jesus Christ is coming to know Jesus Christ, and we’ve
experienced Him. But if we direct dogmatic ungodly thinkers to
Christ, they refuse to look at Him. That means they refuse to look at
the evidence. Of course, they don’t want to come to Him. They don’t
want to know Him and His righteousness. Some of these ungodly
thinkers who refuse to know Christ are atheists or agnostics.
However, some are Christians who don’t know Jesus Christ but follow
a religion rather than following Christ. In either case, when ungodly
thinkers refuse to look at the evidence, they stop rational discussion.
We can’t convince a person who refuses to look at the evidence. For
instance, if a person were to refuse to look at evidence of the sun, we
couldn’t even prove the existence of the sun to this person.
Rocky Rockbuilder: Of course, the sun exists. Just look
at the sky.
Sandy Sandbuilder: No. I’m not going to look in the sky
at the nonexistent sun.
Rocky: You can feel the heat coming from the sun.
Sandy: I’m not going to base conclusions on feelings.
Now consider the person who refuses to look at evidence of God.
Rocky Rockbuilder: Of course, God exists. Just
sincerely seek Him, and you’ll find Him.
Sandy Sandbuilder: No. I’m not going to seek a
nonexistent god.
Rocky: If you ask Him to reveal Himself to you. He’ll
show you. If you listen, you’ll hear His voice.
Sandy: I’m not going to base conclusions on the voice of
an imaginary god.

If Sandy were to look at the sky, he would see the sun. In the same
way, if Sandy were to seek Christ, he would come to know Christ. If he
came to know Christ, Christ would plant His faith into Sandy. Then,
Sandy would become a brand new man. From that point, Sandy
would walk from glory to glory by the Spirit of the Lord, continually
walking in greater discernment between truth and made-up stuff. He
would begin building on this Rock.

Two Unmentionable Choices
Let’s go back to the ungodly thinking trilemma. Let’s look at the way
ungodly thinkers filter possibilities to eliminate divine revelation. We
see how this closed-mindedness comes from the way naturalism
removes the choice of divine revelation without processing the
thought. But revelation alone provides a true premise. We are
irrational if we reason from a premise we can’t prove. The human
mind can’t find truth. We can challenge any conclusion of the human
mind, so it requires further proof. The fallen human mind only finds
opinions. And since sound reasoning must have a true premise,
naturalism forces ungodly thinkers to be irrational. Ungodly thinkers
are irrational when they try to challenge God. They know better. God
already revealed Himself to them. God revealed what humans can
know about the Godhead to them. And He revealed many other facts
to them, so they’re without excuse.
As stated earlier, naturalism is a worldview or part of a worldview. It’s
an idea that doesn’t connect to reality. And yet, it seems real to
naturalists. Worldviews seem more real than reality. They blind us.
They limit us. Only the Holy Spirit can break us out of our
preconceptions by connecting us to the flowing wisdom and
knowledge of God. To naturalists, their shared worldview seems more
real than reality itself. They talk to each other and each one confirms
the bias of the other. They read and listen to only what confirms their
bias. They turn their worldviews, their fake realities, into concrete.
And the naturalistic worldview filters out anything spiritual. That
means naturalists see any mention of God as disconnected from
reality. God seems unreal to naturalists since their naturalistic
worldviews blind them as if they had thick veils over their faces. And
even though naturalists have no evidence for their worldviews, they
still convince themselves that God, spirits, and the spiritual realm

don’t exist or aren’t a consideration. As a result, they convince
themselves to consider only the natural realm.

Interpretation as a Way of Knowing
Can interpretation of data lead to new knowledge?
By experience, we know interpretation can lead to problems since we
can misinterpret. Most of us have had someone misinterpret what we
said or did. We can think of many examples. While we interpret
unconsciously and automatically, we sometimes interpret according
to a discipline. In either case, we automatically and subconsciously
add worldviews, presuppositions, hidden assumptions, and
preconceived notions into our interpretations. We may not realize
we’re adding them. We may realize we’re adding preconceived
concepts from our worldviews, but we may think of those concepts as
parts of reality. Our worldviews seem more real than reality. That
makes it impossible for our natural minds to keep made-up stuff out
of interpretation. We can’t get outside ourselves to be objective. Peer
review was supposed to overcome the problem, but it made it worse
and more deceptive. And yet, if we seek the mind of God, the Holy
Spirit can teach us the interpretation. Consider these four types of
interpretation.

Interpretation by Following the Evidence
Unfortunately, “evidence” is a word people use when they want to
“prove” untrue ideas or concepts. That’s why we need to know what
people mean when we hear them using the word “evidence.” And
though we’ve toured this problem previously, we’ll walk through it
again here from a different perspective. The word “evidence” has
different meanings depending on who is using the word. “Evidence”
can mean scientific observation of reality, made-up stuff, or even
unfounded opinion. And if people use the same word “evidence” with
different meanings that have nothing in common, they can use the
word “evidence” to lie, deceive, or cause confusion. They fool us this
way sometimes.
For example, a persuader says, “The evidence points to the big-bangbillions-of-years-no-Flood-molecules-to-humankind story.” However,
the persuader is really saying, “My interpretation, based on made-up

stuff, points to the story.” The interpretation begins by assuming the
story. This circular-reasoning fallacy begins by assuming what it’s
trying to prove. Oh, scientists make observations, but the
observations don’t prove the story. The made-up stuff “proves” the
story. That means the story proves the story.
Because “evidence” can have such varied meanings, whenever we
follow the evidence, we’re careful to make sure the evidence is certain.
And we make sure we’ve proved the evidence true and haven’t added
any hidden assumptions, stories, opinions, or other fallacies. We also
make sure the evidence leads to the conclusion.
God uses the word “evidence” when He speaks of faith, but when God
uses the word “evidence,” He means absolutely certain proof. Faith IS
the evidence of things not seen, just as the Bible says. It’s absolutely
certain proof because God’s evidence comes from God’s utterance.
God cannot lie and cannot be wrong. He is the absolute authority. His
utterance is evidence. His utterance is absolute.

Interpretation by Synthesizing
We think of synthetic diamonds as being fake, but that’s not the real
meaning of “synthesize.” Dictionary.com gives this definition:
to form (a material or abstract entity) by combining parts o
r elements
Merriam-Webster Dictionary gives the following definition:
: to make (something) by combining different things
: to combine (things) and make something new
: to make (something) from simpler substances through a
chemical process
So the real meaning of “synthesize” isn’t to make up stuff or fake
something. To synthesize is to combine parts or elements. As such, we
could say synthesizing data is “putting two and two together.” As an
example, consider these premises. Assume two people are in one
room. Assume two more people are in a second room. Now we can
put two and two together. Without making up any new information,
we can conclude four people are in the two rooms. We’ve synthesized

this conclusion without adding to the information in the premises.
We added no information beyond the premises into the conclusion.
Therefore, the conclusion follows from the premises. If we had added
information beyond the premises, our conclusion would be nonsequitur. It wouldn’t follow from the premises. If the premises had
been true, the conclusion would have been true.
Synthesis is important since we sometimes have more information
than we realize. At these times, we’ll be looking at something and
suddenly receive a revelation that we know more than we thought we
knew. We had the information all along. When we realized it, true
synthesis took place.
However, false synthesis makes up stuff or filters out reality. If we
could interpret observation and experience without adding any claims
or filtering out any parts of observation, it would be great, but sadly,
human minds don’t always work this way.
We’re back to the same problem of worldviews. We each blind
ourselves with our worldviews since worldviews automatically filter
our experiences and observations. Worldviews include theologies,
philosophies, and other impressions we picked up during life.
Worldviews generally contain some truth and some fiction. Not only
so, but we easily deceive ourselves using our worldviews since what
we have in our worldviews seems real to us. Therefore, when we add
concepts from our worldviews to reality, we don’t feel like we’re
making up stuff. In other words, we unconsciously add untrustworthy
information from the worldview to our observation and experience.
We think we’re synthesizing when we’re making up stuff and thinking
the made-up stuff is true. Therefore, we need to sincerely ask God for
guidance when synthesizing. We must be open to His correction.

Interpretation by Summarizing
If we summarize, we state the most important points. For example,
we might try to summarize the Bible, some scientific observations, or
our experiences. Or we might try to summarize this book.
We make many statements as summaries. Though we try to interpret
our observations and experiences by pure objective summarizing, we
find it difficult. We find it difficult because our worldviews get in the

way. We use our worldviews to decide what is important and what
isn’t important.
Anytime we summarize, we leave out information we consider minor
and only include information we consider most important. We can
easily distort reality into something that looks real but isn’t real. We
can make several mistakes with summaries, but we make these
mistakes by adding to reality or diminishing reality. As with all
interpretations, we can’t avoid our worldviews. As a result, we may
filter out some key issues, committing fallacies of omission.
Alternately, we may add things from our worldviews, committing
axiomatic-thinking fallacies. The information we’re summarizing may
also be filled with errors before we start summarizing. So again, we
ask God for guidance when summarizing data, and we let Him lead it.
The Holy Spirit can show us what we missed and tell us what’s
important or unimportant.

Interpretation by Analyzing
True analysis doesn’t add information or ignore information.
However, fake analysis adds fakery to reality. It happens easily. Of
course, we must start with pure data, and we must have true premises
since analyzing impure data and using false premises creates
illusions.
Dictionary.com definition of analysis:
: to separate (a material or abstract entity) into constituent
parts or elements; determine the elements or essential
features of
Merriam-Webster Dictionary gives this definition:
: a careful study of something to learn about its parts, what
they do, and how they are related to each other
: an explanation of the nature and meaning of something
Analysis starts with a summary or synthesis. It then looks at each
part.
If you torture the data long enough, it will confess to
anything. ~ Ronald Coase

First, our starting point is a summary or synthesis someone may have
twisted or distorted. So before we analyze the parts, we need to prove
three things. The parts must exist. The associations between parts
must exist. We also must make sure we’ve accounted for all the parts,
which is often an impossible feat.
Second, we can’t know we’ve identified all the elements unless God
reveals shows us we have all the elements. Even when God reveals we
have all the elements we need for our current analysis, God also
reveals we know in part. He reveals we don’t know as we ought to
know. God is infinite, and we are finite, so He will always have
something for us to go on to.
Third, we can’t get outside ourselves for purely objective analysis.
During analysis, if we add elements of our worldviews to what we’re
analyzing, we create an illusion. Our worldviews are fake “realities”
that seem real to us. When we add unreal elements from our fake
“realities” to the analysis, we don’t realize they’re mere figments from
our worldviews. Those elements seem real even though they aren’t
real. We often unconsciously filter some elements out if those
elements don’t match our worldviews. Worldviews predict. When
reality doesn’t match the worldview’s prediction, we automatically
filter the conflicting data so we can preserve our worldviews.
Since we face these three problems, we do well to question our
analysis. We treat our analysis as tentative and partial so we can
receive correction and further understanding. Jesus sent the Holy
Spirit to guide us and to correct us when we get it wrong. As we listen
to His voice, we’ll continually improve our understanding.

Conclusions about Interpretation
We’ve looked into several ways of interpretation and found rational
interpretation can’t add information, so it’s not a source of new
knowledge. However, it can give us a better understanding of the
knowledge we have. And yet, without the Holy Spirit guiding us, our
minds deceive us and automatically distort the interpretation.

Explanation as a Way of Knowing
Three kinds of explanations exist.

1. Explanations without going beyond what we observe:
Technical explanations of gearing or wiring diagrams
Explaining a certain word in the Bible has a certain
meaning in the original Greek language
This explanation describes the observation. Every observer sees the
same thing. However, the explanation can also introduce errors. No
one is objective. We’re subject to groupthink and peer pressure. Our
biases limit our ability to understand.
2. Explanations that show how to do something:
Assembly instructions for a model airplane
Safety warnings on a tool
This explanation comes from trying to do something and finding a
way that appears to work. Think of a “how-to” video on the Internet.
However, the explanation may not show us the best way, and it might
not show us an effective way. This explanation can be wrong.
3. Explanations that go beyond anything anyone can
observe:
Explanations about how the Grand Canyon formed
Explanations about why scientists observe various degrees
of redshifts in different galaxies
In this explanation, no one observed the explanation. This
explanation can have one of two sources or a mix of the two sources.
Sometimes, someone guesses and makes up stories and calls that an
explanation. Sometimes, God reveals an explanation.
We challenge you; tell us why the universe is accelerating.
Tell us why these mothers were getting sick. And we found
an explanation for it. ~ Bill Nye
This explanation wasn’t “found.” Instead, Ignaz Semmelweis noted a
difference in how mothers were getting sick. This observation violated
the scientific consensus, so doctors rejected it. Joseph Lister finally
overcame the scientific groupthink, but many women died
unnecessarily because of that groupthink. God revealed a difference
to Semmelweis by directing his awareness to a clinic staffed by

doctors and nurses and one staffed by midwives who washed between
patients. Five times as many women died for the doctors as for the
midwives. In other words, God revealed this truth through the
observation of results.
However, thousands of years earlier in the Law of Moses, God
commanded hand-washing as a precaution against disease. All
knowledge is hidden in Christ. We know this truth by revelation, so
we know Semmelweis didn’t self-generate this explanation. Christ
revealed it. And Semmelweis wasn’t a Christian, so this is one more
example of God revealing reality to non-Christians.
We know God can reveal reality through observation. Through the
first chapter of Romans, God tells us He reveals reality this way. He
even reveals spiritual reality through observation of the physical
world. And He reveals reality to those who believe Him and those who
refuse to believe Him. He reveals reality to those who won’t thank
Him or glorify Him.
We must choose. We base our explanations on either divine
revelation or made-up stuff. It’s one or the other. If we try to mix
them, we end up with made-up stuff. Made-up stuff leads only to
opinions. God reveals reality even to disbelievers who refuse to thank
Him, but human explanations aren’t the way to knowledge.
Bodie Hodge gives this example:
Now I want the readers to understand that just because
someone has an explanation for something, that doesn’t
make it true. The Greeks had all sorts of explanations for
things, like the moon and the sun being pulled by
chariots…that doesn’t make it true. ~ Ken Ham and Bodie
Hodge, Inside the Nye-Ham Debate
Ungodly thinkers explain observations by telling stories and
assuming. They word their explanations in convincing terms. We see
this with the big bang, billions of years, and molecules-to-humanity
evolutionism stories. Ungodly thinkers tell these creative stories to
explain the universe without God.
Ungodly thinkers reason from assumptions since they have no choice
because of the ungodly thinking problem. On the other hand,

Christians do have a choice. Even so, Christians sometimes fall prey
to the appeal-to-common-practice fallacy, and they follow the crowd.
The culture uses fallacies, and Christians often follow the culture
rather than following Christ. The flow of our society sometimes
sweeps us along, squeezing us into the world’s mold. We sometimes
follow the world’s lead by basing thinking on made-up stuff. If we
base our reasoning on made-up stuff, we destroy sound reasoning
since a single assumption either adds something to what God has
revealed or subtracts something from what God has revealed.
(Deuteronomy 4:2) And this made-up stuff causes errors and
disagreements.

Assuming as a Way of Knowing
We’re talking about assuming, imagining, presuming, presupposing,
or supposing. These are labels for made-up stuff. We could include
storytelling, axioms, and “obvious,” but unprovable, facts. If facts are
obvious, we can prove them. Therefore, “obvious,” but unprovable,
facts are bare claims. We can call them unsupported assertions or
axiomatic thinking fallacies.
We’re seeking truth. Many thinkers say assumptions get them to
truth. Of course, they base their reasoning for this claim on
assumptions. That means it’s circular. They assume their assumptions
get them to truth.
And yet, we can think rationally. Jesus Christ is the Truth. We can
base our reasoning on divine revelation. God tells us Jesus Christ is
the Truth, and what He reveals is the truth.
Though thinkers make many claims, they only offer two kinds of
proof for their claims. They can’t claim anything about ancient
history, truth, goodness, or evil without either assumption or divine
revelation. Ungodly thinkers choose assumptions over divine
revelation. Secular science also depends on assumptions since it
refuses to acknowledge God’s revelation. Notably, secularists even
rely on assumptions for basics like the following:
The laws of nature
The regularity of nature

The validity of logic and reason
The validity of math
The validity of observation
The actual existence of reality
And when they don’t assume these truths, they drift into skepticism
where science becomes impossible. Besides making science
impossible, in this state of skepticism, it makes no sense to try to
reason. And yet, disbelievers constantly try to reason from vapor.
They argue about everything. They know they’re just making up stuff,
but they think their made-up stuff is true because they pulled it from
their worldviews. And those worldviews are deceptive because they
seem real.
Since God reveals the validity of natural laws, logic, and math, God
shows us we can observe Christians know all these basic truths by
revelation. He reveals the actual existence of reality. Though He
reveals these things to every person, ungodly thinkers refuse to
acknowledge the source of the revelation. Instead, they attribute the
revealed knowledge to human intelligence rather than attributing it to
God.
Thinking of assumptions, you may have heard the saying “Never
assume anything.” That seems like good advice, but to clarify the
reason that it’s good advice, here’s the definition of “assumption”
from Google:
a thing accepted as true or as certain to happen, without
proof.
synonyms: supposition, presumption, belief, expectation,
conjecture, speculation, surmise, guess, premise,
hypothesis
Here’s the way
“assumption:”

the

Merriam-Webster

Dictionary

defines

a fact or statement (as a proposition, axiom, postulate, or
notion) taken for granted

Since assumptions consist of made-up stuff, we believe made-up stuff
without proof whenever we assume. It’s like living in a world of makebelieve. We think of our made-up assumptions as if they were facts.
They aren’t facts in any sense since we can neither observe them nor
prove them.

Assumptions Based on Experience
Then, by the way, the fundamental thing that we disagree
on, Mr. Ham, is this nature of what you can prove to
yourself. This is to say, when people make assumptions
based on radiometric dating, when they make assumptions
about
the
expanding
universe,
when
they
make assumptions about the rate at which genes change in
populations of bacteria in laboratory growth media, they’re
making assumptions based on previous experience.
They’re not coming out of whole cloth. ~ Bill Nye
Bill and Ken disagreed on one fundamental. They disagreed on the
basis of thought. Should we base our thinking on assumptions or
divine revelation?
Bill was defending his use of assumptions. He doesn’t know where
assumptions come from. He doesn’t know what assumptions are. He
says we get assumptions from previous experience, but his claim isn’t
true as we’ve already shown. We get our assumptions out of our
worldviews. And we create our worldviews from interpretations of
previous experiences. We created those interpretations by filtering
our experiences through whatever assumptions we pulled from our
worldviews during those experiences. Outside influences and
assumptions filter experience to create an interpretation. We put our
interpretations of our experiences into our worldviews rather than
our experiences. Our assumptions come out of our worldviews. This is
circular reasoning.

Outside influences, like peer pressure, TV brainwashing, distractions,
or evil spirits cloud our experiences. However, our fake realities in
our worldviews limit outside influence. Outside influences and
assumptions twist our interpretations. Our worldviews filter and
adjust our interpretations. After all that, we put our interpretations
into our worldviews. We may even change our worldviews slightly.
We repeat this process every moment in every situation. That’s why
assumptions are unreliable.
During the Nye-Ham debate, Bill said, “they’re making assumptions
based on previous experience.” This statement gives a false
impression. Bill implies ungodly thinkers pull assumptions from
reality. However, they DON’T pull their assumptions from reality.
They pull their assumptions from unreality, not from reality.
Unfortunately, many ungodly thinkers find ways to defend their
thinking as they base reasoning on assumptions. Ungodly thinkers
use assumptions to defend using assumptions as their basis for
reasoning. That’s a circular reasoning fallacy. They don’t have much
choice unless they give up ungodliness. And since these thinkers
convince themselves that whatever they make up becomes magically
true, how do we have rational discussions with them? Since they think
their assumptions are superior to divine revelation, they take a
dogmatic stand on whatever they make up. They blur the distinct line
between divine revelation and making up stuff. That is, they lose the
distinction between truth and lies. God revealed the difference to
them, but they hated the Light and walked into a darkness where they
no longer can see. And they “know” those who follow Christ are wrong
because we don’t agree with their assumption-based thinking. Then, if
we point out that they’re making up stuff, they get louder and more
abusive. From there, they begin to use more sophisticated
smokescreen fallacies to pretend they’re not just making up stuff and
calling the made-up stuff true.
Since both Bill Nye and Ken Ham started with the same observations,
we know the debate wasn’t about the observations. What was it
about? They debated the best starting point for interpreting the
observations. Bill Nye starts his thinking by assuming. Starting with
those assumptions, Bill makes up a story about God and the history of
the world. Ken Ham starts his thinking with the Bible through which

God reveals Himself and the history of the world to Ken. It’s likely Bill
received the stories of other people who started their thinking by
assuming. He claimed those stories as his own without knowing those
people assumed the stories. It’s likely God revealed some of what Ken
understands about the Bible by speaking through other people of
God.
And most of all, as I said to you, the Bible says that if you
come to God believing that He is, He’ll reveal Himself to
you. You’ll know. If you search out the truth, you really
want God to show you as you search out the silver and
gold, He will show you. He will reveal Himself to you. ~
Ken Ham
Jesus Christ has revealed Himself to Ken Ham. Ken speaks from
experience. He says, “If you come to God believing.” And yet, God
only requires an open mind to Him. Everyone already knows He
exists since He reveals Himself to every person. He just asks us to
stop resisting Him. If we listen to His voice and acknowledge Him in
respect and submission with a will to do His will, He’ll supply the
faith. He’ll supply the belief. Faith comes by hearing His rhema,
which is His utterance. We do need to yield to Him. Even though He
foreknew who would yield themselves to Him, He won’t force Himself
on us against our wills.
The Central Question: What’s the rational basis for
thought?
While thought always has a foundation, we can’t trust every
foundation. On the one hand, Bill Nye claims assumptions are a good
foundation, while on the other hand, Ken Ham insists that divine
revelation is a good foundation. The two positions in their simplest
form are:
Made-up stuff is the best basis for thought.
versus
Divine revelation is the best basis for thought.
Consider the following interchange:

Sandy Sandbuilder: It’s reasonable to assume that if the
scientific method develops propositions and theories, then
these propositions and theories are the truth about the
universe created by God.
Rocky Rockbuilder: It’s never reasonable to assume.
Assuming is making up stuff and thinking the made-up
stuff is true. A proposition is a claim. We can use the
scientific method to develop a claim. We can’t use it to
prove a claim. However, if we’re making a product, say a
paper airplane, we can test the paper airplane and see if it
flies. We can’t test a story about the distant past to see
whether it happened unless we have a time machine.
As another twist, Bill Nye doesn’t see a difference between
observation and assumption since, in his mind, both observation and
assumption have become part of a package deal. And this packagedeal fallacy is why he implied there’s no difference between scientific
observation and historical storytelling.
For instance, Bill said, “make assumptions based on radiometric
dating.” The term “radiometric dating” implies there’s an accurate
way to measure dates. However, we can’t observe or measure the age
of the earth directly but only through assumptions (axiomaticthinking fallacies) and circular reasoning. Therefore, all secular
dating methods interpret observations based on assumptions and
circular reasoning. Scientists and “educators” often confuse
assumptions with reality and insist it’s OK to base thinking on madeup stuff. That makes matters worse.
Of course, they’ll find a way to put a smokescreen over this made-up
stuff using deceptive language. It’s rare for a scientist to admit the
calculated dates are no more valid than the made-up stuff used to
calculate those dates, even though they should admit it. But by
refusing to admit this lack of validity, scientists confuse assumptions
with reality. That’s why they speak of billions of years dogmatically
and rarely admit they base their claims on made-up stuff. They think
they’re objective and honest.
Assumption-based thinking is a house of cards since we pull our
assumptions from our worldviews, and we create our worldviews

from previous assumptions we pulled from our worldviews of the
past. And yet ungodly schools teach students to be dogmatic about
assumption-based thinking. The students then know they’re right
because they’ve learned to be dogmatic. They’ve learned to avoid
thinking rationally. They’ve learned “it’s sane to reason using
premises that are mere assumptions.” They’ve learned to debate using
irrational thinking and debate tricks (fallacies). They’ve learned
irrational thinking is “logical thinking” and “critical thinking,” when
it’s insanity.
Assumption-based thinking is amazingly versatile since, once an
ungodly thinker accepts reasoning based on made-up stuff, this
ungodly thinker can prove anything the ungodly thinker wants to
believe. If an ungodly thinker accepts made-up stuff as proof, then the
ungodly thinker can use made-up stuff as proof to “prove” we should
accept made-up stuff as proof. Yes. That logic is insane because it’s
circular. And made-up stuff can also “prove” divine revelation can’t be
proof. Assumption-based thinking is the make-believe world of an
insane person. Anything goes! And ungodly thinkers find this insane
logic handy when they want to question the truth they hate but also
want to avoid questioning the lies they love.
For example, scientists observe and test. Then they make
assumptions. Based on the assumptions, they calculate an age for the
earth. These calculations don’t lead to tentative answers. They lead to
arbitrary but precise answers. Arbitrary thinking is irrational.
Since they use the same assumptions, equipment, and methods they
get precise answers. Since they ignore answers they didn’t expect they
only report consistent answers. Since they always use assumptions,
they get arbitrary answers. Their answers are consistently and
precisely arbitrary.
assumptions about the expanding universe
We can’t test assumptions about a supposed “expanding universe,”
and contrary to what some people say, no one has observed an
“expanding universe.” We do know God has expanded the universe in
the past, and we know that by divine revelation. But how does Bill
think he knows it’s expanding now? Admittedly, we can observe parts
of the universe and assume nonsense. We can start from those

observations and move smoothly to assumptions. From these
assumptions, we can imagine an “expanding universe.” (Jake Hebert,
Ph.D., Big Bang Blowup at Scientific American) Therefore, scientists interpret
observations as a story about an “expanding universe,” and those who
interpret it this way base this interpretation on assumptions. But
Bill’s phrase presupposes a currently “expanding universe” using
assumptive language. It’s worse than that. Bill oversimplified the
problem. Scientists add more assumptions to the extrapolation of
previous assumptions. They then use these assumptions to become
dogmatic about their shaky conclusions. They finish with irrational
conclusions based on layers of assumptions.
For instance, scientists base all radiometric dating on assumptions.
Scientists must assume the conditions at time zero. The scientists who
believe in billions of years assume zero contamination over time. They
also assume a constant decay rate. They’re extrapolating back in time,
but the further they extrapolate beyond what they observe, the more
unreliable their calculations become. These scientists may think
they’re using sound inductive logic, but they have left reality and spun
away into the land of make-believe. They can’t prove any of their
extrapolations with observation or experience. If they’re wrong on
even one of their assumptions, they deceive themselves and anyone
who believes them.
assumptions about the rate at which genes change in
populations of bacteria in laboratory growth media
Why would we need to assume this rate? We can test and observe the
rate at which genes change in populations of bacteria, but we can’t
test assumptions. When Bill makes a statement like this one, we can
see that he’s confused about the nature of assumptions. Specifically,
he lost the contrast between assumption and observation. Could it be
that he no longer knows the difference? Or is he doing whatever it
takes to “win” an argument even if it takes crafty flimflam? We’re not
picking on Bill since we’re probably all guilty of flimflam sometimes
because the fallen fleshly nature likes to “win” and hates to “lose.”
Again, we can’t look into Bill’s mind to see why he made these claims,
but we can see that he wasn’t speaking rationally.

But the question is whether we can use assumptions as a way of
knowing. And we can’t. We try to avoid assuming because assuming is
making up stuff and pretending what we made up is real. A chain of
thought or a line of reasoning is only as strong as the weakest link.
And assumptions are the weakest link we can get. But, we sometimes
base our thinking on assumptions even though we try to avoid
assuming. Because of the deceptive nature of worldviews from which
assumptions come, we often don’t realize we’re assuming.
Bill Nye admits he bases his thoughts on assumptions and still
justifies this irrationality by saying he bases assumptions on
experience. However, assumptions don’t come from experience
directly as we’ve proved. While our experiences may be part of our
thinking, we interpret our experiences by filtering them through our
existing worldviews. Worldviews act like a thick veil to keep us from
seeing reality directly. Only God can pull this veil away, and He does
that whenever we yield to the Holy Spirit’s leading. Then, we
automatically add the filtered impressions of experiences back into
our worldviews as confirmation bias. As a result, our worldviews feel
real. And confirmation bias reinforces the real-feel of the worldview.
So when our assumptions and made-up stories come out of our
worldviews, they seem more real than reality. We think our
assumptions are real because our worldviews seem more real than
reality. It’s deception. That’s why assumptions can seem obviously
true. But all assumptions are illusions, and no assumptions are
obviously true.

More Complex than Assumption Based On
Experience
Based on what we’ve just seen, we realize what’s happening here is
more complex than just assumptions based on previous experiences.
Bill Nye thinks his assumptions aren’t arbitrary, but all assumptions
are arbitrary. He bases these assumptions on his arbitrary worldview.
Why are worldviews arbitrary? All worldviews go beyond experience,
observation, and divine revelation. Powerful social forces press for
conformity in assumptions. This coercion from peer pressure makes
Bill’s assumptions even more deceptive. Those pressing for
conformity shun, exclude, or punish those who don’t conform. Those
in control find ways to hurt anyone who doesn’t conform. Those who

don’t conform lose money and opportunity. Then the fallacy of
groupthink enters. It gives the illusion the assumptions have
substance.
Even though we can’t base assumptions on previous experiences
directly, we assume carefully. Our assumptions don’t conflict with
something real in a way that’s obvious. Not usually. Our assumptions
conform to what anyone can easily check. Here’s the problem.
Assumptions also conform to worldviews. And worldviews seem real.
Hardened worldviews even seem more real than what we can easily
observe. These are Satan’s strongholds in our minds.
Therefore, we must concede that people don’t always assume in a
vacuum or in a way we can easily prove false. However, just because
we make assumptions that don’t conflict with observations, Scripture,
or experiences in an obvious way, that doesn’t mean the assumptions
have somehow become true.
When we associate assumptions with facts, they more easily deceive
us. When we try to guess beyond facts, we think assumptions come
out of the facts. However, they don’t come out of the facts. Instead,
they float over the facts.
In Real Faith & Reason Volume One in Trip 3, The Problem of
Worldviews, we thoroughly covered the real source of assumptions
and showed they come out of worldviews. And we’ve seen how we
formed these worldviews by believing our interpretations of previous
experiences and observations. The experiences and observations
themselves didn’t form our worldviews. Our interpretations of our
experiences and observations formed the worldviews. And since our
worldviews filtered and altered our interpretations, we created our
worldviews by circular-reasoning fallacies and confirmation bias.
The more an assumption agrees with our inner biases, the more
dogmatically we believe the assumption. Therefore, we still believe
some assumptions even though they’re in disagreement with our
observations or experiences. We cling to them despite the obvious
conflict.
Though people with similar worldviews attract each other, every
thinker has his or her own unique worldview. We subconsciously
manufactured worldviews as concepts of all reality. We then

subconsciously filtered our experiences and observations to match
our worldviews. In other words, we each used our own unique
worldview concept as a filter to sift out any parts of reality that didn’t
fit into our particular worldviews.
We’ve learned that differing worldviews are a major cause of
disagreements between people. That’s because worldviews are fakerealities. Fake-realities seem more real than real reality, and the parts
of reality that don’t fit our worldviews seem insane and unreal. For
instance, worldviews account for different interpretations of the same
Scripture by sincere Christians. In the same way, worldviews account
for different interpretations of scientific observations by sincere
scientists. And confirmation bias mixed with peer pressure makes
group-held worldviews more powerful than individual worldviews.
It’s easy to see why group-held worldviews control various groups of
politicians, theologians, and scientists who use peer pressure to
assure compliance and censorship.
And the children go to summer camp,
And then to the university,
And they all get put in boxes,
And they all come out the same. ~ Pete Seeger
Manipulators know how to manipulate. They’re good at it. That’s why
advertisers pay millions for a thirty-second advertisement on national
TV. Watch this hidden-camera YouTube video. It shows how easily
people conform.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MEhSk71gUCQ
We can, however, choose our leader. We can choose who we’ll follow.
We can follow Christ on the one hand. On the other hand, we can
follow fallen human minds or demonic entities.
Conformity is the jailer of freedom and the enemy of
growth ~ John F. Kennedy

Assumed Premises versus True Premises
Let’s get back to the basics of logic. Rational thought must have true
premises. We must prove the premises. We need a reason to believe

the premises. The reason must be rational. It must be absolute. We
need to know the premises are absolute and true.
To illustrate, suppose I insist I know the Bible is God’s word based on
sound reasoning. Then I say my premise (proof) is I assume it, and I
take my assumption as an axiom. I presuppose my axiom.
My assumed axiom: “I assume the Bible is God’s word.”
So the ungodly thinker insists the Bible isn’t God’s word and also says
she bases her claim on sound reasoning. And the ungodly thinker
takes the following assumption as an axiom.
The ungodly thinker’s assumed axiom: “I assume the
Bible isn’t God’s word.”
Why is my assumption better than the ungodly thinker’s assumption
if I can’t even prove it to myself? Since assumptions are made up, they
aren’t part of reality. How can made-up stuff prove something else is
real?
I insist on the following:
It makes sense to interpret scientific observations based on
the Bible.
It makes sense to interpret historical artifacts based on the
Bible.
My interpretation of scientific observations proves the
Bible’s authority.
My interpretation of historical artifacts proves the Bible’s
authority.
I can trace my premises back to my original assumption of the Bible’s
authenticity.
The ungodly thinker insists on the following:
It makes sense to interpret scientific observations based on
the writings of ungodly people.
It makes sense to interpret historical artifacts based on the
writings of ungodly people.

Her interpretation of scientific observations disproves the
Bible’s authority.
Her interpretation of historical artifacts disproves the
Bible’s authority.
The ungodly thinker can trace her premises back to her original
assumption of the Bible’s unreliability.
The premise is the proof. And yet, we must prove the premise to
ourselves. How do we prove a premise? We certainly can’t use
another unproven premise. What good would another unproven
premise do? And we can’t just declare made-up stuff to be an axiom
since applying the label “axiom” has no power to make the made-up
stuff true. But if we can’t prove a premise is true, the premise is
unknown. And we can’t use the unknown to prove anything. Without
true premises, we can’t know anything at all. However, we’ve already
identified a way we can know reality with certainty. This way is divine
revelation through Jesus Christ. He is the truth, and all knowledge
and wisdom are hidden in Him. We can listen to the voice of the
Absolute God.
The ungodly thinker can claim you aren’t experiencing what you’re
experiencing. The ungodly thinker can refuse to look at the evidence.
(The evidence is that anyone who sincerely continues to seek Christ
will find Christ. When they find Christ, they will know.) If you say you
assume, you have just claimed the ungodly thinker’s made-up stuff is
competing with your made-up stuff. You had a solid reason to believe,
but you gave it up. By assuming the Bible is God’s word, you secretly
accept the atheist presupposition that God doesn’t reveal anything to
anyone.

The Depth of Misunderstanding
Consider the following quote from Critical Thinking, Second Edition:
Assumption: An assumption is something we take for
granted or presuppose. Usually it is something we
previously learned and do not question. It is part of our
system of beliefs. We assume our beliefs to be true and use
them to interpret the world about us. . . . If our belief is a
sound one, our assumption is sound. If our belief is not

sound, our assumption is not sound. Beliefs, and hence
assumptions, can be unjustified or justified, depending
upon whether we do or do not have good reasons for them.
[emphasis added]
This statement from “Critical Thinking, Second Edition” says an
assumption is something we “take for granted or presuppose.” We
accept the assumption without proof. Then it says assumptions can be
“justified or unjustified” depending on whether we have “good
reasons for them.” But what would be a good reason for believing
something that we have no sane reason to believe?
We can only use an assumption as part of sound reasoning if we prove
the assumption is true. However, if we prove the assumption is true,
it’s not an assumption. Rather, it’s a proven fact. And yet we believe
an assumption without a reason to believe it. So the critical thinking
book is telling us there’s sometimes a good reason to believe some
claim when there’s no good reason to believe the claim.
We can see the depth of the problem. Since so many authoritative
sources use irrational thinking, we think it’s sane to think irrationally.
We become calloused, and we don’t even notice the insanity. Schools
teach irrational thinking as “sound reasoning” and “critical thinking,”
so students lose the ability to tell the difference between sanity and
insanity. Since ungodly thinking can’t possibly have true premises,
secular schools accept irrational thinking patterns as not only normal
but the only option.
Here’s the idea. Made-up stuff is a sound basis for thought. It doesn’t
matter what we call the made-up stuff. We can make ourselves feel
more comfortable by using deceptive words for the made-up stuff. We
can call made-up stuff “axioms,” “presumptions,” “assumptions,”
“basic principles,” “obvious facts,” “givens,” or “common sense.” The
idea is made-up stuff is a sound basis for thought. Once we accept
that idea, we can make ourselves believe anything. And we can
observe the insanity of made-up stuff running out of control in society
right now.
What happens if we reject divine revelation and the very real Jesus
Christ? If we reject divine revelation from Christ, accepting the idea of
made-up stuff becomes the only option. Accepting the idea of a

theoretical or theological Christ doesn’t help. Only knowing Christ
brings us into sanity.
We can point to strong circumstantial evidence for the validity of the
Bible and existence of God. We can use inductive reasoning to
strongly suggest the Bible is most likely valid and God most likely
exists. We aren’t basing any of this reasoning on true premises.
We can never know the truth using inductive reasoning. We can
sometimes use inductive reasoning to calculate a probability of
something being true. However, worldviews automatically influence
calculations. We automatically add assumptions to calculations
without realizing we’re doing it. The deception is so complete that
only the Holy Spirit can show us our errors.
On the other hand, we have absolute proof. We know Jesus Christ
personally. That’s proof. He leads us and guides us. He lives within
us. By His utterance within us, we know the Bible is valid. He speaks
to us through the Bible. And He speaks to us through every means of
divine revelation mentioned in the Bible. We know it absolutely. Faith
is absolute. And faith comes by hearing and hearing comes by the
word (rhema or utterance) of God. We can’t prove our inner
experience to anyone else. However, every person who seeks Christ
finds Christ. And Christ is the Light Who lights every person who
comes into the world. Anyone can seek Him. No one has to ignore
Him when He speaks. Many willingly ignore Him. Many refuse to
listen. Those who refuse to listen to Christ have no excuse.
One well-known Christian apologist made the following statement:
An axiom is a presupposition, assumed true, from which
theorems are deduced. It makes sense to use the
propositions of Scripture as axioms.
This statement seems to make sense at first. When we hear phrases
like these, it takes time to untangle the statements so we can
understand them. So let’s break down these two sentences into
normal English. Then we’ll unscramble this confusing claim into a
simple statement down the page. But first, let’s understand these
phrases:
“It makes sense”

If something makes sense, it’s rational or reasonable.
To be rational is to be sane.
We need true premises and valid form to think
rationally.
“An axiom is a presupposition, assumed true.”
Axioms are unknown claims (Someone made them
up.) we call “true” without proving they’re true.
“from which theorems are deduced”
If we deduce, we use deductive reasoning.
We can’t base sound deductive reasoning on made-up
stuff. We must know the premise is true.
A theorem is a statement we proved by sound
deductive reasoning. Sound deductive reasoning has
true premises and valid deductive form.
And yet he says we can base sound deductive
reasoning on made-up stuff.
We can already see the internal conflicts even though the language is
deceptive and clever. Why would we use this deceptive way of
thinking about Scripture? Don’t we know Jesus Christ? Doesn’t the
Holy Spirit confirm to us that Scripture is God’s word without error?
Doesn’t the Holy Spirit speak to us through Scripture?
And yet, it’s not that this man is trying to deceive us. That’s not his
intent at all. Rather, the brute-beast mind in each of us deceives us
sometimes, so we have to sort through the nonsense. We need to sort
through our own nonsense and the nonsense of others. God wants the
nonsense out so the truth remains.
We can break this statement into four steps. This well-known
Christian apologist says we can use axioms as premises for deductive
reasoning to prove a theorem. Axioms consist of made-up stuff. So he
said we can make up stuff to prove a theorem. A theorem is a proven
statement. He said making up stuff proves statements. We just make

up stuff, and it’s true.
That’s the irrational philosophy of
“Rationalism” from the godless era called “The Age of Reason.”

Four Steps
1. Axioms are the proof or premise. But axioms consist of
made-up stuff.
2. The premise must be true because deductive reasoning
without a true premise is unsound, meaning it’s irrational.
3. But, in this case, made-up stuff is the proof (premise) for
deductive reasoning. Made-up stuff isn’t the same as true
stuff.
4. A theorem is a proven statement, but making up stuff
proves nothing. That means we didn’t prove the theorem, so
what we’re calling “a theorem” isn’t a theorem. Therefore, it
can’t make sense or be reasonable.
Let’s look at this claim from another angle to understand the problem
fully by restating the two statements in plain English:
We assume made-up stuff is true, and then we prove
conclusions with the made-up stuff.
It makes sense to use the claims of Scripture as made-up
stuff.
They’re in reverse order, but we can see what our brother was saying
if we flip the statements around.
The unscrambled statement:

It’s sane to use the claims of Scripture as made-up stuff
that we assume to be true, and we can then base
conclusions on this made-up stuff.
It sounded good the way our friend first stated it. It sounded
intellectual, intimidating, and rational even if we couldn’t quite
understand it. However, when we stated it plainly, we can see it
makes no sense at all. Atheists or unbelievers would rightly point out
that our statement is irrational. Nor does it pass the sanity test.
Sanity Test:
1. Is it sane to use the claims of Scripture as made-up stuff?
2. Is it sane to insist made-up stuff is true?
3. Is it sane to base conclusions on the made-up stuff?
However, the propositions of Scripture are true. God reveals this
reality, so we don’t have to assume it. Rather than assuming, we can
know. We can know because we have the Teacher, the Holy Spirit,
Who teaches us this fact. Therefore, we don’t have to pretend the
propositions of Scripture are true. And we know it’s not sane to claim
the propositions of Scripture are made-up stuff. Assuming isn’t a sane
way to use Scripture. It’s not an effective way to defend Scripture in
apologetics.
And this same brother asked this. “How could anyone avoid using
presuppositions?” How can we avoid basing every thought on madeup stuff? The answer is simple. Divine revelation frees us from the
bondage of basing every thought on made-up stuff. Of course, that
means we need to know Jesus Christ in a real way. Theory or theology
won’t get us there. Jesus is real and knowable. His Spirit desires to
teach us, lead us, correct us, and transfigure us. He’s not far off. He
lives within if we have committed ourselves to Him.
We all have wrong ideas we learned and sincerely believe. Not one of
us can say, “God can’t teach me anything.” As we live our lives, wrong
ideas plant themselves in our worldviews. Once we allow an idea to
plant itself in our worldviews, that idea seems real to us. It seems like
part of reality. The wrong ideas we accepted and nurtured in our
minds became strongholds of error. We have many inner strongholds
that hold us down.

Others could correct us, but our worldviews act as filters. When we
hear something outside our worldviews, it seems insane to us. When
we say something that’s not in someone else’s worldview, what we say
sounds insane to them. This worldview-filter deceives every person to
some extent.
Intelligence can’t solve the problem. And education gives us
unwarranted confidence in our worldview-filters. Intelligence and
education can make the problem worse since they can puff us up in
pride. Pride can make us stop seeking God for correction and further
revelation. Only our spiritual weapons of warfare can tear down our
inner delusions. Our inner delusions are the strongholds we have in
our minds.
Just to clarify, in case there’s confusion about the word
“presupposition,” here’s the Google definition:
a thing tacitly assumed beforehand at the beginning of a
line of argument or course of action.
synonyms: presumption, assumption, preconception,
supposition, hypothesis, surmise, thesis, theory, premise,
belief, postulation
“Tacitly” means implied, unvoiced, or unspoken. Therefore, if we
assume it tacitly beforehand, we hide the assumption and don’t
openly talk about it. We treat it as if it were true when we haven’t seen
conclusive proof. That makes it extremely deceptive. Those who want
to manipulate us introduce these presuppositions using assumptive
language.
Assumptive
language
hypnotically
makes
the
presuppositions seem real.
Here’s the definition of “presuppose” from the Merriam-Webster
Dictionary:
1 : to suppose beforehand
2 : to require as an antecedent in logic or fact
Requiring an antecedent? What is that? It’s not hard, but this is
language most of us never use. Here’s what “requiring as an
antecedent” means:

If the first claim is true, then the second claim is true. And
we’re going to assume the first claim is true before we start
reasoning.
If that’s too theoretical, don’t worry. In a moment, we’ll look at an
example of flying pigs to make it easy to understand.
If X, then Y.
The antecedent is the first claim. Requiring the antecedent is
requiring the first claim. It’s saying the first claim is true without
proof. We’ll need to break this definition down. The statement above
is what’s known as a hypothetical proposition. “If X, then Y.”
Hypothetical propositions claim one thing is true if another thing is
true. And hypothetical propositions usually begin with the word “if.”
X is the antecedent. X is the first claim.
Y is true if X is true.
If pigs have wings, then pigs can fly.
The definition says, “to require as an antecedent in logic or fact.” That
means they’re going to assume the if-part is true without proof, and it
goes like the following:
If pigs have wings (and we suppose beforehand they do),
then pigs can fly.
This statement plainly admits we suppose beforehand. However,
presuppositions don’t work to deceive us if we state them plainly. The
power of presuppositions is in making presuppositions seem real.
Remember the word “tacitly” from the Google definition? “Tacitly”
means we’re going to pretend the presupposition is true and not just
made-up stuff. So, persuaders don’t usually state presuppositions
plainly. Instead, when they presuppose, they state the presupposition
something like the following:
Since we obviously already know pigs have wings, pigs can
fly.
So this statement is what requiring the antecedent looks like, and in
this statement, we find four nested presuppositions.

The first presupposition: I don’t want you to question
whether pigs have wings, so I presuppose pigs have wings by
using the word “since” instead of the word “if.”
The second presupposition: I don’t want you to question
the word “since,” so I ask you to evaluate whether you and I
know pigs have wings, and so I say, “We know.”
The third presupposition: I don’t want you to evaluate
whether we know pigs have wings, so I presuppose we know,
and I presuppose this by using the word “already” for my third
presupposition.
The fourth presupposition: While you’re trying to sort out
whether we already know, I’ve presupposed that we already
know. And I presuppose “we already know” using the word
“obviously.” But if you’re quick, you might ask me, “To whom is
it obvious?” However, I’m hoping you can’t wade through all
four presuppositions to challenge the claim I want to insert into
your worldview. I want you to think pigs have wings. (I don’t
really, but I’m just giving you an illustration.)
Once we deceive ourselves into thinking we can base logic on madeup stuff, anything goes. We have no limits. Suppose I say, “It makes
sense to use the propositions of Scripture as axioms.” Can I tell
someone else it doesn’t make sense for them to make a bare assertion
like the following?
The Bible doesn’t have authority unless the succession of
Popes interprets it. It makes sense to use the propositions
of the patriarchy as axioms.
Or how about this one?
It makes sense to reject the propositions of Scripture as
axioms.
Not surprisingly, it’s common for irrational people to use
presuppositions for persuasion. They can often deceive us this way.
Consider the following from a discussion group:
I don’t know why young-earth creationists refuse to see
the obvious evidence that God created the world using

billions of years and evolution.
This persuader nested six presuppositions in one sentence. The
persuader used the words “know,” “why,” “refuse,” “see,” and
“obvious.” What’s the claim the persuader is presupposing? The
persuader is presupposing God created the world using billions of
years and evolution. The so-called evidence is phantom evidence, and
the persuader used the word “evidence” to presuppose billions of
years and molecules-to-humanity evolution. If we answer this
persuader completely, we have to refute six presuppositions before we
deal with the claim.
Beyond the presuppositions, evolutionists use the term “evolution”
rather than “molecules-to-humanity evolution.” That allows them to
create confusion by using the same word with different meanings.
They make different things seem like the same thing. What things?
One definition of “evolution” is the unobserved historical story of
evolutionism. Another definition of “evolution” is observed
variation. Scientists have learned a lot about variation, but they
haven’t observed anything that could cause molecules-to-humanity
evolution. No variations add information to cells. Mutations destroy
information. Evolutionists say molecules came to life and turned into
one-celled creatures, then plants, then animals, then people. Onecelled creatures don’t have the information in them to create plants,
animals, or people. Something would have to add information to the
cells all the way along over millions of years. Variation doesn’t add
information. Calling variation “evolution” is a word game to cause
confusion. By causing confusion about definitions, evolutionists can
confuse students. They convert many students to the religion of
ungodliness. They convert many to the religion of evolutionism.
As a side note, we’ll mention Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP).
We mention NLP because it uses presuppositions. We need to beware
of NLP. NLP consists of a set of persuasive techniques. It’s a hypnotic
communication system for politicians, salespeople, marketers, and
other persuaders. Therapists use NLP too, and they may help some
people with it. So, someone may use NLP against us sometimes. Of
course, NLP involves more than presuppositions. However, the
subject is too deep to cover in this journey, so those interested can

research it further on their own. Here’s a start.

(John David Hoag,

Presuppositions NLP Meta Model)

False Claim: All Reason Must begin with
Assumptions
We’ve answered this claim, but we bring it up again because many
persuaders say we must base all reasoning on assumptions. As we
consider this claim, we understand axioms and presuppositions are
types of assumptions, but we don’t believe all reasoning must begin
with assumptions. Instead, we believe God is real rather than merely
conceptual. We believe God is real because we know Him through
Christ. We constantly experience the Holy Spirit leading, teaching,
and correcting us moment by moment. As far as alternatives, we don’t
know of any way other than either divine revelation or made-up stuff
on which to base our reasoning. We base all reasoning on either
assumptions or divine revelation.
We walk by the faith that comes when we hear the rhema (utterance)
of God, but some people feel certain they must base all thinking on
made-up stuff. Here’s a typical example of a statement from someone
who’s convinced all reason must begin with assumptions.
All reasoning is based on assumptions. All reasoning is
done from some point of view. All reasoning is based on
data, information, and evidence. ~ Richard Paul and Linda
Elder, The Analysis and Assessment of Thinking
We immediately notice this quote mentions three items.
assumption
point of view
data, information, and evidence
Is all reasoning based on assumptions? Must we always reason from
some point of view? Must we always base our reason on our
worldviews? If the answer to either of those two questions is “yes,”
then no reasoning is based on truth, no reasoning is sound, and
knowledge is impossible. Only opinions and manipulation exist if we
must base all reasoning on assumptions or some point of view.

What makes the authors of The Analysis and Assessment of Thinking
believe “all reasoning is based on assumptions?” What makes them
think “all reasoning is done from some point of view?” They base both
claims on assumptions. They assume all reasoning is based on
assumption. They assume no reasoning is based on divine revelation.
We also notice the quote doesn’t define the terms, “data,”
“information,” and “evidence.” Nor does this quote suggest where the
data and information come from or how we know it’s accurate. The
words “data,” “information,” and “evidence” often mean
interpretations riddled with opinion and bias. Let’s look at a couple
more quotes on this subject:
It was already clear to Aristotle that all our reasoning must
be based on assumptions, and that therefore we have to
start with some assumption(s) that cannot themselves (at
that point) be explained or entailed by yet other
assumptions.
To call these assumptions that are necessary to base any
conclusion upon ‘intuitive knowledge’ seems to involve a
rather self-congratulatory account of human capacities.
That is: Why style it ‘knowledge’ if it is clear that often it is
at best some guess based on some particular evidence?
And in any case, a philosopher should be aware that most
assumptions men have framed to account for their
commonsense experiences have been refuted in the course
of time, for which reasons it seems better to avoid the term
‘knowledge’ in the present context, and to stick to ‘belief’ or
‘guess’. ~ Maarten Maartensz, Notes by Maarten
Maartensz to the text of Bertrand Russell's “Problems of
Philosophy” (no longer available)
It seems Maartensz questions whether we should base our thinking
on assumptions. And yet, he offers no alternative. Perhaps he didn’t
know Jesus Christ. Many people don’t follow Jesus. They don’t even
know He’s willing and able to lead them and teach them. They walk in
a dense fog. They follow a mirage. Atheists don’t know, but many
Christians also don’t know.

Science, like art, religion, commerce, warfare, and even
sleep, is based on presuppositions. ~ Gregory Bateson,
Mind and Nature, a necessary unity
Gregory is making a claim. He claims everything is based on
presuppositions. He offers no proof. His claim is a bare claim based
on a presupposition. It’s an axiomatic-thinking fallacy. He gives no
other alternative. Why? What about divine revelation? Divine
revelation is excluded. Why? Divine revelation is presupposed out of
existence.
We’ve looked at two secular quotes where we would expect to see
them eliminating God and suggesting godless reasoning. Now let’s
look at some quotes from the Christian community:
But if the apologist presents an argument that does not
presuppose the truths of scripture, how can he be faithful
to his Lord? And how can he produce an intelligible
argument unless he presupposes those conditions that are
necessary
for
intelligibility?
~
John
Frame,
Presuppositional Apologetics
Second, no system can escape circularity because all
systems - non-Christian as well as Christian are based on
presuppositions that control their epistemologies,
argumentation and use of evidence. ~ John Frame, The
Doctrine of the Knowledge of God
Being a science, theology has one more characteristic in
common with the other sciences: it is based on
presuppositions that it itself cannot prove. ~ Tom Greggs,
Rachel Muers, Simeon Zahl, Theology as a Vocation
Christian handling of evidence must always start from
Christian presuppositions about the framework of
interpretation for that evidence. ~ David Gibson, For the
Bible tells me so?
Defending the biblical worldview means pointing out that
all of us argue from a non-neutral starting point. None of
us is objective. The facts are interpreted in terms of our
belief patterns, our presuppositions. The Christian is not

given an option of arguing from a supposed neutral
starting point. If he begins with the assumption that God’s
Word is not true, then he adopts the worldview
assumptions of unbelievers and is a fool, biblically
speaking. And that’s the worst kind. ~ Gary DeMar, Taking
on the Know-Nothing Atheists
When we Christians make arguments for God, we presuppose
that he exists. We also presuppose that the Bible is truly the
word of God. The existence of God and the inerrancy and
infallibility of the Bible are touchstone truths for the Christian.
They are foundational truths from which we can argue, though
we can’t prove them beyond the shadow of a doubt. ~ Brian
Watson, Evangelism and Apologetics
Did you notice Who is missing from all these quotes by Christian
intellectuals? God is missing. The Father is missing. Jesus Christ is
missing. The Holy Spirit is missing. Without God, we would all be
stuck. We would base all our thinking on made-up stuff. We can
presuppose our made-up stuff, suppose our made-up stuff, assume
our made-up stuff, or do whatever we like with our made-up stuff, but
it’s still made-up stuff. God hid all Truth in Christ Jesus. God hid all
knowledge in Him.
As we’ve seen, many secular intellectuals believe making up stuff is
the only way to know anything. They find convincing ways to say it.
They don’t use the term “made-up stuff.” However, we’re using this
term so we don’t deceive ourselves. However, many Christians also
believe in the power of made-up stuff, and it’s a dogmatic belief. Both
secularists and Christians believe it.
The naturalistic world brainwashes Christians into becoming
functional atheists. However, it’s possible the intellectuals we quoted
don’t really believe they have to base every thought on
presupposition. We pray they all know Jesus Christ in a real way. We
pray they’re aware and thankful they enjoy the Light of the world
Who Lights every person who comes into the world.
Some people truly believe making up stuff is the only way to know
truth. How do they prove it to themselves? They use made-up stuff to
prove it to themselves. Since they believe making up stuff is proof,

they see nothing wrong with using made-up stuff as proof that madeup stuff can be proof. In other words, they tell a story. In their story,
they say we must base all knowledge on made-up stuff. Then, they use
their story to prove their story is true, which is a circular-reasoning
fallacy.
But as we’ve already discovered, no one needs assumptions since
assumptions imagine beyond what we know. So it becomes clear that
if we build reason on assumption, we build on sand. And the house
built on sand will fall when the storms come. Rather than
assumptions, we can get to know Jesus Christ. We can depend on
divine revelation for all the reasoning the intellectuals tell us about.
Then we don’t presuppose or assume. We can stop adding to God’s
words. We can stop diminishing God’s words. We can stop making up
stories to our own liking. Then we can be rational.
Since assumptions go beyond knowledge, we assume what we can’t
know. We can make those assumptions anything we want them to be,
so they’re a good basis for wishful thinking but not for finding truth.
Consequently, if we allow even a single assumption in our thinking,
we can “prove” anything to ourselves. So if we want to pretend to
know what we don’t know, assumptions supply what we need. Often,
our pride directs us to seek our own minds rather than God’s mind.
Human pride insists the human mind is trustworthy. However,
insisting the human mind is trustworthy denies what God says about
the human mind. Perhaps everyone is guilty of putting too much
confidence in human ideas and too little confidence in God at times.
We must remember what God says. God says the desperately wicked
human mind deceives, and we shouldn’t trust it.
Going back to the worldview, which is a fake reality, we’ve already
seen that whatever conflicts with a thinker’s fake reality seems false
and insane. Whatever matches a thinker’s fake reality seems
obviously true. The idea that it’s sane to rely on assumptions matches
an ungodly thinker’s worldview, so it seems obviously true. This idea
fits into the ungodly thinker’s fake reality, and anything outside this
fake reality seems insane. Therefore, the ungodly thinker assumes
assumptions are a good basis for reason. For those who follow Christ,
God is teaching us to be godly thinkers. God is teaching us to listen to
Him and yield to Him even though we often slip back into ungodly

thinking. We often go back to our old habit of leaning on our own
understanding.
Godly thinking involves God rather than assumptions, and God
reveals reality. Godly thinking acknowledges God’s leading, teaching,
and correcting. Equally important, Godly thinking yields to God’s
Spirit and allows Him to lead, so He says His words and does His
works through us. And yet we have a part in it. Our part is to yield
ourselves to His righteousness and His love.
If we yield in this way, do we eliminate the possibility of being wrong?
Of course not. We’re fighting a war with Satan, the culture, and our
sinful fleshly natures, so everyone makes many mistakes just as the
original apostles confessed they also made many mistakes.
However, since we focus on Christ, He gives the discernment, and we
don’t depend on ourselves for this discernment. Maturity increases
discernment. We become mature as we yield to the Holy Spirit. We
don’t have a way to know how far we are down this path of maturity
since God hasn’t given us a foolproof way to judge our maturity.
However, we know we must keep walking in the Spirit because we
haven’t arrived at the fullness. The fourth chapter of Ephesians lets us
know God has a plan and a method for making us complete and
mature in Christ.

The Weakest Link
As we discovered previously, we can’t know assumptions. That means
we can’t know anything we derive from assumptions. An assumption
is the weakest link in a chain of thought since an assumption has zero
strength. That means the entire chain of thought is an illusion. It’s a
vapor.

Ungodly thinkers claim to have “a high level of certainty” at times.
Then they flip-flop and use words like “assumption” or “axiom” at
other times. Their ways are moveable, so you can’t pin them down. As
stated earlier, it’s not that ungodly thinkers don’t know anything. God
reveals both natural and spiritual reality to ungodly thinkers, but they
don’t acknowledge Him or thank Him. That’s why they can’t tell the
difference between truth and imagination. So they have both reality
and make-believe, but they can’t tell the difference. By contrast, those
who acknowledge Christ are learning to discern good from evil, truth
from error, and reality from make-believe. They’re learning
discernment on the pathway from glory to glory as the Holy Spirit
transfigures them into the image of Christ. (Romans 8 and 2 Corinthians 3)
While they have incomplete discernment, they have true knowledge.
However, they only have true knowledge of what God has revealed, so
they have partial but true knowledge.

Foundation of Thought
Since we interpret experiences and observations by thought, thought
must have a firm foundation to be trustworthy. However,
assumptions are a terrible foundation because assumptions prove
nothing. Let’s look at the foundation of the big-bang-billions-ofyears-no-Flood-molecules-to-humankind story.
1. It begins with experiences filtered by assumptions, stories,
fallacies, and the existing paradigm.
2. Based on this vapor, the evolutionist creates a convincing
worldview.
3. Based on the fake reality of this worldview, the evolutionist
makes assumptions.
4. The evolutionist makes a story seem as if it were science.
It’s not science, but it creates the illusion of reality.
Now, let’s look at the foundation of the Creation-Flood account.
1. The Foundation is the person of Jesus Christ. [We build on
Christ, not the concept of Christ. We can’t lay any other
foundation than Jesus Christ.]

2. Christ leads, teaches, and corrects everyone who follows
Him. He’s with us every moment in every part of our lives.
Jesus says, “My sheep hear My voice,” and “Whoever is on
the side of truth listens to Me.” The Holy Spirit is calling us
to listen to Him.
3. Faith comes by hearing. “In all your ways acknowledge
Him, and He will direct your paths.” Faith gives access to
God’s grace, and God’s grace does His righteousness
through us.
4. Righteousness demolishes the carnal mind and forms
Christ in us, which is holiness. Through righteousness, God
progressively sets us free from sinful human nature, and
this freedom is redemption. As we yield the members of our
bodies to God’s righteousness, we gain more discernment.
We can tell true revelation from make-believe because the
Holy Spirit renews our minds. “Be transformed by the
renewing of your mind.” It’s not the works that transform
us, but it’s the Holy Spirit Who transfigures us as we see
God’s glory and yield our spirits, minds, and bodies to the
Holy Spirit.
5. Therefore, we have an ever-more-clear revelation. By
revelation, we see the Bible is God’s word. We see the
history in the Bible is accurate. We see God’s creation
confirming the Bible and glorifying God. We don’t go
beyond what’s written or beyond what we’ve observed. We
don’t add any assumptions. We only know what God has
revealed, and we stick to this revelation.
6. From this Foundation, we seek God, so we know how to
interpret what we observe in all the sciences. We don’t go
beyond the observations or what God reveals about the
Creation and Flood events.
As we can see, the foundation of the big-bang-billions-of-years-noFlood-molecules-to-humankind story is made-up stuff. But the
foundation of the Creation-Flood account is divine revelation. And
yet, creationists may also try to go beyond what God has said even
though they don’t have to. Speculation is always dangerous because of

the weakness of the human mind. The assumptions we make when we
speculate quickly solidify in our worldviews. Then, they seem real.
Before long, we think they’re more than mere vapor. They make it
harder for us to tell the difference between what God is telling us and
what your fallen minds are dreaming.
Because the human mind is weak, this brute-beast mind accepts
assumptions as fact, and eventually thinks the assumptions are real.
The brute-beast mind accepts the assumption as a presupposition. It’s
still only an assumption treated as if it were real, but now it feels real,
appears real, sounds real, tastes real, and smells real, yet it’s not real.
However, the human mind doesn’t question what we presuppose.
Since assumptions come from worldviews, and those worldviews
seem more real than reality itself, our assumptions aren’t directly
based on experiences. Instead, we’ve discovered we create our
assumptions from our worldviews. And we create our worldviews
from experiences interpreted and filtered through the following:
irrational thinking of the past
arbitrary assumptions
made-up stories
assertions contrary to fact
presuppositions
assumptions accepted as if they were facts and used as
the basis for reasoning
past fake-realities
confirmation bias of the past
rational thinking of the past based on divine revelation
irrational thinking of the present
influences of demonic entities and peer pressure
Your worldview mixes fantasy and reality and doesn’t draw a line
between the two. Your worldview confuses you because it’s not real,
but it seems real. Your worldview is no more real than anyone else’s

worldview. You don’t need illusion. You need the truth. The truth will
set you free from sin and the curse that comes with sin. Jesus is the
Truth. Let His Spirit lead you.

Equivocation of “Assumption” at Berkeley
Berkeley uses the logical fallacy of equivocation to confuse thinking
about assumptions. Equivocation blurs the distinction between two
different things. It gives an illusion that two different things are the
same thing. In this case, Berkeley uses the word “assumption” for two
different things.
They use the word “assumption” for made-up stuff.
They use the word “assumption” for real stuff.
The following quote from the Berkeley website will illustrate the
problem:
Much as we might like to avoid it, all scientific tests involve
making assumptions — many of them justified. For
example, imagine a very simple test of the hypothesis that
substance A stops bacterial growth. Some Petri dishes are
spread with a mixture of substance A and bacterial growth
medium, and others are spread with a mixture of inert
substance B and bacterial growth medium. Bacteria are
spread on all the Petri dishes, and one day later, the plates
are examined to see which fostered the growth of bacterial
colonies and which did not. This test is straightforward,
but still relies on many assumptions: we assume that the
bacteria can grow on the growth medium, we assume that
substance B does not affect bacterial growth, we assume
that one day is long enough for colonies to grow, and we
assume that the color pen we use to mark the outside of
the dishes isn’t influencing bacterial growth. ~ Berkeley
Website, Making assumptions
Let’s examine these so-called assumptions.
We assume that the bacteria can grow on the growth
medium

That’s a lie. We don’t assume the bacteria can grow on the growth
medium. We wouldn’t introduce too many unknowns at once. That
would be sloppy science. We would have tested this growth medium
to make sure the bacteria could grow on it. Then we wouldn’t have to
assume it. We wouldn’t make this assumption.
Ungodly thinkers do make REAL assumptions. For instance, ungodly
scientists assume things like the existence of a real-world, the reality
of math, and the reality of logic. And they assume naturalism,
materialism, and uniformitarianism. However, they don’t assume the
bacteria can grow on the growth medium.
We assume that substance B does not affect bacterial
growth
They wouldn’t assume that either. They don’t just grab some random
substance B without knowing what they’re grabbing so they have to
assume. Instead, they use a substance they’ve repeatedly tested using
the scientific method. Then they can make sure it doesn’t affect
bacterial growth.
We assume that one day is long enough for colonies to
grow
They wouldn’t have tested their hypothesis on bacteria with an
unknown growth rate, but they would have known the growth rate.
Even if they don’t know how long it takes, they first perform a
separate experiment to find out how long it takes. So they would have
tested the growth rate by previous experiments using the same
bacteria and growth medium to determine the growth rate. After they
test how long it takes, they don’t have to assume the growth rate.
Rather, with a known growth rate, they set the time to a period they
know is long enough for the experiment.
We assume that the color pen we use to mark the outside
of the dishes isn’t influencing bacterial growth.
Again, they wouldn’t make this assumption. What lab would throw an
untested pen into the mix? What lab wouldn’t know whether the
experiment is bringing meaningful results?

They can test every one of these so-called assumptions. And yet, they
call them “assumptions.” They aren’t real assumptions. That means
Berkley uses a fuzzy definition of the word “assumption.” Using this
fuzzy definition results in equivocation. It’s deceptive. Here’s how the
deception works.
1. They call these testable known facts “assumptions.” [They
aren’t assumptions, but they call them “assumptions.”]
2. Calling known, testable facts “assumptions” gives the
illusion assumptions are just as good as known facts. [But
assumptions aren’t as good as known facts.]
3. Then they also call untestable statements “assumptions.”
They introduce real, off-the-wall assumptions. For instance,
they
assume
naturalism,
materialism,
and
uniformitarianism.
4. They treat those real, off-the-wall assumptions as if they’re
the same as known facts.
5. They then bring real, off-the-wall assumptions as evidence
for untrue stories.
First, the website shows students known facts but calls those known
facts “assumptions.” This confusion of the word “assumptions”
deceives the students to think assumptions are just as good as known
facts. Next, the schools ask the students to accept real, off-the-wall
assumptions. The students think assumptions are just as good as
known facts. Once students believe that, the schools can deceive the
students. They can lead those students anywhere they want them to
go.
Sadly, this teaching destroys the ability to think rationally, so the
students are less able to tell the difference between good and evil,
truth and error, or reality and make-believe. In the end, the students
lose their ability to think clearly. Many universities and colleges
educate students into ignorance.
So we see the paragraph from the Berkeley website is a magic trick, an
illusion. And illusions deceive. Many students won’t detect the

illusion, so, even if we explain how the illusion works, students may
find it confusing.

Let’s look at some real assumptions with no basis in fact:
Assumption: We can make valid assumptions without
proof.
Assumption: Science provides the
knowledge about reality and how it works.

most

reliable

Assumption: There’s no spiritual realm.
Assumption: We must base all reason on assumptions.
Assumption: God can’t affect or control scientific inquiry.
Assumption: God doesn’t reveal reality to human beings.
Assumption: The Holy Spirit doesn’t lead, teach, and
correct followers of Christ moment-by-moment in every
situation.
Assumption: Natural processes
understanding the natural world.

are

sufficient

for

Assumption: There was no Genesis Flood.
Assumption: There’s no God.
Assumption: No one can know God.
Assumption: All natural processes continue at the same
rate from the beginning. That means the Genesis Flood
didn’t happen.

No one can verify these assumptions because they consist of made-up
stuff. They’re unproven claims. On the other hand, the so-called
“assumptions” in the quote from Berkeley aren’t assumptions at all.
Rather, they’re known facts. And yet schools like Berkeley use the
same word to describe two opposites:
Made-up stuff
Knowledge God revealed using the scientific method.
The Berkeley site implies there’s no difference between empirical
science and made-up stuff. They also apply the word “science” to
observation and made-up stuff. In this way, they lose their ability to
discern between reality and make-believe. And then they impose this
lack of discernment on their students. So students bring this
disconnection from reality into their adult lives, jobs, social
relationships, ethics, and morality.

Presuppositional Apologetics
People take several routes to do apologetics and defend the Gospel.
They call one of these “presuppositional apologetics.”
Presuppositional apologetics says all belief systems depend on
presuppositions. Here’s a list of beliefs that depend on
presuppositions:
Evolutionism
Old-earthism
Abiogenesis
Atheism
Agnosticism
Some presuppositional apologists say they base their belief in Christ
on presuppositions. That puts them on a level playing field with the
ungodly thinkers. Others say they base their belief in Christ on the
fact they know Him, which puts ungodly thinkers at a disadvantage.
Others never make themselves clear.
Presuppositional apologetics has made some important points.
Presuppositional apologetics has done much good. Even so, we have
to be careful using the term since “presupposition” means made-up
stuff to most people. We shouldn’t use the word “theory” when

speaking of the stories of evolution. We should use the word
presuppose when speaking of the stories of evolution. We shouldn’t
use the word “presuppose” when we talk about God or His revelation.
If we say we presuppose the Bible is true, we have told people we
made up a story. We say we told ourselves the Bible is true. We say we
make-believe the Bible is true. That’s not very convincing. And it’s not
what’s happening. Why would anyone lie about what’s really
happening? Why not tell the truth? The Holy Spirit speaks to us from
within and shows us the Bible is true. And anyone can test this since
everyone who sincerely seeks truth finds Christ.
Suppose I feel the word “presupposition” has more substance than
being just made-up stuff, and I tell an unbeliever I base my reasoning
on my presuppositions. Unfortunately, the unbeliever hears “madeup stuff” when I say “presuppositions.” Why should the unbeliever
accept my made-up stuff as any better than his or her made-up stuff?
The term “presupposition” can give the illusion truth has no more
basis than made-up stuff.
It’s very effective to point out how disbelievers base their conclusions
on presuppositions. They based their conclusions on made-up stuff.
Ungodly thinking has no other choice. Once we point that out, we can
show the difference between presuppositions and divine revelation.
Anyway, we ought to be clear that we don’t believe the Bible is God’s
word simply because we’re pretending it is. We don’t believe the Bible
is God’s word based on circumstantial evidence, which is always
inconclusive. We believe the Bible is God’s word because the voice of
the absolute God tells us the Bible is His word. Divine revelation is
absolute truth. What God says is absolute. Divine leading requires a
real relationship with Christ though.

Ignorance as a Way of Knowing
How could ignorance be a way of knowing? You might be surprised
that ignorance is one of the most common ways persuaders use when
they’re trying to know truth. Of course, ignorance doesn’t work for
finding truth.
The fallacy is “ad ignorantiam.” It’s also known as an “argument from
ignorance.” Many people use this fallacy. Argument-from-ignorance

fallacies deceive those who use them and make them believe they
have obtained knowledge when they haven’t. Argument-fromignorance fallacies rank right up with the fallacy of making bare
claims as a supposed way of knowing. Often, the argument from
ignorance works in the form of an “ad ignorantiam question.” If you
go out to the discussion groups, you’ll find two methods of reasoning
at work in almost all cases. The first is the bare claim, and the
second is the ad ignorantiam question. Often, the ad ignorantiam
questions are also loaded questions.
Typical Ad Ignorantiam Questions
Why isn’t there any evidence for God’s existence?
If God is good, why is there evil in the world?
There is evidence for God’s existence, so the first question is loaded.
It’s also an ad ignorantiam question. With both questions, when you
answer the question, the person asking the question won’t accept any
answer you give. The questions aren’t real questions. They’re
statements disguised as questions. They make a claim. The unsound
logic is: “If you can’t answer this question, my claim is true.”
As we go forward, we need to keep in mind that all questions are not
ad-ignorantiam-question fallacies. Sometimes, a question can make
someone think. Sometimes, a question can help us understand
someone’s statement. Questions that uncover a poor foundation for
thinking are helpful. These are often questions that ask “How do you
know?” or “What makes you think so?” Those questions can’t prove a
belief is wrong, but the lack of a rational answer can expose a baseless
belief system.
Legitimate Questions
What makes you think God exists?
How does God speak and reveal reality to those who listen
to Him?
Can you give any example of one kind of animal being
observed turning into another kind of animal like a cat
turning into a dog?

Can you give an example of a useful product that could not
have been invented without the story of evolution?
Christians need to know how they know God exists. Christians need
to know how God speaks to them. With the questions regarding
evolution, they would become ad ignorantiam questions if you took
the attitude that the lack of a rational answer means evolution is false.
Those questions only expose fact that no evidence exists for the
stories of evolutionism. Divine revelation proves the stories of
evolutionism are false.
If a Christian claims to know God exists because the Bible says so,
someone may ask how the Christian knows the Bible is true. That
might let the Christian know he or she doesn’t really know Christ. It
might mean the Christian doesn’t listen to Christ’s voice. Maybe the
Christian doesn’t hear Him speaking through the Bible. It could be
the Christian doesn’t listen to Christ saying the Bible is His word
without error. The Christian may hear God speaking but fail to
acknowledge and thank God for the revelation. Then, someone asks
the Christian, “How do you know the Bible is true?” The question may
help the Christian begin to glorify and thank God for the revelation.
While Christian thinking is sometimes baseless, ungodly thinking is
always baseless. Christian thinking is baseless when a Christian slips
into godless thinking. We Christians aren’t always following the
leading of the Holy Spirit. We ought to be, but we aren’t. Whatever
the Holy Spirit didn’t initiate and say through us is godless.
There’s nothing wrong with asking a question to point out that an
ungodly claim has no foundation in truth. Just don’t think your
questions disprove the ungodly claims. You can use truth to disprove
a false claim. Only truth can prove or disprove any claim. Truth only
comes from Christ. Even though an ungodly thinker cannot possibly
answer your question rationally, that doesn’t prove the ungodly
thinker’s claim is false. It just proves the ungodly thinker can’t give a
sound reason for making the claim. The unbeliever is making an
unsupported claim or a claim supported by smokescreen fallacies.
Three Parts of an Ad-Ignorantiam-Question Fallacy:
1. A persuader asks a question.

2. The intent of the question is to prove (or disprove) a certain
claim.
3. The persuader implies the claim is proven (or disproven) if
the other person won’t or can’t answer.
Other fallacies can enter. For instance, a persuader may state the
question in vague terms. The question may miss the point. Some
persuaders brace themselves to reject any answer they receive. Most
of the time, the persuader using an ad-ignorantiam-question fallacy
isn’t looking for truth because they think they have the truth.
Christians and non-Christians alike commit the ad-ignorantiamquestion fallacy. This fallacy never comes from godly thinking,
however. Godly thinking doesn’t commit fallacies since godly thinking
begins with truth and doesn’t add to or take away from the truth. In
godly thinking, the truth comes from God by divine revelation.
Here’s the problem with the ad-ignorantiam-question fallacy.
Ignorance of the answer cannot possibly affect reality. Ignorance of
the answer cannot possibly prove anything true or false.
The ad-ignorantiam fallacy can take many forms. This fallacy blurs
the line between reality and make-believe. We’ll look at some
examples.

Prove me wrong.
Here, the persuader presents his or her pet theory. The theory may be
theological, scientific, political, or anything else. After presenting the
pet theory, which may be as short as a single sentence, the persuader
says, “Prove me wrong.” The persuader implies the claim is true
unless you prove the persuader wrong. The persuader may imply or
openly express the “prove me wrong” part. When anyone makes a
bare claim, that person implies the claim is true unless someone can
prove it’s false. Sometimes, a persuader will make the claim and then
say, “Prove me wrong.” Sometimes, the persuader will state the fallacy
plainly by saying, “Unless you can disprove my claim, my claim
stands.” You might choose not to play the game. You don’t want to
argue. The persuader then thinks your lack of a willingness to argue
“proves” the pet theory. If you do engage, the persuader rejects
anything you say and uses that rejection as “proof” of the pet theory.

If you say the theory is speculative, the persuader sees that as “proof”
of the pet theory.

How does it work?
With the “how does it work” ad ignorantiam question, here’s the
claim. “If you don’t know how something works, that proves or
disproves some point.” That claim is false. If you don’t know the
answer to a question, that just proves you don’t know the answer. It
doesn’t prove anything else. A persuader may ask exactly how God
created the heavens and the earth or how the first life got started.
They may ask whether the Second Law of Thermodynamics was
enforced in the Garden of Eden or what existed before a supposed big
bang created everything from nothing. God hasn’t revealed
everything. Speculation is just putting yourself on the same level as
the ungodly persuader since speculation is making up stuff. Can your
lack of knowledge have any effect on reality? No. That’s why ad
ignorantiam is a fallacy.

Here’s an apparent conflict. Explain it.
The persuader claims a conflict exists and your inability to prove no
conflict exists either proves some point or disproves the point.
Someone may claim a conflict exists in the Bible or a story told by
scientists. Someone may claim there’s a conflict between something
about God and what we can see. Claims of the conflicts in the Bible
always depend on at least one assumption or other made-up stuff.
Theologians, scientists, and experts often have real conflicts in their
thinking, but that doesn’t prove them wrong. You can’t know the truth
without God. God can reveal truth. What God reveals is true. God
shows us partial revelation, which means you won’t be able to answer
every question.

Answering the Questions
People create websites or books to list questions. You’ll find
“questions for atheists,” “questions for theists,” “questions for
evolutionists,” and “questions for creationists.” Other people create
websites or books to list answers to questions. You’ll find the search
engines, which are part of the great false prophet system, weighting

their searches to favor the atheists and evolutionists. Those aren’t the
only subjects for ad ignorantiam question fallacies. They’re just a few
examples.
Often, a well-executed fallacy can change people’s minds. And, since
the people changed their minds based on fallacies, they’re more likely
to move from truth to falsehood.
We might buy books or go to websites to get the answers to adignorantiam-question fallacies. And we can find some good answers
out there. We can often find many answers to a single question. The
answers aren’t usually absolute or final. Often the argument-fromignorance fallacy asks Christians to speculate about what God hasn’t
fully revealed. They ask us to go beyond what God has revealed.
Therefore, the answers go beyond what God has revealed. They’re
speculative. When our answers go beyond what God has revealed,
they may be feasible, but they necessarily add to God’s words or
diminish God’s words. What God has revealed is enough. Sometimes,
the ad ignorantiam question is so vague we don’t know what the
question is. We may be tempted to answer a vague question.
However, we do better if we clarify what the question is.
Does it do any good? Maybe. Some say if we don’t answer the
question, it means a false claim is true. And yet, whatever answer we
give, the person asking the question is likely to reject our answer.
We’re trying to defend the truth. However, debates aren’t ways of
finding truth. Debates are ways of winning and making others lose.
Persuaders use ad ignorantiam questions to prove points, but their
questions can’t prove any point. As stated, reality doesn’t change if we
don’t answer a certain question.

Confirmation Bias
Here’s the trouble with dogmatism. Dogmatic skeptics put on a superskeptical filter whenever they’re confronted with God. They’re supergullible when examining anything anti-Bible or anti-Christ. They’ll
accept just about anything.
So they present a question, but they already know they won’t accept
any answer. Their Skeptometer is set on high.

NO! That makes no sense to me.
That’s their reaction no matter the answer. If necessary, they change
the subject, resort to personal attacks, or try other fallacies. They say
something like this:
Just convince me. Oh! Surprise! You couldn’t convince me.
That confirms my bias. It makes my worldview, my fake
reality seem more real. My fake reality seems more real to
me than real reality. It makes my imaginary world seem
more genuine.
So they walk into even greater darkness and have less ability to tell
the difference between reality and make-believe, truth and error, or
good and evil.

An Alternative to Answering
Rather than trying to answer, why not point out the fallacy? Adignorantiam-question fallacies can’t prove anything. They can’t
generate truth. They just muddy the water. You can ask whether the
skeptic wants the truth. Sometimes, you might get caught in mind
games. At those times you can focus on the game rather than
answering fools according to their foolishness and becoming a fool
like them. Show them the difference. Explain that you know and
listen to Christ. Explain that they make up stuff and use smokescreen
fallacies but have no path to truth.

Answering Ad Ignorantiam Question Fallacies
I’m not saying you shouldn’t answer ad ignorantiam questions. Often,
you’ll know the answer, and God will lead you to answer the question.
Many Christian groups do an excellent job answering the ad
ignorantiam question fallacies. Answers in Genesis is a great example.
Mostly, you can assure yourself that ad ignorantiam questions prove
nothing. You don’t have to be frustrated when you realize hardened
skeptics aren’t interested in the truth. You can know all ad
ignorantiam questions about Christ or the Bible have answers even if
you don’t know the answer. The ad ignorantiam question is a
rhetorical question meant to make a statement rather than ask a

question. When the statement is against the Bible or Christ, you know
the statement has no truth to back it up.
The basis of your faith is Jesus Christ. Very few ad ignorantiam
questions attack that basis. Some do attack that basis. We base our
faith on nothing less than Christ. Our faith comes by hearing the
rhema, or utterance, of God. He speaks, and faith comes. We know He
exists because we know Him.
A question that goes to the basis of your faith implies you aren’t
experiencing what you’re experiencing in Christ. The skeptic is
gaslighting you. The skeptic is implying you’re crazy or deceived.
Here’s an example.

Ad Ignorantiam Question Fallacy
How does god talk to you? Specifics please.

Statement the Skeptic
Rhetorical Question

is

Making

in

a

God doesn’t exist. You aren’t experiencing what you’re
experiencing.

Answering the Ad Ignorantiam Question
Fallacy
First, let me clarify that I’m talking about the Almighty
God rather than “god” as your question is asking. In
answer to your question, I have no certainty a god is
speaking to me at any time.
Now let me answer the question you should have asked.
The Almighty, Triune, Creator God speaks to me in various
ways. And divine revelation varies between individuals. I
have friends who have experiences I don’t have. I have
experiences they don’t have.
Sometimes, God has spoken to me in a vision. Sometimes,
He’s spoken to me in a dream. Often, He speaks is a
whisper or a normal voice in my spirit. He’ll often speak to

me through a brother or sister in Christ. And He lets me
know He’s speaking through them. I’ve come to know the
voice of Christ.
However, I pray every day that God would soften my heart
toward Him. I know how wicked my fallen mind is and
how tricky it is. So I pray for discernment and an open
mind to God. I pray for a submissive heart that loves
justice and righteousness. I pray that the love of God is
shed abroad in my heart by the Holy Ghost.
God speaks to you, maybe through me. Then faith comes.
You believe what God is saying, but you don't know why.
It's because He gave you faith. It's because Jesus Christ,
God's Word, authored that faith in you. And then, your
born into God's family. Satan is no longer your father and
has no rights to you.
That's when the battle starts. That's when the road to
spiritual maturity begins. The fleshly nature wants to do
what the fleshly nature wants to do. It's an enemy of God's
Spirit, so there is conflict. That's why I pray for a soft heart
toward God every day.
If God speaks to you and you harden your heart against
Him, faith won’t come to you. The opposite happens. Your
mind is darkened. You have less discernment between
reality and make-believe.
Let me ask you a hypothetical question. Suppose God
spoke to you and you knew for certain it was God. Would
you leave all the sinful things you like to do? Would you
serve Christ and only do His will and only say His words?
The skeptic asked the question but wasn’t interested in the answer.
The skeptic was just using a debate tactic. The skeptic’s question
wasn’t a question. Skeptics pretend to be open-minded, but they are
skeptics, so their minds are closed to truth. They harden their hearts
whenever God speaks to them. They’re dogmatic against God.
Arguments against Christ are always based purely on made-up stuff.
None of them ever have substance.

Debate as a way of knowing
Some people say debate improves critical thinking, enhances
collaboration, and helps debaters identify problems with their own
viewpoints. That’s the theory. Even if that were true, none of these
benefits can lead us to the truth. However, it’s not true. What really
happens in debate doesn’t even meet the expectations of the theory of
debate. Debaters concern themselves with winning. They don’t
concern themselves with truth. If we watch political debates, hot
debates on news programs, or debates on Internet discussion groups,
we find these debates are almost always filled with every sort of
fallacy. The debaters use fallacies to fool their audiences. Debates
quickly degenerate into contests of who has the most skill in blowing
smoke up the noses of others.

Apriorism as a Way of Knowing
Some people defend apriorism. The logical fallacy of apriorism bases
reasoning on a priori thinking. Google defines a priori thinking as
follows:
knowledge independent of all particular experiences, as
opposed to a posteriori knowledge, which derives from
experience.
Merriam Webster puts it this way:
the doctrine that knowledge rests upon principles selfevident to reason or are presupposed by experience in
general.
So if you base your thinking on an axiom or presupposition, you’re
reasoning by a priori thinking. You’re not proving your points using
observation or experience and rational thinking. You can compare a
priori thinking to a posteriori thinking. A posteriori is thinking based
on experience and observation. Some philosophers teach that
apriorism makes sense, and in their defense of apriorism, they
assume knowledge comes out of three things:
Reason
What’s self-evident

common sense
Let’s examine each of these three quickly here.
Reason: Reason must be sound, or it doesn’t result in
knowledge. Sound reasoning requires a true premise and sound
deductive form. A priori reasoning doesn’t have any of that, so it
can’t lead to knowledge.
What’s self-evident: Who thinks it’s self-evident? What’s selfevident to one person isn’t self-evident to everyone else. Instead,
whatever matches a person’s inner worldview seems self-evident
to that person even if it’s false. In the same way, whatever
doesn’t match a person’s inner worldview seems crazy to that
person even if it’s true. Therefore, just declaring something to be
self-evident doesn’t make it true. Rather, we must prove it to be
true, or it’s a priori thinking.
Common sense: The term “common sense” gives the illusion
of a set of commonly held beliefs. But commonly held beliefs
don’t determine truth, and to imply they do is an appeal-tocommon-belief fallacy.
We need to go a step further since the common sense of one
person isn’t likely to be the common sense of everyone else. For
instance, political liberals and political conservatives are going
to have different opinions about common sense on many issues.
So whose common sense are we supposed to use? Common
sense is a subjective judgment. And most people determine
common sense based on what matches their worldviews. What
matches your worldview seems, to you, to make sense. Whatever
conflicts with your worldview seems like nonsense.
And it’s not just worldviews. Peer pressure gives the illusion of
universal truth since those who disagree keep quiet when they
think they’re in the minority. Humans form worldviews largely
under the influence of peer pressure, but worldviews are not
reality. Worldviews are mere concepts of reality. Worldviews
consist of made-up stuff about reality, and while they usually
contain some reality and some fantasy, worldviews don’t
distinguish between reality and fantasy. Worldviews make it
more difficult to distinguish between reality and fantasy. For

these reasons, common sense isn’t a rational basis to justify a
priori thinking.
But wait a minute. Dr. Douglas Axe of Biologic Institute speaks of
something he calls “common science” as a way of knowing. He relates
common science to intuition. It’s common science rather than
common sense. What is this thing Dr. Axe calls “common science?”
Common science is the science everyone does every day using the
scientific method of observation, testing, and experimenting plus
intuition to discover new things that work. And though we don’t keep
meticulous notes or have any required reporting, common science is
one of the ways God reveals reality to us. We keep mental notes of
methods, products, and materials that work and others that don’t
work.
Dr. Axe gives an example of his Oracle Soup test in which he tells
someone about this new product called “Oracle Soup,” a product that
can produce knowledge. He picks a person to test with this story and
tells this person about how you simply put some water on the stove
and sprinkle in a little Oracle Soup. Then, when you pull the cover off
the kettle, the Oracle Soup has letters that will form themselves into a
description of a discovery you can patent. You just have to write down
whatever it spells out, and then you can put the cover back on the
kettle, wait a little while, and pop the cover off again. The Oracle Soup
will spell out another patentable discovery. Dr. Axe has found that
people intuitively know this story is false. They’ll let him talk about it
for a while, but they’ll quickly catch on to the gag. They know there’s
no such soup.
He says we know some things just by living life and practicing
common science, and he’s right. He mentions children as young as
four years old have some ability to formulate causes for effects based
on this common science. Scientists did some research on this effect in
children. They found young children intuitively know a butterfly
didn’t come into being by unguided processes. They know an
intelligent deity created it. Even children who’ve been raised to
believe in atheism know. Of course, ungodly thinkers are concerned
about this awareness of God through His creation. They work on
programs to brainwash children into believing molecules-tohumanity stories. They want children to believe these wonderful

creations result from mindless processes even though children can
see God created them. They teach children to ignore the observations
and pay attention to the made-up stories.
Here’s the point. God reveals reality to you through the science you do
every day. Listen to His voice. Give Him the glory. God reveals reality
to you through common science just as God reveals reality through
organized science. Exactly how does God reveal what He wants you to
know? Naturalists would explain it without God of course, but they
just make up their answer. Common science is an example of what
God says as He speaks through the first chapter of Romans in the
Bible. While this chapter tells us God reveals Himself to humanity
through His creation, God reveals much more than Himself through
His creation. He reveals a lot about many aspects of reality through
His creation. However, this revelation isn’t a priori thinking. And
while common science may be part of the way God reveals, it’s not the
only way. God sometimes just reveals parts of reality to us directly.
You hear God telling you the Bible is His utterance without error, and
the Holy Spirit confirms this truth to you. He may speak a word into
your heart, impart His peace and stability, or give you a vision in a
moment. As He does this, you sense He’s confirming the truth.
We’ve shown that all three proposed methods to power apriorism fail.
Reason fails, what is self-evident fails, and common sense fails.
Looking into common sense showed us common sense doesn’t exist,
but it also showed us common science exists. However, common
science isn’t a priori thinking. It’s a posteriori thinking as God reveals
through observation, testing, and experimentation.

Apriorism creates the illusion of rational thought. When we fall into
this mode of thinking, we pull presuppositions from our worldviews
and rationalize them into abstract principles. We then label these

abstract principles as facts and use them for two purposes. We use
them to filter and interpret our observations and experiences, and we
use them as premises for our conclusions. Apriorism is just one more
system of making up stuff and calling the made-up stuff “true.” Put
simply; apriorism is made-up stuff masquerading as reality. Someone
just changed the name.

Abduction as a Way of Knowing
I’m looking for explanations of the creation of the world as
we know it based on what I’m going to call ‘science.’ Not
historical science—not observational science—science!
Things that each of us can do akin to what we do; we’re
trying to out-guess the characters on murder mystery
shows, on crime scene investigation especially. ~ Bill Nye
We might think Bill is out of touch when he implies science is akin to
guessing, but many scientists agree. They just put it into different
words. Consider the following quote from a science professor
acquaintance:
Science uses a specific form of Peirce’s abductive schema
and can be given a rigorous justification in terms of Bayes’
theorem.
Doesn’t this statement sound impressive? Those words do give the
illusion of sanity. However, we run into terrible problems with this
thinking. For instance, we run into the Sherlock-Holmes fallacy.
While the fictional character, Sherlock Holmes, falsely called his
thinking “deduction,” it was abduction.
What is Peirce’s abductive schema?
Peirce said abduction is like guessing, and that’s what it is. Guessing!
Abduction brings us back to the main problem to overcome when
thinking since guessing is a form of making up stuff. If we don’t know,
we just guess. If we don’t know, we just make up something.
Abduction makes up a story about the “most likely” cause of
something we observe. It does that by guessing.

As a result, abduction doesn’t use logic. Nor does it try to be rational,
so we can immediately see the problems. When faced with two or
more feasible causes, human beings can’t determine the “most likely”
cause. Nor can they know they’ve isolated all the possible causes to
evaluate. If we claim we’ve isolated all the possible causes, we’re
asserting a universal negative. Only God can rationally assert a
universal negative. The problem is more severe than that. Without
divine anointing, humans can’t keep their worldviews or biases from
deceiving them. They can’t keep the groupthink body of knowledge of
the establishment from deceiving them. They can’t keep groupthink
confirmation bias in the form of peer review from deceiving them.
The natural human mind can’t avoid foolishness because it’s deceitful
and desperately wicked. Therefore, no one can know anything using
Pierce’s abductive schema.
What is Bayes’ theorem then?
Bayes’ theorem is a mathematical formula, so it can give the illusion
of accuracy when it’s nothing but a guess. When scientists use this
theorem to “know” what happened in the distant past, they always
create an illusion.
To use Bayes’ theorem sanely, those who use it must first calculate
two numbers. The numbers are probabilities. Scientists must
calculate those two probabilities. They then put those two numbers
into Bayes’ theorem. When they have no sane way to calculate the
probabilities, they guess the probabilities and then plug them into the
formula. In these cases, Bayes’ theorem works by making up stuff.
Here’s their trick. They use Pierce’s abductive schema (guessing) to
propose a series of steps going back to the origin. They have no way to
rationally test for the probability. And yet, they continue. They need
the two probabilities. They can’t rationally calculate those
probabilities, so they make them up. That’s called a rigged game.
That’s called a scam. Unfortunately, these scammers also call it
“science.” They convert science into a scamming system. They then
apply the scamming system to more than history. They scam people
into fear for money and power. They’re doing it all around you. They
say the word “science,” and you’re supposed to believe their lies.

Worldviews, groupthink, assumptions, and presuppositions control
the Bayes’ theorem method. That means it doesn’t follow sound logic.
It’s touchy-feely. Scientists can test a probability better when they can
test and observe two alternatives under controlled conditions. If they
can’t observe two alternatives under controlled conditions, they can’t
rationally use this method. It doesn’t work at all for historical, moral,
or spiritual matters. It doesn’t work in medicine when they don’t have
enough data to calculate the two probabilities accurately.
Here’s the situation. While Bayes’ theorem depends on calculating
accurate probabilities of various possibilities, persuaders find many
ways to insert flimflam into probability. For instance, persuaders may
calculate the probability of one event by using formulas for
conditional probability and assuming another event happened. So
their entire calculation depends on assumptions.
What’s the probability matter and energy came into existence without
God. An evolutionist will calculate near 100% probability saying,
“After all, matter and energy exist, so they had to form out of nothing,
and no alternative exists.” But a person who knows Christ and who
experiences His leading, teaching, and correcting will calculate 0%
probability based on the First and Second Laws of Thermodynamics
and divine revelation. The same applies to stories about billions of
years, stories about non-living molecules turning into humans, and
stories about life coming from non-life. For all these examples,
intelligent people on both sides argue endlessly.
Of course, we can know things about the unobservable
past. Suppose you come to your house and find a car stuck
in the side of your house with skid marks across your lawn.
The skid marks match the tires on the car, so you can guess
the car ran into your house. Therefore, we can guess the
origin of the universe based on what we now observe. The
universe created itself from nothing in a big bang.
Someone was writing persuasively, but that person didn’t realize the
weakness of circumstantial evidence. This claim compares a car crash
to ungodly stories about origins. It compares a recent event to a
supposed event billions of years in the past. Both the recent story and
the billions-of-years story extrapolate beyond immediate sense
information. Extrapolation becomes less reliable the further it goes

beyond our immediate senses. The brute-beast mind is limited to the
senses and instincts. So, what can we know from our five natural
senses?
We can trace the skid marks to the car. Even though no eyewitness
saw the crash, the observation is proof something happened. We’ve
previously observed cars crashing and doing damage. We’ve
previously observed cars causing skid marks. Has anyone ever
observed a universe forming from nothing?” If people observed
universes forming, then the comparison would be valid. However, no
one observes any such thing, so it’s a faulty comparison.
Circumstantial evidence can be somewhat helpful if no competing
stories exist. Are there competing stories? Two main stories compete
to explain the origin of the universe. However, ungodly thinkers don’t
want God to exist, so they try to quash the truth and push their
godless stories. They don’t want anyone to hear what God is saying.
We have two competing explanations for what we observe today. One
is the big-bang-billions-of-years-no-Flood-molecules-to-humanity
story. The other is God’s account of the Creation and the Flood in
Scripture. And God’s account fits the observations better than the
godless story. In addition, the Holy Spirit assures us the Biblical
account is correct. Both the creation account and the big-bang story
have unanswered questions. Both have theories to explain those
unanswered questions. The theories bring up other questions in both
cases. However, the theories for God’s account don’t require fudge
factors like dark matter or dark energy to make the math work.
Circumstantial evidence can be somewhat helpful if the explanations
don’t conflict with any observations. Does the story conflict with any
observations? Is someone making up just-so stories to explain away
these conflicts? A detective looking at the car would be suspicious of
anyone who made up just-so stories about how the car got there. We
should distrust those who make up just-so stories to hide the conflicts
between scientific laws and stories about the past.
However, the Holy Spirit leads, teaches, and corrects everyone who
knows and follows Christ. We don’t need to depend on the brutebeast mind. The Holy Spirit teaches us the Bible is God’s word
without error, and we don’t deny the Holy Spirit’s teaching. God’s
revelation is absolute proof. Therefore, we have absolute proof God

created the universe just as He says He did. Even with matters like car
crashes, we ought to rely on God’s wisdom so we don’t make rash and
erroneous judgments.

Human Imagination as a Way of Knowing
God created the human imagination for a purpose, but assumption
misuses this part of the mind. We can’t trust visions that come out of
our minds. God gives a true vision. God’s vision activates all our
spiritual senses. The human mind can create a vision, and God can
give a vision. These two ways of using the imagination are different
from each other. They’re opposed to each other.
What’s the root of this confusion?
failure to believe God is real
human pride
fleshly human desire
failure to give glory to God
failure to seek God for answers
failure to listen to God’s voice
failure to yield to God in humble submission
And GOD saw that the wickedness of man was great in the
earth, and that every imagination of the thoughts of his
heart was only evil continually. ~ Genesis 6:5 King James
Version
At that time they shall call Jerusalem the throne of the
LORD; and all the nations shall be gathered unto it, to the
name of the LORD, to Jerusalem: neither shall they walk
any more after the imagination of their evil heart.
Jeremiah 3:17 King James Version
But they hearkened not, nor inclined their ear, but walked
in the counsels and in the imagination of their evil heart,
and went backward, and not forward. ~ Jeremiah 7:24
King James Version

Yet they obeyed not, nor inclined their ear, but walked
every one in the imagination of their evil heart: therefore I
will bring upon them all the words of this covenant, which
I commanded them to do; but they did them not. ~
Jeremiah 11:8 King James Version
This evil people, which refuse to hear my words, which
walk in the imagination of their heart, and walk after other
gods, to serve them, and to worship them, shall even be as
this girdle, which is good for nothing. ~ Jeremiah 13:10
King James Version
This is what the LORD of the Heavenly Armies says: “Don’t
listen to the words of the prophets who are prophesying to
you; they’re giving you false hopes. They declare visions
from their own minds— they don’t come from the LORD! ~
Jeremiah 23:16 International Standard Version
How long will this go on? Is there anything in the hearts of
the prophets who prophesy lies, and who prophesy from
the deceit that is in their hearts? ~ Jeremiah 23:26
International Standard Version
“Son of man, prophesy against the prophets of Israel who
are prophesying. Say to those who prophesy out of their
own imagination, ‘Hear the word of the LORD! ~ Ezekiel
13:2 Christian Standard Bible
God drops a new product idea into the imagination of an
entrepreneur. He releases a spark into the imagination of a scientist
or engineer. Sometimes, these innovators acknowledge God and give
Him the glory. At other times, they grab the glory for themselves.
In the same way, demons can drop ideas into the imaginations of
entrepreneurs, scientists, or engineers. And the human mind can also
dream up evil without the help of demons. The deceitful and
desperately wicked human mind isn’t much different from the minds
of demons. And every person chooses from the same alternatives.
They can turn their imaginations over to God for His vision of hope
and truth, or they can yield their imaginations to the wicked visions
that come from demons or the fallen human mind. They can even

allow other humans to drive their visions with either demonic or
human deception.
A person who is yielding to the Holy Spirit can speak a vision from the
Holy Spirit. God will give discernment to tell the difference between
human, demonic, and divine vision if we sincerely desire the truth. If
we love a lie, demons or human minds can deceive us. We can receive
truth from the Holy Spirit as He gives us a vision through the mouth
of one who is speaking by the Spirit of God. The results aren’t good if
we follow visions from the wrong sources. However, the vision of God
is full of life.
Sometimes, God may drop in a spark of an idea, and then demons
may distort God’s light into something destructive. If we allow
ourselves to drift, we drift away from God. On the other hand, if we
seek Christ, we find Christ.

Evidence as a Way of Knowing
Evidence can be a way of knowing since God speaks to us
through material, physical, experiential evidence. We can
understand what He’s saying if we acknowledge Him, listen to
His voice, and refuse to add to or diminish His words. For those
who are ashamed of Christ and refuse to acknowledge Him,
glorify Him, or thank Him, they may say something like the
following:
We believe the Bible from cover to cover, and the Bible is
the only source of knowledge. And remember that
Christianity is an evidence-based faith.
However, the Bible doesn’t say the Christian faith is based on
evidence. Instead, the Bible says faith IS the evidence of things NOT
seen.
Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the
evidence of things not seen. ~ Hebrews 11:1 King James
Bible
We need to read carefully what the Scripture actually says without
adding to it. Faith IS the evidence. Faith IS the evidence of things
NOT seen. Faith is evidence of things NOT known by the natural

human senses. Faith is evidence of things NOT known by observable
evidence. If, by “evidence,” we mean what we can observe, sense, and
experience, then faith isn’t about that. Faith IS the evidence. We need
the Holy Spirit if we’re going to understand anything we see, test,
sense, or experience. We need God.
Before we’re born again, the Father must draw us to Jesus. We can’t
figure it out. At no time does God ask any of us to lean on our fallen
and deceitful minds. After we’re born again, the Spirit lives within.
The Spirit then teaches us. The Bible and our experience agree He
teaches us. He teaches us through the evidence. He teaches us
through experience. He teaches us through observation of the
physical world around us. He teaches us through the Bible. He
teaches us through every other method of divine revelation
mentioned in the Bible.
We’ve already explored how God shines His Light on the just and the
unjust. He reveals reality to those who refuse to acknowledge Him.
And they benefit from that revelation. However, since they make no
distinction between what God reveals and what they make up,
fabricate, and imagine, they lose the distinction between reality and
make-believe. That’s why they don’t know the truth even though they
may benefit from the truth. They think the particular truths they’ve
chosen in their cafeteria-style approach to God’s revelation are
opinions on the same level as their false opinions. They may even
believe strongly enough in the truths God showed them to consider
those truths to be THE truth, but then they also think the lies they
believe are THE truth. They have no way to separate their made-up
stuff from the truth God reveals to them.
Real faith isn’t based on evidence. However, RATIONALIZED
Christianity is an evidence-based faith that doesn’t give any regard for
the free gift of faith. Those who follow rationalized Christianity don’t
understand God’s faith. They work to establish their own faith since
they fail to submit themselves to the faith of God. (see Romans 10:3) Faith
doesn’t come by figuring out the evidence. Here’s how it comes:
So then faith comes by hearing, and hearing by the word of
God. ~ Romans 10:17 New King James Version

Notice we must be willing to listen to God when He speaks if we are to
understand the evidence. Today, if you hear His voice, do not harden
your heart. (Hebrews 3:15) We must be willing to allow God to redirect or
correct us. And that’s especially true when we feel sure of ourselves.
The natural mind of man wants glory. We Christians struggle with
pride because we have fallen minds. God is renewing our minds
within us by His Holy Spirit, but we’re tempted when we’re drawn
away by our fleshly minds that remain.
When tempted, no one should say, “God is tempting me.”
For God cannot be tempted by evil, nor does He tempt
anyone. But each one is tempted when by his own evil
desires he is lured away and enticed. Then after desire has
conceived, it gives birth to sin; and sin, when it is fullgrown, gives birth to death. Do not be deceived, my
beloved brothers. Every good and perfect gift is from
above, coming down from the Father of the heavenly
lights, with whom there is no change or shifting shadow.
He chose to give us birth through the word of truth, that
we would be a kind of firstfruits of His creation. ~ James
1:13-18 Berean Study Bible
This mind isn’t our friend, but it’s able to lure us and entice us. It’s
able to distort our impression of the evidence. It’s able to make unreal
ideas and concepts seem real. It’s able to stir desire in our innermost
beings.
But everything good comes from God. Wisdom comes from God.
Truth comes from God. Knowledge comes from God. Understanding
comes from God. From this passage, God goes on to tell us we must
pray; we must ask Him for wisdom. And we must not be
doubleminded, failing to believe Him. If we fail to believe He gives
wisdom, we’ll try to understand the evidence by using our fallen,
fleshly minds to figure things out. Then, we’ll be double-minded.
We’ll have both the mind of Christ and the fallen human mind. We’ll
try to make a partnership with the holy and the wicked at the same
time. We’ll end up adding to what He’s telling us through the
evidence or diminishing what He’s telling us through the evidence.
We’ll let our worldviews guide us rather than the Holy Spirit. Our
worldviews act as filters that distort the evidence to fit our

worldviews. And, as God has warned, we’ll receive nothing from the
Lord.
And yet, God does speak to us through the evidence. He speaks to us
through the things He has created. As the following passage says, “He
made it plain to them.” And He makes it plain to us. Let’s look at
other translations. God “has made it obvious to them.” “God has
shown it to them.” “God has revealed it to them.” “God made it
evident to them.” “God hath shewed it unto them.” “God himself
made it plain.” “God manifested it unto them.” The Greek word is
“phaneroō.” It means “to render apparent, to appear, to manifestly
declare, to manifest, or to show.” We find this word in other parts of
the New Testament. It speaks of Jesus or God making Himself appear
or manifesting His or God’s glory, revealing the truth, or exposing the
works or thoughts of men and women. In 2 Corinthians 4:10-11 uses
the word “phaneroo.” It tells us how we die to ourselves so God can
reveal the genuine and absolute fullness of life of Jesus in our bodies.
For what may be known about God is plain to them,
because God has made it plain to them. For since the
creation of the world God’s invisible qualities, His eternal
power and divine nature, have been clearly seen, being
understood from His workmanship, so that men are
without excuse. For although they knew God, they neither
glorified Him as God nor gave thanks to Him, but they
became futile in their thinking and darkened in their
foolish hearts. Although they claimed to be wise, they
became fools, and exchanged the glory of the immortal
God for images of mortal man and birds and animals and
reptiles. Therefore God gave them over in the desires of
their hearts to impurity for the dishonoring of their bodies
with one another. They exchanged the truth of God for a
lie, and worshiped and served the creature rather than the
Creator, who is forever worthy of praise! Amen. ~ Romans
1:19-25 Berean Study Bible
God speaks through the evidence. And we will discern His voice if we
believe, without doubting, that He can reveal the truth to us. If we
doubt, we’ll add to His utterances or detract from them, and we won’t

receive anything from the Lord. We’ll come up with something, and
we’ll believe it, but it won’t be from God.

The Bible as a Way of Knowing
God speaks to us through the Bible if we acknowledge Him,
listen to His voice, and refuse to add to or diminish His words.
We must remember the Bible is the word, or utterance, of God.
If we hear the Bible being read, we are hearing the audible voice
of God. However, we must listen and yield to His explanation of
the meaning.
That’s okay, but how do we know the Bible is God’s utterance?
We say we should believe the Bible because the Bible is God’s
utterance, but how do we know the Bible is God’s utterance? We
say we’re hearing God’s voice every time we read the Bible, but
how do we know that? If that’s all we say, we just have a bare
claim. Bare claims are fallacies. Many Christians aren’t able to
give a reasonable response to the question, “How do you know?”
We need to know how we know the Bible is God’s utterance. We
need to know how we know God reveals reality to us.
We know by divine revelation. The Holy Spirit speaks these
particular truths into our hearts. And then we know. Of course,
if we never seek Him or never fully believe He can reveal
knowledge and discernment, then we don’t know. We may
forcefully state the Bible is God’s word without error, but it’s just
a bare claim if we never seek Him until we find Him. Today, if
you hear His voice, don’t harden your heart against Him.
How do we know it’s God’s voice we’re hearing when we hear
the Bible being read? After all, Satan quotes the Bible and
interprets it for us. And our own fallen minds are eager to
interpret Scripture. So how can we know? We know by the Holy
Spirit. If we desire truth, if we desire to do the will of God rather
than our own wills, we’ll know. God will see to it. He’ll even
correct our false theologies if we don’t love those theologies
more than we love God. And that’s a big part of how the church
will come into unity.

The human mind, no matter how well trained or brilliant,
cannot understand Scripture without the Light of Christ shining
on it. Human theological perspectives conflict with each other
because someone has added to God’s words or diminished them.
Someone was double-minded because they doubted God’s
ability to reveal the truth. Because they doubted, they based
their interpretations of Scripture on a mixture of divine
revelation and rationalized made-up stuff they pulled from their
worldviews or other sources.
God has placed special authority in the Bible. We know it by the
Spirit. The Bible doesn’t say it’s the most authoritative way God
speaks. However, the Holy Spirit puts a special anointing on the
Scripture. When Satan tempted Jesus, he quoted Scripture. When
Jesus rebuked Satan, He quoted Scripture. We can take that to mean
Scripture has authority. Through the Bible, God does tell us “the
Scripture shall not be broken.” Therefore, we can be certain no
outside source, no explanation of Scripture, and no other revelation
will ever refute the Bible. If they conflict with the Bible, they’re wrong.
We can expect God will often tell us our own interpretations of
Scripture are incorrect just as Jesus Christ often corrected the
theologians 2,000 years ago.
We don’t need special training in theology to understand the text of
the Bible. However, the human mind is deceitful above all things and
desperately wicked beyond human ability to understand. (Jeremiah 17:9)
If we read the Bible and try to figure it out with this deceitful and
desperately wicked mind, we will go off course. If we refuse to ask
God for wisdom, then we are guaranteed to miss what God is telling
us through the Bible. If we fail to believe God will impart wisdom to
us, we won’t receive wisdom from God. That’s how it is for me. And
it’s how it is for you. If we try to figure out the Bible, the veil of our
sinful flesh will blind our eyes just as it did for God's chosen people
2,000 years ago.
But their minds were blinded. For until this day the same
veil remains unlifted in the reading of the Old Testament,
because the veil is taken away in Christ. ~ 2 Corinthians
3:14 New King James Version

However, we need the Holy Spirit to reveal the meaning of
Scripture. The language of Scripture isn’t hard to understand.
The language is plain and clear. It would be easy to understand,
but our fleshly mind stands in the way. Preconceptions,
worldviews, and theological training act as a veil in front of our
eyes. These are strongholds in our minds that deceive us and
twist Scripture when we’re honestly trying to figure out
Scriptural meaning by leaning on our own understandings. We
hear from our own minds rather than looking to the Holy Spirit
to speak to us through Scripture and tear down those
strongholds in our minds. We worship and exalt the creature
rather than worshiping and exalting the Creator. We worship
and exalt the intellect of the created human being rather than
worshiping and exalting the Creator. (Romans 1:25)
But the natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit
of God: for they are foolishness unto him: neither can he
know them, because they are spiritually discerned. ~ 1
Corinthians 2:14 King James Bible
The text of the Bible is not enough without the Holy Spirit. We
must actively cooperate with the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit
brings life to the pages of Scripture. But God is greater than the
Scripture, and He speaks through the Scripture if we will but
acknowledge Him, glorify Him, and thank Him for His active
revelation. Without the Holy Spirit, the Scripture is just the dead
letter. God will always be speaking to us through Scripture, but
we can choose to ignore Him. Faith comes by hearing and not by
ignoring or disregarding His rhema. His rhema is His utterance.
Hear Him.
who also made us sufficient as ministers of the new
covenant, not of the letter [writing, epistle, Scripture] but
of the Spirit; for the letter [writing, epistle, Scripture] kills,
but the Spirit gives life. ~ 2 Corinthians 3:6 New King
James Version
Notice the letter kills, but the Spirit gives life. Reading Scripture
without submission to the Holy Spirit is like looking at God’s creation
without submitting to the Holy Spirit. God will speak to us in both
cases, but if we aren’t listening to God, we aren’t hearing Him. Faith

comes by hearing. We must listen. If we ignore God, fail to
acknowledge, honor, and thank Him, and doubt His ability to impart
this wisdom, the letter kills. If we acknowledge the Holy Spirit, honor
and thank God, and believe He is well able to impart wisdom,
understanding, discernment, and truth, then the Spirit will give us life
as we read Scripture.
God made the apostles sufficient ministers. No human being can truly
minister in his or her own power. The ministry is Christ in us. It has
nothing to do with the natural human. Anyone who is a true minister
or servant of the new covenant follows God’s Spirit.
Our walk with Christ isn’t a money-making or ego-building system.
Looking in Scripture, we see the order of multiple ministries who
work together and in submission to each other. There is no top dog in
the New Testament order. One man (or woman) alone is much more
likely to misinterpret Scripture and get into error. God has given us
the pattern for His church in Scripture.
People receive true revelations. Each of those revelations will be
precious to those people, and that’s good. And those people will begin
to declare what God has shown them, which is also good. And then
something bad happens among some of those people. Instead of
allowing God to lead them to the fullness of the revelation, some
people become fearful or prideful and try to protect their little pieces
of revelation. Revelation is incomplete. However, people lock into
their little pieces of the revelation. They build theological and
organizational walls around their individual revelations. If they have
talent as organizers, speakers, and influencers, the danger is greater.
If they become popular or successful, then it’s even worse. They try to
fill in the blanks using fleshly wisdom rather than looking to God to
complete the revelation. In this way, the revelation becomes spoiled
by concepts that sound good but aren’t true.
A man may build an organization of like-minded people. They
eliminate anyone who has further revelation or understanding. Worse
than that, money, power, and pride have their influence on a
“ministry” built around a single person. One powerful way of drawing
people to support a corporate “ministry” is to attack or demean
others. Some people attack just about everyone. They’re trying to
“build their ministry.” Some of the people they attack may be teaching

error or walking in sin. However, some have followed God to a better
understanding than those who are attacking them. People, especially
people who have many followers, can feel like they’re serving God
when they’re really working against God’s purposes.
Now if any of you lacks wisdom, he should ask God, who
gives generously to all without finding fault, and it will be
given to him. But he must ask in faith, without doubting,
because he who doubts is like a wave of the sea, blown and
tossed by the wind. That man should not expect to receive
anything from the Lord. He is a double-minded man,
unstable in all his ways. ~ James 1:5-8 Berean Study Bible
Understanding and interpreting the Bible requires spiritual wisdom
just as understanding and interpreting evidence requires spiritual
wisdom. Spiritual wisdom comes from God and is the person of Jesus
Christ Himself. (1 Corinthians 1:30) Double-minded people doubt God’s
ability to impart wisdom. Double-minded people doubt God’s ability
to reveal the truth and give discernment between God’s voice and all
the other voices. They doubt God’s ability or intent, and so they
become double-minded. Doubting God, they begin to mix ideas from
their own intellects or the intellects of others into God’s revelation.
They mix made-up stuff with God’s truth. Such people don’t fully
trust God, and so they lean on their own worldviews or may even go
to ungodly counselors. Some follow every wind of doctrine. Others
worship a dogma they exalt as an idol. In either case, they’ve become
disconnected from the Head, Jesus Christ.
Trust in the LORD with all your heart, and lean not on
your own understanding; in all your ways acknowledge
Him, and He will make your paths straight. Do not be wise
in your own eyes; fear the LORD and turn away from evil.
~ Proverbs 3:5-7 Berean Study Bible
If God had left us and left the Bible as a road map, we would soon be
in trouble. His Light imparts precise and accurate understanding of
the Bible. Without the Holy Spirit, we would soon be way off the road.
We’re fortunate He guides us and stops us from foolishness more
often than we realize. He does this even though we aren’t always
faithful to seek His mind. He’s faithful even when we aren’t. However,
He wants a relationship with us. And that will require us to faithfully

seek Him. He wants to transfigure us to be like Jesus so we can be
holy even as our Father in Heaven is holy. Such holiness isn’t
humanly possible, but if we will believe Him to the point of yielding
ourselves to His righteousness, He will totally purify us and complete
His work in us.

Divine Revelation as a Way of Knowing
Here, we return to the major point of this journey. Christ is THE
Light. He lights every person who comes into the world. Some turn
from the Light. Others embrace the Light and walk into everincreasing Light. They walk from glory to glory. They shine more and
more until God’s totally complete Day.
In volume one of Real Faith & Reason, we discussed truth,
knowledge, understanding, wisdom, and goodness in some depth. We
discovered how they’re interrelated. We discovered something about
wisdom and understanding. To turn away from evil is understanding.
Turning away from evil is righteousness. Jesus Christ has become our
wisdom, and wisdom consists of righteousness, holiness, and
redemption. We enter His righteousness when we listen to the voice
of God. As He leads, teaches, and corrects us, His faith comes to us.
Then, His faith gives us access into His grace. His grace, in turn, does
His works through us. That’s the gift of righteousness, and
righteousness is free. The grace of God does God’s works through us.
Nothing else is ever true righteousness. The faith of God accesses the
grace of God. The grace of God does the work of God. Holiness is the
purity that results when the righteousness of God cleanses us. And
redemption is setting the slave free. We have been slaves to sin,
habits, desires, demonic influence, the influence of the culture, and
our own fallen fleshly natures. We ask God to set us free from all that,
and He will complete the work in us.
Some people think we need to choose between the Bible and spiritual
experience. They think the dead letter is the test of truth, but they
separate the Bible from the Holy Spirit. They can’t see the Bible
because of the veil of their flesh. They only see their fleshly ideas
about the Bible. Without the Spirit of God, no one can understand the
Bible. They don’t understand that. They don’t know the Holy Spirit
speaks through the Bible and breathes the life of God into the Bible.

Someone always explains the words written in the Bible. One of these
three will interpret Scripture:
the Holy Spirit
the fallen human mind and its rationalizations
demonic powers
So, we must guard against the false dichotomy of claiming we either
read the Bible or have a spiritual experience. We can read the Bible
and hear God’s voice. No one can hear God’s voice without having a
spiritual experience. However, if we focus our mind and will toward
our own intellects we won’t hear the voice of God. We’ll shout Him
down with our rambling minds. Worse yet, when we continually
refuse to thank and glorify God for His divine revelation, we become
subject to principalities and powers, spiritual wickedness in the high
places. If a person reading the Bible is submissive to the Holy Spirit,
that person will acknowledge God is speaking to him or her.
Here’s the problem. Many people read the Bible without having any
spiritual experience. They commune with their own deceitful and
desperately wicked heart rather than communing with the Holy
Spirit. And so, they have no spiritual experience. They may have a
theoretical belief and make themselves believe it, but they never come
to know Jesus Christ or His Truth. Some say, “I have a relationship
with Christ,” but it’s just a saying. They never hear His voice. In fact,
they don’t believe the Holy Spirit can lead them. They depend fully on
their intellects. God speaks through the Bible and every means of
divine revelation mentioned in the Bible. God gives us these means so
He can build Christ in us. If we reject the Holy Spirit, we reject Christ.
We studied this verse “Ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free.” “IF you continue in my word (logos), THEN you are
my disciples indeed. And you shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free.” We learned that we’re set free from slavery. Whoever
sins is a slave to sin. If we continue, then we dwell or endure or are
present in His word, His logos, His utterance. In other words, we
stand in His presence and listen to Him continually in everything we
do at every moment. We yield ourselves to listen to Him in willing
obedience to receive His genuine righteousness. Then, if we do that,
we shall know the truth, and the truth shall make us free.

Divine revelation is the only way we can know anything about
anything, and without divine revelation, we can’t truly know
anything. Of course, we’re defining “knowledge” as precise, correct,
and accurate knowledge of reality. It’s knowing the truth with
certainty. And truth is reality. Truth is absolute and excludes
everything that isn’t part of reality. Therefore, we don’t include such
things as knowledge of made-up stuff in our definition of
“knowledge.”
Humans can sense the world around them and react with animalistic
instinct without divine revelation. Humans can also memorize
Scripture, poems, songs, hand motions, and lies without divine
revelation. They can learn to playact, pretend, deceive, or persuade
without divine revelation. They need divine revelation to reason
rationally to a conclusion. They need divine revelation to know the
truth.
The Bible is a way of knowing the truth since God imparts divine
revelation through the Bible to all who seek Him as they search the
Scriptures. However, the Foundation of the Bible is God.
Unfortunately, many thinkers try to interpret the Bible by the power
of the fallen human mind. In other words, they’re using assumptions
to interpret Scripture. They’re adding to God’s words and dismissing
God’s words. They’re making up stuff. And no one can know anything
by making up stuff. They make up stuff and ignore the voice of God
speaking through the Scripture. Without God speaking, they have
only the dead letter. On the other hand, whoever continually and
patiently seeks the mind of the Holy Spirit while reading Scripture
will receive knowledge as the Holy Spirit streams through the pages of
the Bible. God imparts knowledge through Scripture, but He also
imparts knowledge through every method that He mentions in
Scripture. And yet, not one of those other methods will ever conflict
with the revelation He gives through the Bible.
God is real, and we know He’s real because He does what He says He
does. He speaks to us. But how does He speak to us? He speaks
through Scripture, observation, and every other method mentioned in
Scripture. However, when He speaks, He speaks only the truth. When
He speaks, He gives us a true premise and a sound basis for thinking.
But what if we add to His words or diminish His words through

speculative explanations or interpretations? If we add to His words or
diminish them, we destroy the true premise. We need that true
premise if we’re going to think rationally. So He asks us not to add to
His words or diminish His words through theories, unrevealed
theologies, or other forms of speculation.
The Scripture cannot be broken. However, we can misinterpret it. We
can easily go beyond Scripture. When we interpret Scripture, we can
add to it without realizing we’re adding anything to it. Each of us has
a deceitful and deceptive fleshly nature. Each of us has learned
doctrines that seem true but may not be true. At the very least, our
understanding is incomplete. That’s why we need to build on the
Foundation of Christ rather than our doctrines. We have strongholds
in our minds. The Holy Spirit will need to correct us and teach us.
May the church yield itself to Christ so the Holy Spirit leads us into all
truth. We can’t fully trust independent teachers. They’ll make
mistakes from time to time just as we do. The order God originally
established included several apostles who were in submission to each
other. Each one worked under the government of all the others. And
the Bible shows us how Paul had to correct Peter when he got off
course. Independent teachers don’t have the benefit of that order
today, and it makes it difficult for them. Some of them surround
themselves with people who are willing to agree. They won’t tolerate
views other than their own. That’s how they insulate themselves from
correction.
The body of Christ builds the body of Christ. Ephesians 4 and 1
Corinthians 14 explain that in some detail. These Scriptures go
beyond the church service. You’ll notice, in Ephesians 4:11, there is
the office of apostle and four ministries.
This office of apostle was lost to the church somewhere. This verse
says it will be there until we come to unity and total completeness.
That particular office brings authority to divine revelation and ends
debate since the apostles walk in submission to each other and Christ.
They must be set by Christ. They can’t call themselves. We can see the
pattern of Scripture is not a pattern of independence or one person
receiving an independent revelation and then trying to convince
others of it. It’s not a pattern of a chief elder or chief apostle. When
the office of apostle is fully restored, the apostles will receive and

establish the doctrine. Many want to be apostles. Many are clamoring
for the position. Many put the label on themselves.
We don’t have a universally accepted body of apostles who are called
by God and receiving the revelation to equip the saints. Scripture
indicates God will restore this office in the church. Meantime, we can
encourage, build up, and comfort one another. We can learn how to
hear God’s voice and yield to His righteousness in willing submission.
During this time, we’re subject to misinterpretations of Scripture. We
all are.
This doesn’t mean apostles won’t make mistakes. The Apostle James
said we all make many mistakes. It’s an unfolding revelation. The
Holy Spirit must continually correct and teach. However, the apostles
have more stability working together in peer-review rather than being
independent of each other. One person alone may step off the path
and not realize what has happened. Of course, peer review can
degrade into groupthink. Dominant personalities can take over. If an
apostle tries to listen to both the Holy Spirit and the worldly
authorities, that apostle will become confused and lose the vitality of
his walk. He may begin to depend on the theologies of past godly
teachers rather than allowing the Holy Spirit to guide Him and bring
Him forward. If the other apostles don’t correct him or if they follow
his example, they will nullify God’s order, authority, and power and
become mired in human weakness.
And any one of us may run off this way or that way and may even try
to teach something God never told us to teach. The human mind is
deceitful and desperately wicked. However, if we walk in humility
before the Anointed One, and listen to His voice as the Holy Spirit
teaches us, He will continue to correct each of us. Sometimes, He’ll
speak through a brother or a sister. If a revelation is from God, He’ll
confirm the revelation with two or three witnesses. He’ll use intuition,
conscience, and Scripture. God often speaks through the created
world. He then ratifies that revelation through brothers and sisters
and Scripture.
We need to be wary of any teaching that needs to explain away certain
passages of Scripture as not important, not for today, or just poetic.
The Holy Spirit will give discernment if we yield to Him and desire
the truth. God will give us discernment regardless of our personal

feelings. When we’re in His will, He gives a sense of His presence, His
love, peace, joy, and all the fruit of the Spirit. Even then, He warns us
He has more to show us and tells us not to have closure before the
time. If we know anything, we don’t know it as we ought to know it.
Consider your most cherished doctrine. You don’t understand it as
you ought to know it.
In the multitude of ministries, there’s more safety than if we try to
walk independently or think our understanding is superior to anyone
else’s. We may get something wrong. However, if we belong to a local
assembly that follows the order of Scripture, those set into authority
according to the pattern of Scripture can help us. A body of multiple
elders, when each one is in submission to all the others, is safer than a
chief elder or pastor who runs the show. If we walk in submission,
those who God has set can correct us if we’re wrong. Someone may
wonder how we determine which local assembly God wants us to be
in. God must reveal that to us. We go where He sends us.
Other members minister in our meetings. They may speak by the
Holy Spirit, and, though they have no idea God is speaking to us
directly through their anointed word, yet the work is done. It’s an
amazing process that creates unity because of the flow of the
Anointing.
Without exception, we reason with God or without God. When we
break our thinking down to each small thought, we base our thinking
either on God or something other than God. And yet, we can allow our
minds to wander. Sometimes we base our thinking on God and
sometimes we base our thinking on something else.
We’re learning to hear God’s voice and to respond in willing
submission to His correction and instruction. We may step of slip off
the way. If we are humble and teachable, the Holy Spirit can bring us
back to the path. If we stop moving, He can get us moving forward
again. If we think we are something or we have the ultimate truth for
the hour, we may not open ourselves to the Holy Spirit’s correction.
When we seek God, we need to be clear that we’re seeking the triune
Almighty God, the Creator of all Who breathes out the words of
Scripture. He’s the knowable, personal God Who cannot lie. While
some created beings claim to be gods, He created those beings. He’s

not any of the false gods invented by human minds either. Rather,
He’s the uncreated Creator of the universe and everything in the
spiritual and material realms. And yet, He’s our friend, and we know
Him.
Since we know Jesus, revelation is direct and sovereign. His
revelation bypasses the weakness of the human mind as Almighty
God imparts revelation. And He’s well able to give it. The fallen
human mind tries to deceive us. However, God knows how to give
good gifts to His children, and Christ also gives the discernment as
one such good gift.
So if you who are evil know how to give good gifts to your
children, how much more will your Father in heaven give
the Holy Spirit to those who ask Him!” ~ Luke 11:13
Berean Study Bible

Relationship is the Solution
As we started this journey, I told you about how Dr. Jason Lisle
shocked me by saying the following:
Only the fear of the Lord leads to knowledge.
We looked at the following verse and wondered about the meaning of
the word “all.”
[Christ,] in whom are hidden all the treasures of wisdom
and of knowledge. ~ Colossians 2:3 Berean Literal Bible
On our journey, we’ve found the word “all” includes natural science
and everything else. We realized God did mean it when He said the
human mind is deceitful and desperately wicked.
We don’t know of a source other than divine revelation for precise
and correct knowledge of truth. No one has ever observed accurate
information self-generating. So, for those who reject divine
revelation, the ungodly-thinking fallacy blocks all rational thought. In
other words, basing all thought on made-up stuff is the unavoidable
result of ungodly thinking, and no ungodly thinker can escape it. And
that proves no one can know anything using ungodly thinking.

Every good and perfect gift is from above, coming down
from the Father of the heavenly lights, with whom there is
no change or shifting shadow. ~ James 1:17 Berean Study
Bible
And we know wisdom, knowledge, and understanding are good gifts.
Wisdom, knowledge, and understanding are good and perfect gifts,
and they come down from the Father.

Ungodly Thinking
We know Jesus Christ. He guides our thoughts. Ungodliness refuses
to acknowledge the spiritual element of life and revelation that flows
from God. As a result, many people think and act without God even
though they know thinking and acting without God is ungodly.
Atheism,
agnosticism,
materialism,
and
naturalism
are
denominations of ungodliness. Yielding to demonic gods is also
ungodly and following imagined or created idols is ungodly. Not only
so, when we fail to follow Christ, we’re thinking and acting godlessly
too.
There’s a form of ungodliness called “secularism.” An ungodly person
may simply want to avoid God for himself or herself, but secularism
goes one step further. Secularism tries to use the power of
government to impose ungodliness on everyone. Secularists have
perfected their language to sound innocent like the following:
Having a religious belief isn’t a problem and certainly is
protected by the Constitution. However, the primary
protection in our Constitution is the separation of church
and state, so religious beliefs cannot be used to make
policy or law.
Two problems plague this statement. First, the term “separation of
church and state” isn’t in the Constitution. Rather, it comes from a
letter Thomas Jefferson wrote. In Jefferson’s letter, the context was
the State wouldn’t limit Christians or any other religions. The
Constitution doesn’t limit Christians. However, it does limit the
power of the state to regulate the free exercise of religion. Therefore,
Jefferson used the term “separation of church and state” for just the

opposite of what the secularists hope to accomplish. They try to get
the state to regulate the exercise of religion.
Second, secularism establishes ungodliness as the state religion,
which violates the Constitution. If the state establishes ungodliness as
the preferred religion, ungodly people can use their made-up stuff
about reality as a guide for making laws. But those who follow Christ
can’t allow the love and wisdom that comes from Christ to guide them
in making laws. We’re comparing made-up stuff to divine revelation.
And how is made-up stuff superior to divine revelation? Why would
we pass restrictive laws to limit divine revelation?
Just as with all strongly held ideas, Secularism considers Secularism
to be the best way. Secularists argue for Secularism. They defend
Secularism if anyone speaks against it. Secularists believe in
dogmatically Secularism just as Relativists believe dogmatically in
Relativism. Secularists accept all ideas as long as those ideas are
Secularistic.
According to secularists, lawmakers must use ungodly thinking as the
basis for laws. The statement above pushes for ungodliness as the
state-established religion. That violates the Constitution. The
Constitution says the U. S. Congress “shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.”
Ungodliness isn’t supposed to be the established religion. Any person
in any office can freely exercise his or her mind, guided by the Holy
Spirit in all the ways the Holy Spirit speaks. That includes God
speaking through Scripture. Secularists claim made-up stuff is
superior to divine revelation for making laws.
Ungodly persuaders have been successful in pushing their ungodly
religion in government and public schools. And, as we’ve just
detailed, they push their ungodly religion using the deceptive phrase
“separation of church and state,” but they twist the meaning of this
phrase by making two claims. First, they falsely claim to have no
opinion and no religion. Second, they falsely claim ungodliness is the
default position.
By making these two claims consistently and forcefully, they’ve
successfully violated the establishment clause of the U. S.
Constitution. Similar efforts have succeeded in other countries. They

established a religion. They made ungodliness the state religion. It’s
the de facto established state religion. They could do it easily since no
one was opposing them. The government-funded ungodliness. They
taught it in public schools for many decades. Because they’ve
successfully used this tactic, the Government uses coercive force
against godly people and brainwashes their children.
If ungodliness was merely non-belief and without any agenda,
ungodly thinkers wouldn’t be trying to make converts. And yet, they
are trying to make converts. Ungodly thinkers wouldn’t have a
position to defend, but they’re zealous to defend their position.
They’re making their case on every medium. Ungodly thinkers
wouldn’t try to control the message, but they do try to control the
message.
Consider whether there’s any aspect of mass communication where
ungodly people and their ideas don’t dominate. Ungodly persuaders
use mass communication as a weapon. They use news media, social
media, entertainment, and education as weapons. Museums,
libraries, and social media also act as their brainwashing tools.
Secularists have been fighting a culture war for many decades, and no
one resisted them. The New Age networking movement helps in this
effort. Christians have stepped back to let ungodly people control. As
we’ve already discovered, ungodliness destroys sound reasoning. Why
have we turned over control to secularistic thinkers who refuse to
acknowledge the spiritual element of thinking? Christians have often
yielded in response to coercion from ungodly thinkers who wrestle for
control. A lukewarm church willingly followed the fleshly path set by
the ungodly.

Godly Thinking
The alternative to ungodly thinking is, of course, godly thinking. Only
by godly thinking can we know anything, but we can’t have godly
thinking without acknowledging God’s active role in our thought
processes through revelation.
For instance, only by revelation do we know Scripture is God’s word.
Only by revelation can we know God speaks through the Bible,
observation, and every other method mentioned in the Bible. Also, it’s

by revelation we know Scripture is without error. We can’t
understand these realities by axioms or presuppositions. Both axioms
and presuppositions consist of made-up stuff. Made-up stuff can’t
prove anything. Without proof, we can’t have precise and accurate
knowledge of anything with certainty. Through Scripture, God keeps
telling us to listen to Him, and He speaks the same into our
innermost beings. But listening to God and acknowledging God is
contrary to the fallen human nature. “For I know that nothing good
lives in me, that is, in my flesh. For I have the desire to do what’s
right, but I can’t carry it out.” (Romans 7:18) Still, we choose to listen to
Him and yield ourselves to Him even though our fleshly natures resist
Him.
How wonderful to know that when Jesus Christ speaks to
you and to me, he enables you to understand yourself, to
die to that self because of the cross, and brings the real you
to birth. ~ Ravi Zacharias, What Makes the Christian
Message Unique?
Although we don’t have deep knowledge of these things, we do know
something about how divine revelation and leading works and what
we can expect. We’ll explore more about the purpose of hearing His
voice on the next volume of the journey and the next trip. We’ll also
investigate more about how to hear His voice and more fully discern
since just knowing about divine revelation won’t help.
At some point in our lives, we wanted to know Jesus, and now that we
know Him, we want to know Him more fully. So we don’t pretend to
be satisfied before it makes sense to be satisfied. We’ll be satisfied
when we awake with His image and likeness.
As for me, I will behold thy face in righteousness: I shall be
satisfied, when I awake, with thy likeness. ~ Psalm 17:15
King James Version
. . . to be conformed to the image of His Son . . . ~ Romans
8:29 Berean Study Bible
. . . looking as in a mirror at the glory of the Lord and are
being transformed into the same image from glory to glory
. . . ~ 2 Corinthians 3:18 Holman Christian Standard Bible

Divine Revelation and Certainty
We’ve established that faith is divine certainty. And yet God tells us to
walk from faith to faith. That implies a faith that progresses to higher
and deeper levels in Christ. That means we go from one level of faith
to a higher level. From this level, we proceed higher by grace. And
grace is through faith. As we yield, the Holy Spirit changes us. And we
advance to an even higher level of faith. We proceed because the Holy
Spirit uses this method to transfigure us as the Holy Spirit purifies
Christ in our innermost minds. Purification is holiness. To put it
another way, Christ becomes more fully formed in us as the polluted,
natural, carnal mind gradually dies away. And as Christ is formed and
the carnal mind dies, our thinking becomes clearer, and the scope of
certainty we know by faith is wider and more encompassing.
If faith is divine certainty that comes when God speaks, how can we
have better discernment as we mature in Christ? Isn’t faith the
absolutely certain proof of what we haven’t yet seen with our physical
eyes? And doesn’t faith come to us the moment we first acknowledge
God’s voice and hear Him? Wouldn’t that faith be total and complete
right from the start?
While faith is absolute right from the start, the human mind is
deceitful and desperately wicked. Satan is a deceiver. Deceivers can
pretend to be the voice of God. We don’t wrestle with flesh and blood
but with principalities and powers and spiritual wickedness in the
high places.
We walk from one level of faith to a higher level of faith as we mature.
We become better acquainted with Christ as we walk with Him in
submission and obedience to His leading, teaching, and correcting.
The Holy Spirit forms Christ more fully in us and the sinful nature
diminishes. That’s what maturity is. With less sinful nature and more
of Christ’s nature, maturity helps us discern. Maturity helps us
discern. It helps us know what comes from our own minds and what
comes from God.
And if the righteous scarcely be saved, where shall the
ungodly and the sinner appear? 1 Peter 4:18 King James
Bible

Let’s consider how drastic a move by God to send His own Son to die
on our behalf. If there was another way, God would have found it and
used it. Jesus prayed as He was in anguish in the Garden of
Gethsemane. He asked the Father if there was any other way. There
was none.
The way before us is narrow. We find many opportunities to leave the
way.
We’re born again. That part was easy. Growing up is another matter.
Most of the New Testament is about growing up. Only a few verses of
the New Testament deal with being born again. We had to be born
again. That was absolutely vital. Now, we must grow up into the
Head. That is absolutely vital.
We would all love it if our journey was just a single step with no
chance to make any mistakes or to sin. However, we have no other
way. God must allow Satan to test and try us. We must be faithful.
And every stronghold in each of our minds must fall one by one. God
won’t force it. We must submit to each new milestone on our journey
with Him.
So our vision becomes clearer with each new submission. The Holy
Spirit purifies us each time we listen to and obey the King of kings. He
speaks the Word. Christ is the Word. Faith comes. Christ authors the
faith. Faith gives us access to His grace. Grace does His works
through us. That’s the gift of righteousness. Christ works through us.
God won’t force His gift on us. We must stop fighting Him. We yield
the members of our bodies to his righteousness. When we yield, the
Sower sows the Seed. The Seed is the Word. Christ is the Word. The
Seed is Christ. God is constantly sowing Christ into our hearts as He
leads us in the simple, everyday things of life. Does the Seed fall on
the good ground or the path, the rocky ground, or among thorns?
When it falls on good ground, the Holy Spirit is forming Christ in our
hearts, and the flesh is dying away.
But the path of the just is as the shining light, that shineth
more and more unto the perfect day. Proverbs 4:18 King
James Bible
As a result, certainty follows obedience, and it begins as God speaks
to us and we acknowledge Him. Personal yielding is the first level of

submission to God, but it’s possible to resist what God tells us, so it’s
possible to resist this certainty.
We’ve already understood that no one can read the Bible or hear the
Bible read without hearing God’s voice. And often, when leading us,
the Holy Spirit will bring a Scripture to our remembrance. (John 14:26)
And yet we may or may not recognize God’s voice. We may or may not
acknowledge God as He reveals truth, doctrine, and the history of the
world through Scripture. We may fail to acknowledge Him whether
we’re reading Scripture, we’re hearing Scripture read, or the Holy
Spirit is bringing Scripture to our remembrance. And when the Holy
Spirit brings a Scripture to our remembrance, it’s revelation. It isn’t
the same as us remembering something. The Holy Spirit brings it to
our remembrance, so we aren’t the ones remembering, but the Holy
Spirit gives us understanding. Not only so, but even when we read
Scripture or hear someone reading Scripture, the Holy Spirit gives us
the meaning. He pulls our fleshly veils away so we can understand the
revelation He gives.
So only the Holy Spirit can reveal the meaning of Scripture. And it’s
not just Scripture, but when the Holy Spirit interprets any
observation, experience, or revelation, the Spirit pulls our fleshly veils
away so we can see reality as it is. The Holy Spirit never adds anything
from unreality. On the other hand, when we interpret observation,
experience, or revelation, we go beyond observation, experience, and
revelation. We add some thoughts of unreality. We may even add
unreality by failing to see something from the observation,
experience, or revelation. Or we may deny some part of it. The fallen
human mind may claim this process of adding unreality is reasonable.
Technically, it’s a form of reasoning, but it’s not sane reasoning or
sound reasoning. It’s insane since we can’t manufacture truth. We can
only manufacture lies. We must get truth from somewhere. All truth
is hidden in Christ. The Holy Spirit must reveal it to us. When the
human mind tries to manufacture information, it just makes up stuff
and calls the made-up stuff “true.”
God didn’t delegate the responsibility to discern divine revelation
without giving us the power to discern. The fallen human mind can’t
tell the difference between divine revelation and a clever fake.
Discernment isn’t innate in us, but the Holy Spirit must live and move

in us for His power to work. The Holy Spirit in us is the power to
discern if we’re in submission to Him. Therefore, revelation is direct
and doesn’t use our human interpretation of God’s revelation. If we’re
rebellious, if we try to be independent of the Holy Spirit, we won’t
have discernment. If we continue to interpret after God reveals, our
interpretation twists what God revealed. So the double-minded
person, the person who tries to follow both the human mind and the
mind of Christ, receives nothing from the Lord. Double-minded
thinkers twist and distort whatever they receive. And that’s why those
who lean on their own minds cannot receive God’s revelation.
Trust in the LORD with all your heart; and lean not to your
own understanding. In all your ways acknowledge Him,
and He shall direct your paths. ~ Proverbs 3:5-6
Authorized King James Version
We receive this trusting as a gift since we can’t trust God through
human effort. Faith is free. It comes from God as He leads us. God
gives faith and Christ is the Author of this faith. So when we stand in
His presence in deep respect for Him and submission to Him, He
speaks to us. And when we hear and acknowledge Him, faith comes
by hearing Him. If we resist Him, He won’t force Himself or His
wisdom on us.
Through the Bible, God tells us about the ways He speaks. Every
utterance of God is refined. But we don’t add to His words, lest He
reprove us and we be found to be liars. (Proverbs 30:5-6) The Father
sends the Holy Ghost, and the Holy Ghost teaches us just as He
teaches everyone who’s following Christ. (John 14:26) The Holy Spirit
testifies of Jesus. (John 15:26) He’ll show us things to come and guide us
into all truth if we continue to listen to Him. (John 16:13) When we’re
weak, He helps us. He even intercedes for us when we don’t know
how to pray. (Romans 8:26)

Divine Revelation and Logic
So we’ve already seen truth must support sound logic. Without truth,
logic isn’t sound but rather is irrational. And while unsound
reasoning can’t lead to certainty, sound reasoning does lead to
certainty.

Let’s review something we glanced at previously. The English word
“logic” comes from the Greek word “logos.” God uses the word “logos”
in referring to Jesus Christ in the Bible—Jesus is the Logos. “In the
beginning was the Word [Logos], and the Word [Logos] was with
God, and the Word [Logos] was God.” (John 1:1) And Jesus is also the
Truth. (John 14:6) Since truth is another word for reality, Jesus is the
Reality. The word “science” comes from the Latin to know. “Science”
means knowledge, and all knowledge is hidden in Christ. (Colossians 2:3)
Christ Jesus is the revealer of the scientific method and the revealer of
science (knowledge). He leads us into truth and righteousness.
Anyone can know Jesus Christ. We know this because we know Him,
and He reveals this fact to us. He reveals that whoever seeks Him
finds Him. He continues to reveal more of Himself and His will to us.
He leads us, corrects us, and purifies us, and we know many people
who also know Him and are led by Him in the same way we are.
We’re searching for truth. Ungodly thinkers sometimes try to make
this search into a game of wits, but this search isn’t a game. It’s not
about winning or losing. It’s about sanity, but ungodly thinkers don’t
understand we ought to be searching for truth rather than playing
mind games. Without the truth, there is no sanity. No one can know
the truth without Christ. Since untruth can’t be rational and no one
can know the truth without Christ, ungodly thinking is always
irrational.
And though ungodly thinkers like to think logic and science can only
work for ungodly people, we found out that just the opposite is the
case. They like to believe following Christ is irrational, but not
following Christ assures irrational thinking. Given the way logic and
reason work, ungodly thinking can’t possibly result in rational
thought. Neither logic nor science has any basis in the ungodly
thinker’s worldview, but both logic and science make perfect sense for
the person Christ is leading, teaching, and correcting. Godly thinking
can always give a sane reason for any belief based on divine
revelation, but ungodly thinkers can’t present real evidence for their
claims. Ungodly thinkers use fallacies to make fake evidence seem
real. We’ve fully explored this fact on this journey, but we also find
ungodly thinkers continually confirm this to us every time we
confront them. In this light, here’s a comment about another debate:

We, along with two other men, attended the debate
anticipating a thorough discussion of the scientific
evidences; however, we were sadly mistaken. During over 1
½ hours of discourse between them the two U.T.
professors failed to present one single argument favoring
the evolution theory. Mind you, they introduced not one
affirmative argument which defended evolution! It was
thoroughly disappointing! One would expect, as we did,
that men with Ph.D. degrees and supposed specialists in
their fields could give at least a defense of the theory.
However, their speeches abounded with broad
generalizations completely evading the real issue. They
constantly strayed into philosophical and religious areas,
when the debate was supposed to be centered around
scientific information. In fact, they made fun of
conservative biblical interpretation and tried to cast
reflection on anyone not believing in evolution. Yet the
whole time they offered no scientific material to support
their opinionated speeches. They repeatedly said they
believed evolution to be a better explanation of life than
creation, but were utterly destitute of reasons WHY they
felt this way! ~ Duane Gish, Debates Generate Vigorous
Response
It makes sense for ungodly thinkers to avoid scientific issues since
science isn’t on their side, and philosophy can’t help them either.
We’ve already understood why ungodly thinkers have to base both
science and philosophy on fallacies. No one can reason to any truth
without God’s revelation. We’ve already seen that ungodly persuaders
use words like “science,” “evidence,” and “logic” as magic words, but
those words mean “made-up stuff” when ungodly persuaders use
them. And we’ve discovered that ungodly thinkers can never think
based on substance but always think based on made-up stuff. So
when they speak of science, evidence, and logic, they never touch real
science, evidence, or logic. Instead, they can only present phantom
science, phantom evidence, and phantom logic.

A World of Fallacies

As already demonstrated, ungodly thinkers have to base all their
thinking on fallacies. However, that’s not to say ungodly thinkers
can’t be successful or can never be right. They can succeed at doing
evil as demonic powers, interdimensional beings, spirit guides, work
with them. They can succeed because God reveals parts of reality to
them through His creation, and He cares for them even though they
refuse to acknowledge Him or thank Him. Since they won’t
acknowledge God, they can’t tell the difference between the truth God
reveals and the fabrications of the fallen human mind. He provided
them a brute-beast mind that can reason pragmatically, but it can’t be
rational. It can’t consider the truth. It can only guess about what
seems to work at the moment.
Ungodly thinkers often are right in their conclusions because God
reveals reality to them just as He reveals reality to every person.
However, they refuse to give Him glory or to acknowledge Him for
His gift to them. And we understand when God says He reveals
Himself to every person, He includes those who resist Him. (Romans
1:19-20) So, even those who resist Him have God’s revelation of right
and wrong, yet they refuse to acknowledge God because they love
darkness rather than light. (John 3:19) God reveals right and wrong to
them, but they can only react pragmatically to what God reveals since
they refuse to acknowledge God. They refuse to acknowledge the
source of knowledge, so they don’t distinguish between what God
reveals and what brute-beast minds fabricate. And because they don’t
want to worship God or serve Him, God turns them over to their own
reprobate minds. (Romans 1:28) They also know they’ll receive judgment
for the things they do, and yet they do them. (Romans 1:30)
Ungodly thinkers make no distinction between revealed truth and
made-up stuff. They think every thought comes from assumptions.
However, assumptions consist of made-up stuff. So they make up
stories to pretend it’s sane to base thinking on assumptions. That’s
why they can believe lies they like as firmly as they believe the
revealed truth they like. They deny the lies they don’t like with the
same confidence they deny the truth they don’t like. Alternately, they
try to play games with the definition of the word “assumption” and
confuse the issue. Of course, Christians are in the same mess when we

follow rationalized theologies, organizations, or intellects instead of
following God’s leading.
Humans invest an amazing amount of time and effort trying to know
truth. But ungodly thinkers can never find truth regardless of their
efforts since ungodly thinkers refuse to acknowledge God. Logic and
epistemology classes teach about valid form and many fallacies, but
that doesn’t help. It’s still easy to make statements that seem true
when they’re not true since the flesh finds many ways to deceive
human minds.
So memorizing hundreds of fallacies has no power to keep anyone
from deception. For several reasons, people who study logic are often
more blinded by illusion than those who don’t study logic. For one,
those who memorize fallacies often don’t fully understand the terms.
They passed the test in school. They don’t understand how to apply
those memorized definitions rationally. As a result, they accuse others
of committing fallacies when those people haven’t committed
fallacies, and they can’t see their own fallacies. They twist the rules of
logic to fit their desired conclusions. They blatantly use fallacies to
prove their points. As a result, they deceive others. Mostly, they
deceive themselves.
There’s a reason they can only understand the terms superficially but
have no understanding of how to apply those memorized definitions
rationally. Though they know all these concepts about logic and
fallacies, they don’t know the basics of truth. Since they refuse to
acknowledge God, they can’t know the difference between what
they’re making up and what God reveals. They can’t discern between
good and evil, truth and error, or reality and make-believe. They’re
willingly ignorant, they’ve suppressed the truth in their
unrighteousness [deceitful trickery], and God has turned them over to
their own reprobate minds. They only have opinions. They have
nothing other than their opinions. However, that doesn’t stop them
from being dogmatic or from calling their opinions “facts.” Even when
they admit they know nothing as the skeptics do, this admission
doesn’t stop them from scoffing at God and ridiculing those who
follow God. On the contrary, the ungodly are increasingly irrational,
violent, and vehement in fighting against sanity and goodness.

On the other hand, the unthankfulness of the ungodly doesn’t stop
God from taking care of them. Indeed, God preserves them so they
have the opportunity to reach out to Him. (Acts 17:27) He loves them so.
God reached out to us who now know Him. He reached out to us
while we were still in total rebellion against Him. When we step off
the way and step into rebellion, the Good Shepherd does whatever it
takes to bring us back to the way. Therefore, we should rejoice when
He does the same for those others who are in full rebellion against
Him.
Well, if learning about logic and fallacies isn’t going to help, how do
we keep persuaders from deceiving us? The answer is simple. We
keep our eyes on Jesus. We don’t get distracted. We listen to Christ’s
voice. We ask Him to make our hearts soft toward Him. We spend
time with Him in prayer. We ask Him to create a hunger for His
righteousness within us. We don’t get proud but remain humble and
teachable, realizing He has much more to show us. We avoid ungodly
counselors wherever they may be whether in print, in classes, on TV,
or on the radio. We avoid them when they come through movies,
music, or self-help resources. Whenever God puts a check in our
hearts, we pay attention. Ungodly counselors can even be found in
some churches, but only the Holy Spirit can give us the sensitivity to
avoid them.
In our individual walks, we Christ-followers do wander from the way
and do commit fallacies sometimes. If we would only say and think
what the Holy Spirit gives us, we would never commit any fallacies.
We wouldn’t commit fallacies since we would have a Foundation for
thought.
Is it possible never to lapse into irrational thinking, never committing
any fallacy? It’s possible even though it seems impossible. It seems
impossible since each of us has two minds in a battle to the death. As
Christians, we each have a natural, carnal mind, and we also have the
mind of Christ. But we can’t reconcile these two minds. So we’re
limited this way. And yet the Holy Spirit will lead us to the vision that
He provides, and He Who started a good work in us will continue to
complete it. (Philippians 1:6) He’ll complete it in everyone who’s willing.
So He continues the work until we come to the unity of the faith and
knowledge of the Son of God. He continues until we come. All must

come as one complete man. We must continue to the measure of the
stature of the fullness of Christ. (Ephesians 4:11-13)
Divine revelation isn’t haphazard. For instance, God reveals reality to
us through Scripture like the history of the universe. He defines right
and wrong, tells us about the future, and reveals the order for the
Church, marriage, and families. He also explains the ways to get close
to Him. He shows us the ways He speaks and leads.
He teaches us reality through the Bible, but only under certain
conditions. We must stand in His presence and depend on Him for
the interpretation as we avoid leaning on human ability to
understand. As it works out, the human ability to understand is the
ability to misunderstand. This so-called “ability” is always based on
made-up stuff. And there’s more to this problem. As we walk in
submission to the Holy Spirit, we walk in submission to those
ministries and offices God has appointed over us in the Church where
the Holy Spirit indicates. In other words, the Holy Spirit even leads us
to find the right counselors and teachers, the ones God sets to lead us.
God also reveals reality through observations of His creation as He
mentions in the first chapter of Romans. He reveals not only material
reality but also spiritual reality through the things He’s created. Not
even failure to acknowledge God can stop this revelation. So God
won’t excuse anyone who refuses to acknowledge Him. Failure to
acknowledge God does keep the rebellious mind from being rational
since that failure results in not being able to tell the difference
between truth and error. It results in not being able to tell good from
evil or reality from make-believe.
God also directs us in the seemingly insignificant decisions in our
daily lives. In these decisions, He leads and teaches us by His abiding
Spirit. He never leaves us or forsakes us, and He’s an ever-present
help in need. The Holy Spirit is here with us to teach us all truth. Of
course, we must look for and acknowledge His leading to benefit from
it. Therefore, we would be foolish to decide anything without asking
God first. We would be foolish to ask God and then forget to wait for
the answer. How much more foolish to get the answer and refuse to
obey. And yet we act foolishly too often.

Pressing On

We’re on a life-long journey into truth and righteousness. We must
not stop now.
We began trip 10 by reviewing all that we learned on trips 1-9. What
were the two most important truths we learned in those nine trips?
First, Jesus Christ is real, knowable, and the only source of truth.
Since rational thought must be based on truth, that means rational
thought is impossible without Christ. Second, the human mind is
incapable of rational thought without Christ. Faith comes by hearing
God’s utterance, His truth. That means sound reasoning is impossible
without faith.
On trips 10 and 11 we followed the work of Francis Bacon in
classifying the ways people lose touch with reality. These include
learning dullness and deception of the senses limit human
impressions. Human desires of the innermost mind create bias. Bias
acts as a powerful filter that adds to impressions and diminishes
impressions. This filtration process directs the interpretation. The
interpretation confirms the bias and fortifies the worldview. Concepts
enter the mind through various sources and then these concepts seem
like reality. Humans use names to confuse reality with make-believe.
For instance, they give names to things that don’t exist or they give
names to things that exist but are poorly defined.
We discussed many methods that intellectuals propose as ways of
knowing, and we found knowledge of truth is only possible through
Christ. God may reveal reality through many mechanisms like the
following:
scientific method
dreams
discoveries that seem accidental
Scripture
math

interpretation
intuition
None of these have any value without God’s divine revelation. The
Holy Spirit must even be present to interpret Scripture. We debunked
several deceptions that couldn’t possibly lead us to knowledge of the
truth. In that light, we exposed several illegitimate “ways of knowing”
Including the following:
naturalism
theories
predictions
the so-called body of knowledge
apriorism
imagination
Real Faith & Reason Volume Three takes us on six additional trips.
Trip 12 will explore how God speaks and how we can discern between
God’s voice and all the other voices. Trip 13 will bring us to many
ways of discerning the difference between truth and make-believe. On
trip 14, we’ll look deeply into the dangers of divine revelation and how
we can be deceived when we’re trying to follow Christ. Divine
revelation isn’t dangerous, but the human mind is dangerous,
deceptive, and able to counterfeit divine revelation. The enemy of our
minds does the same. Trips 15, 16, and 17 refute the many arguments
of the skeptics.
After finishing the three-volume set, the Real Faith & Reason Library
continues with Exposing the REAL Creation-Evolution Debate,
Encyclopedia of Logical Fallacies, and The Nuts and Bolts of Being
Rational.
Press toward the mark of your high calling in Christ Jesus. We’re
traveling where we have never passed before.
Let’s pray.
We need You, Lord. We need You. Lead us in the Way no
enemy can corrupt. Shine Your Light on our path so we
never go astray. Lead us in Truth even as You have said
You are the Truth. Amen.

What Did You Think of This Book?

Thank you for reading this book. You could have chosen from
thousands of other books but you chose this one, and, for that, I’m
extremely grateful.
I care about what you think. I sincerely hope this book has been
transforming and encouraging for you. I pray that your life is better in
specific ways. If so, it would be nice if you could share this book with
your friends and family by posting it on Facebook and Twitter. You
can also give free copies to your friends by going to
http://RealReality.org/downloads.
As I started writing the Real Faith & Reason Library (the series of
which this book is a part) about seven years ago, I posted to Christian
discussion groups, Twitter, and Facebook pages and spent six years
being beaten up on the Internet, giving the message as faithfully as I
could. The attacks by ungodly thinkers were predictable given the
message: Christ is real and knowable. Everyone who seeks Him finds
Him. He leads, teaches, and corrects every person who follows Him.
He provides the discernment. Our part is to listen, yield, and obey.
The human mind has no path to truth. If we don’t base our thoughts
on truth, they aren’t rational. Any logic that doesn’t have true
premises is unsound. It’s insane. Christ is the only Path to Truth.
Only He can provide true premises for reasoning. Therefore, rational
thought without divine revelation is impossible.
Atheists hate that. Christians who worship human intellect hate that.
Godly thinkers loved it. The examples in this book are a small portion

of what I learned by enduring six years of being defamed on the
Internet. It wasn’t easy. I was often sustained by godly thinkers who
encouraged me. Having gone through all that, I don’t want this book
to go unread. I want people to read it.
I would greatly appreciate it if you would share this book with those
you care about. If you would like to contact me, you can do that
through my Facebook page.
https://www.facebook.com/PetrosScientiaAuthor
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How do we know? That’s the question this book answers.
At the intersection of faith and reason is a place called sanity.
Learn how to have the real faith that leads to sound reason.
Find out how to have absolutely rock-solid certain proof of God.
Put God’s way of transformation to work.
Discover the foolishness of ungodly thinking.
Real Faith & Reason brings this to you in simple, easy-to-understand
terms without mysterious terminology or concepts. Real Faith &
Reason focuses on the simplicity found in Christ. The truth is simple.
The gospel is simple. The Bible is simple. It’s the lies that give the
illusion that everything is hard to understand. Real Faith & Reason
goes to the nuts and bolts of faith and reason where both faith and
reason are easy to understand.
This book is the second volume of the three-volume Real Faith &
Reason set and it’s part of the six-book Real Faith & Reason Library.
Volume two deals with two major topics. First, it deals with ways we
lose touch with reality. Second, it examines many ways of obtaining
knowledge. It evaluates whether those supposed methods for getting
knowledge actually do lead to knowledge of truth. Some do. Others
don’t.
The problem remains the same as it was in volume one of this journey
into faith and reason. When we think the world can’t get any crazier,
we find out that it has become crazier than we thought possible. We
try to find the truth, and we find we can’t trust any of the traditional

sources that we trusted in the past. Did they just now become
untrustworthy, or did God choose this time to expose them.
We’re looking for stability, peace, and assurance. We want life to
make sense. At the intersection of real faith and real reason is a place
called sanity. We’re learning to find that place of safety in Christ.
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Book Club, Small Group Study, or
Homeschool Questions

These questions can be used for the entire book, or you can use these same
questions for each section or chapter, depending on how you want to run
your club, group, or class.

What Did You See?
What new things did you learn in this reading?
What did God seem to be saying directly to you as you read?
What is the most important point in what we read, and why is it important?

Edification, Encouragement, and Comfort
What was most comforting to you in this reading, and why is it comforting?
What did you find most edifying as you read, and why was it edifying?
What part of this reading was most encouraging or strengthening to you, and
why did you find it strengthening or encouraging?

Going Forward
How do feel you’ll be able to apply this reading in your life going forward?
What do you see as the hardest part of applying this reading to your life?
What do you see as the key to applying this reading to your life?

What questions do you still have? What points are still confusing?
What truth can you add to what was in the book?
Where do you think God is leading you based on what you read?

The Foundation of Real Faith &
Reason Library

The six books in this library have a sure Foundation. They aren’t
based on the author’s credentials. They aren’t based on research into
what other supposed experts say.
They aren’t based on
presuppositions, assumptions, or axiom. They’re based on what you
can easily check and test on your own.
We can’t lay any other foundation than Christ Jesus. Jesus is real and
knowable. Everyone who seeks Christ finds Him, so anyone can test
the things written in this book. Christ leads, teaches, and corrects
everyone who follows Him. Following Christ isn’t a meaningless
euphemism but a constant practice. Though we may be unfaithful in
following Him at times, Christ is always faithful in leading. He’s
always here with us. He lives in us. In Him, we live and move and
have our being. We know He exists because we know Him.
We’re all well aware those who oppose Christ, those who hate the
Light, will deny Christ leads, teaches, or corrects anyone. These don’t
want a close relationship with Christ. They don’t want Christ directly
guiding their lives. However, their denials don’t affect reality. They
always base their denials on made-up stuff, although those who deny
Christ always have ways of making their made-up stuff appear to be
factual or even Scriptural. Think about it. Based on made-up stuff,

they are denying that millions of people who know Jesus Christ aren’t
experiencing what they’re experiencing. We’ll deal with various forms
of denials in the book Real Faith & Reason Volume Three.
These six books are for born-again people. Everyone who is born
again has come to Christ believing. The Father drew them to Christ,
and they came to hear the voice of Christ. Faith came by hearing the
voice of Christ through Scripture or a means of revelation mentioned
in Scripture. We who follow Christ are on a journey to explore the
wonders of the way God works with us and all who follow Christ.
What follows are some basic truths. We know these truths by divine
revelation. We didn’t have to assume anything. They aren’t selfevident. They are revealed truths. When God speaks to us, He fixes
the truth within us by His utterance. What He says is the truth. He
knows all truth and cannot lie.
God is a loving God Who wants all people to be saved. And yet,
humans have free will. We can each resist God’s leading. We can each
refuse to respond to His voice. He reveals Himself to every person
without exception through what He created. Some people deny this,
but they have chosen their pathway. If any follower of Christ has ever
witnessed to an unbeliever, that unbeliever has heard the voice of
Christ through the follower of Christ. No follower of Christ can say
“Jesus Is Lord” except by the power of the Third Person of the Trinity,
the Holy Spirit. When an unbeliever rejects the testimony of the
follower of Christ, that unbeliever is rejecting Christ directly. By
rejecting Christ, the unbeliever is rejecting the Father God directly.
We are on a journey to explore the wonders of the authority of Christ
within each one who follows Christ.
God created a perfect world. No pain, suffering, death, unhappiness,
sin, or any such problems existed in the original creation. At the
beginning of creation, God created Adam and Eve, the first man and
woman. Satan came in the form of a serpent and lied to Adam and
Eve, the first people God created. Adam and Eve decided to believe
Satan rather than God. They decided to obey Satan rather than God. A
spiritual law (reality) exists that whoever you yield yourself as a slave
to obey is the one whose slave you are. Adam and Eve became slaves
of Satan. All their children became slaves as well. Since God had set
Adam as ruler over all creation, the entire creation came under the

power of Satan. That’s how pain, misery, suffering, and death started.
Only God could reverse the situation. As in Adam all die, so in Christ
shall all be made alive.
While God is merciful, He is also just. He’ll Judge everything. He’s the
only one who can judge rightly. Hitler will meet his righteous
judgment. However, every person has sinned and fallen short of the
glory of God. Whatever isn’t of faith is sin, and faith comes by hearing
God’s voice. Who hasn’t had thoughts or said words that came from a
source other than God’s leading? No one is innocent. Righteous
judgment means the person who sins will die. The person who sins
will die a physical death and a spiritual death. God has revealed that
hell is real. Even a moment in this spiritual fire would be beyond
description. No earthly suffering could compare. No one goes to hell
prepared for what hell is like.
God is love. He loves us. He didn’t want that terrible end for us. From
the start, God promised a Savior. Over time, God revealed He would
have to pay the price of our sin. God was the only one who could pay
that price.
To keep us from hell and restore us to Himself and His love, He took
on the form of a human being as Jesus Christ. He never obeyed Satan
once but only spoke the words of the Father and only did the acts of
the Father. He reversed the sinful deeds of every person from Adam
to the end of time. He was obedient to the point of suffering and dying
on the cross while bearing the weight of the sin of every person who
ever lived. The Father is Holy and had to turn away from His Son on
that cross. In this, every part of the Godhead suffered on that cross.
God suffered for your sin and mine. Christ overcame death. He rose
from the dead and ministered to many after His resurrection. Then,
He ascended into heaven. Later, He sent the Holy Spirit to lead and
teach all those who follow Him. He ordained spiritual gifts,
ministries, offices, and orders for the Church.
Christ doesn’t force Himself on anyone. He gives everyone a chance.
Everyone will have a chance to accept Him or reject Him. Those who
reject Him are choosing hell. They don’t want to serve God. God’s
nature is such that He doesn’t force anyone into submission.
Submission must be voluntary. God can’t force submission or it isn’t

submission. Love must be voluntary. And yet, God tells us every knee
will bow and every tongue will confess to the glory of God.
Therefore, we seek to persuade people to come to Christ. We extend
an invitation for them to know Jesus Christ personally. Since God
doesn’t coerce anyone to come to Him, neither do we. We let people
know about the good news. God reveals those who reject Christ do so
because their deeds are evil. They love darkness rather than light.
God’s judgment will be absolutely just and fair, but He has paid the
price. Here’s the good news. Jesus paid it all. All who will may come.
All who come are born again. They can grow up into the fullness of
Christ.
When we’re born again, we’re born as babies in Christ. After we’re
born again, God is looking for maturity. Our focus turns to growing.
We want to grow to the measure of the stature of the fullness of
Christ. And yet, many Christians remain as babies in Christ. They
never experience spiritual growth.
Spiritual growth takes place by listening to the voice of Christ and
yielding to Him. It’s not by following a set of laws. It’s not by learning
some doctrines or theologies. It’s by yielding to Christ. It’s in allowing
God to flow through us in love by the Holy Spirit. It’s in discerning the
body of Christ and walking in submission to the Holy Spirit. This
growth is by grace, and the grace is through faith. On the other hand,
failure to listen to God’s voice causes spiritual immaturity.
Speculations that go beyond what God revealed cause divisions in the
church. Divisions in the body of Christ are a sign of spiritual
immaturity.
God has a process for spiritual growth, and He reveals that process
through Scripture. It all begins when He speaks to us. He speaks
through Scripture or one of the means of divine revelation mentioned
in Scripture. (John 10:27) Jesus is the good Shepherd, and He’s always
leading, teaching, and correcting those who follow Him and listen to
His voice. (John 18:37) That Word that God speaks is the living Word,
the Christ. (John 1:1) When God speaks, faith comes. (Romans 10:17) And
faith gives us access into His grace. (Romans 5:2) Grace then does His
works through us. (1 Corinthians 15:10) However, He won’t force Himself
on us, but we must yield the members of our bodies to Him. (Romans

6:13)

God gives us the gift of righteousness. (Romans 5:17) The love of God
flows through our hearts by the Holy Ghost. (Romans 5:5) He won’t force
us, but we must willingly submit to Him to the point of obedience as
He plants the living Word into our hearts. (Matthew 13:3) His goal is to
fully form Jesus Christ in us. (Romans 6:13) Our fleshly nature dies a bit
with each time we respond in submission and obedience to the
righteousness of Christ. (Mark 8:34-35) In this way, we are purifying the
Lord Jesus Christ in our hearts. (1 Peter 3:15) The Holy Spirit is
transfiguring us into Christ’s image from glory to glory. (2 Corinthians
3:18)

As followers of Christ, we’re all fully aware Satan will produce
counterfeits of everything real in Christ. It’s always been true.
Through the biblical account, God shows us Satan brings false
pastors, apostles, prophets, Bible teachers, signs, and wonders. We’ve
seen false writings, “revelations,” healings, and miracles. We’re
learning how to discern Christ’s voice from all others. Our minds can
deceive us. The fleshly natures of other people try to control us.
Spiritual deceivers in places of authority oppose us. We’re also
learning to yield ourselves to Christ in willing submission and
obedience. He’s revealing who we are in Christ and how we fit into the
body of Christ. As He purifies us, He’s building a people of power and
authority. God says we’ll the church will unite. The church will have
the same faith and knowledge. It will grow to full maturity in Christ.
(Ephesians 4:10-13) We’ll walk in total submission and obedience to
Christ. The church will follow the orders of Scripture. Love will be
complete.
Everyone who sincerely seeks Christ finds Christ. Although He forces
Himself on no one, He rejects no one. Rather, He freely pardons and
sets us free from the sinful nature, peer pressure, and the deceitful
power of the devil as we yield ourselves to His grace and
righteousness. And Christ reveals Himself to every person. He reveals
Himself through creation. He reveals Himself through those who walk
in the Spirit. Christ leads, teaches, and corrects every person who
follows Him. He interprets our observations and experiences and
shows us the way. He’s the Source of every good thing including
knowledge, understanding, wisdom, righteousness, and faith. What
He says is the truth. We can’t have knowledge, understanding,

wisdom, righteousness, or faith without Christ. We can’t have truth or
love without Christ.
God is light. In Him is no darkness at all. The Logos, or Utterance, is
the Light that lights every person who comes into the world. Christ is
the Light of the world. When we listen to Christ’s voice, faith comes.
Faith gives us access to His grace. When we yield to His grace so He
says His words and does His works through us, we are also the light of
the world. Christ in us is the Light of the world.
Every person benefits from the Light of Christ. Without that Light, we
would all be in the dark. Without that Light, the human mind has no
rational way to reason. Without the Light of Christ, people can react
to what’s around them but not in a rational way. Without the Light of
God, people can make up stuff, but they can never base reasoning on
true premises. The Light gives them a way to know what’s right and
what’s true. The Light of Christ shows the difference between reality,
preconceptions, and imagination. Even those who haven’t yet
accepted Christ as Savior and Lord benefit from the Light of Christ.
Those who hate the Light and love darkness turn from the Light.
When the children of Light begin to shine, those who love darkness
turn even further from the Light. They try to suppress the Light.
When any person fails to acknowledge Christ or yield to His Light,
that person turns toward darkness. At a certain point, God lets that
person go. God withdraws Himself and His Light from them. This
generally happens by degrees, but it can happen quite suddenly. They
then enter darkness in which they increasingly can’t tell the difference
between right and wrong, good and evil, truth and lie, or reality and
make-believe. We’re seeing the children of Light and the children of
darkness coming to maturity on a massive scale throughout society
now. The war is between Christ and the spirit of antichrist.
The children of Light are learning to hear the voice of Christ and to
yield to His righteousness in willing submission and obedience.
They’re learning to discern the body of Christ, and the love of God is
being shed abroad in their hearts by the Holy Ghost.
The children of darkness are trying to smother the children of Light.
They hate the Light. They seek power and control. They don’t want
the word of the Lord. They seek to distort and twist the utterance of

God. They ridicule. They oppress. They threaten. They love to listen to
ungodly counselors and false teachers in the news media, the
universities, the entertainment venues, and even in some churches.
They willingly allow themselves to be drawn into a downward spiral
of slavery to alcohol, drugs, sexual compromises, perversions,
witchcraft, disorder, and other sins. They gladly enter into the
idolatry of focusing on things other than Christ and His
righteousness. Some of them even think they can destroy the body of
Christ.
God will prevail. Though many followers of Christ are suffering from
persecution and some have even given their lives, Christ will be
victorious. Yes, and all who desire to live godly in Christ Jesus will
suffer persecution. God uses our suffering as part of His process to
transform us. Refining gold always requires heat, and the dross must
be removed. In the end, every scar will become a badge of honor.
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